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X2._BELFAST,

lKIAL BALANCE

MAINE, THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1920.

CIlY OF BELFAST
City marshal, M. R. Knowlton.
Government
Auditor, H. H. Coombs.
1920.
As of March
Harbormaster, N. S. Lord.
The inauguration exercises of the BelPort warden, N. S. Lord.
fast city government was held at 10 a. m.
Truant officer, M. R Knowlton.
RESOURCES
March 15th.
Inspector of buildings, J. G. Aborn.
Inspector of milk, E. C. Dow.
The city clerk called the*officers-elect
...
$500,000.00
Lake R. R. Stock
Nl0°.sehead
Assistant engineers, W. J. Clifford, F.
75,765.79 to order and administered the
pi""
oath of of- X. Pendleton.
93,296.36
..,unt
Vc0unl
fice to Mayor C. W.
City electrician, C G. Dickey.
Wescott; Aldermen
$1,300.00
R. L. Cooper, V. A.
Tei ni
Superintendent of park, Frank H. Mayo.
500.00
Simmons, D. T. ClemAssessor for 3 years, M. W. Lord.
e !'ant
1,800.00
ents, W. G. Hatch, and T. S. Thompson;
Overseers of the poor, W. L. West, G.
Dr rf‘lKS
1,308.65
Councilmen R. H. Howes, J. P.
Sylvester, G. Abbott, Mrs. Blanche D. Clay.
4,908.65 H. J.
Board of health, 2 years, A. P. Goodhue.
Kimball, B. L. Davis, N. M. Staples,
1,994.71
Dependent Relief, Mothers
and
R.
Board of health, 3 years, M.R.Knowlton
W. Pattershall.
188.57
Dependent Relief, Soldiers
Health officer, O. S. Vickery.
9.00
Rev. A. E. Wilson offered
State Pensions
prayer, after
Trustees Belfast Free Library, Selwyn
681 20
Account
which Mayor Wescott read his address.
;e, Miscellaneous
Thompson, Ben Hazeltine, A. E. Wilson,
2,873.48
Samuel Adams, Chas. S. Bickford.
Gentlemen of t^e City Council:
272.16
Belfast Free Library
Policemen, P. S. Edgecomb, E. S. White25.94
1
You are all experienced in the
: .; ,;ph Hayford
city’s head, F. T. Nason, H. H. Wentworth, H.
1-00
1
State
affairs.
You
to
are
!*vcrpaid
acquainted with the ob- A.
J. D. Hill, B.
E. A.
606.76
jects immediately in sight to be attained. E. Shaw, W. B. Nickerson,T. J.
Purposes, Account overdrawn
Bartlett,
Annis,
Brown, E.
1 do not need to enter into a discussion
Assessments
of D. White, R. L. Rolerson.
;
the duties before us. I
l,4o4.UU
Thompson, Supt.
shall, therefore,
Surveyors of lumber, J. C. Durham, H.
be brief.
L. Stevens, W. K. Keene, B. B. GreenThere is, however, a certain
i
degree of law, V. A. Simmons, F. A. Holmes, R.
enthusiasm and spirit of determination L.
"f Searsport
Cooper, A. E. Brackett, H. Fair
and earnestness which should.
possess Holmes, C. B. Holmes, L. B. Roberts, A.
67.40
every public official.
A public office is a L.
T. L. Decrow, E. E. Babcock,
«■
501.28
public trust. A careless and indifferent C. Howard,
E. Hopkins, E. R. Colson, W. H.
568.68 representative is the result of a
careless Mitchell.
2,159.09 and indifferent constituency. Belfast canMeasurers of Grain and Salt, H. L.
not be accused of that
today. It is no
R. H. Mosher, W. B. Dutch,
$688,207.41 longer a political hotbed but a city awake Stevens,
V. L. Hall, B. R. Allen.
to its interests and its possibilities. It is
LIABILITIES
Weighers of Coal and Hay, H. L. Stev$590,000.00 for the city council to lead the way, to
ens, R. H. Mosher, R. H. Patterson,
I
75,765.79 blaze the trail for the realization of those Jesse L.
G. B. Salter, V. A.
possibilities; to lead and direct public Simmons, Staples,
..1.
Account
C. B ffolmes, K. B. Craig, E.
30.00 foresight and opinion rather than tn n*. A.
Breaking Account
Wadsworth, B. R. Allen.
llect it. Our acts must not be with the
Measurers of Wood and Bark, H. L.
nded Appropriations
1,1
expectation of reward, but with a desire
$ 420.88
F. A. Holmes, C. B. Holmes, R.
Tail Moth
to serve; for in the final analysis of our Stevens,
60.86
H. Mosher, L. B. Roberts, V. A. Simjjent
acts
and
we
motives,
shall
doings
be
re•'
1,000.00
mons, K. B. Craig, E. A. Wadsworth, E.
instigation
5; I
membered and judged. It is for the good R.
371.53
r .eliiEh School
Colson, R. L. Cooper, W. H. Mitchell.
of all and the city as a whole that we
678.60
Cullers of Hoops and Staves: F. A.
w r
must aim.
What benefits a part benefits
2,786.75
Holmes, W. G. Hatch, R. H Mosher.
all; and conversely, what works to the
29.46
Fence Viewers, E. O. Pendleton, G. F.
Sprinkling
of
a
part injures all. A policy is, Mayhew, Richard Merriam.
5,348.08 injury
or
bad
good
according to
5,000.00 therefore,
Sealer of Weights and Measures, P. S,
whether it benefits or injures the greater
<■'>
...
11,925.00
Edgecomb.
number.
We must not hesitate to be as
Constables, Edmund Wilson, B. E. Anas progress
demands, nor nis.
688,207.41 revolutionary
fail to be as practical and safe as economy
City Weighers, William H. Bray, O. V.
trial balance analyzed shows a net gain, of $1,900 for the year 1919, and conservatism require.
Staples.
,r ward to 1920, instead of $2,500 as before reported. There should also
A new era has begun in our city. We
Trustee Belfast Water District, 3 years,
.1 from the year 1918, making $4,000 net for the two years, instead of have
helped in starting this change and it Elmer A. Sherman.
rted.
iiir
devolves upon us to be frank and open at
The Mayor and City Marshal were emOn behalf of Belfast City Council,
all times with the people whom we repre- powered to select two nightwatchmen
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor
take
them
from
into our confidence and
the list of policemen.
sent;
seek their advice; make them feel they
The following joint standing commitare a part of us, as indeed
tees
Colonial Theatre, High Street, Belfast
were
are:
for we
appointed:
they
are merely their servants to handle their
Finance, Accounts, and Claims, Aidershay evening, march twenty-third, at eight-fifteen
affairs as we would handle our own.
man
Cooper, Councilmen Howes and
The advice ot the hour from every Thompson.
Public Schools, Alderman Hatch, CounMr. Glenn Ellison
qu rter is more production and greater
economy; more efficiency on the part of cilmen Sylvester and Higgins.
The Popular Scotch Entertainer
a
full
work
for a full
everybody;
day’s
Highways and Bridges, Alderman Simday’s pay; indeed, a full day’s work what- mons, Councilmen Davis and Hall.
This Card, issued with the Compliments of
ever the pay, for a full day’s work will
By-Laws and folice Regulations, AlFRED D. JONES, will admit
always, sooner or later, bring its reward. derman Hatch; Councilmen Kimball and
The production of men’s hands has been Staples.
reduced until there is not enough to go
umoneu urumances, Alderman
natcn;
M_around. It is the striving of each for all Counc lmen Howes and Higgins.
he would have that is one of the most
Sidewalks, Alderman Simmons; CounMUSICAL is entirely free, but to avoid crowding, this ticket can be
potential factors for the high costs we cilmen Howes and Lane.
.rod Monday Morning, March 22. at 9 A. M. at the Colonial Theatre for a
hear so much about.
Cemeteries, Alderman Clement; CounHRVED SEAT, by paying twenty cents admission to the pictures.
Let us then counsel economy, thrift and ! cilmen Howes and Lane.
of
show
the
first
pictures.
The Musical is at 8.15 directly after
savins; versus extravagance and spend- i Sewers, Alderman Clement; Counciling; liquidation of standing obligations, men Sylvester and Lane.
Lights, Alderman Thompson; Councilnot incurring of new ones—pay as you
men Thompson and Staples
go; denying of one’s self a part of the
State
Pensions, Aldermen Simmons,
unnecessaries, not fully indulging every
desire; longer hours, if need be, for work Cooper and Clements.
The following orders were passed in
and production, instead of shorter hours;
and finally, concentration of both mind concurrence:
and body on the spirit of success; doing
Ordered: That the regular meetings of
things, accompfshing things for both the the
city council for the ensuing year shall
individual and the city. We wish Belfast
be held on the first Monday of each month
to have that degree of efficiency which
at 7.30 p. m.
will sustain and bear her successfully
Ordered: That all barns and yards of
forward on the changing tide of demand
all persons qualified as pound keepers for
and supply, which has already reached its
the ensuing year are established as legal
ilood and is on the ebb flow.
for the city without charge for the
We have especially before us the com- pounds
same, except the usual fees established
ing year four important major objects;
law.
the building of thejaridge; the release or by
Ordered: That so opuch of the Mayor’s
sale of the railroad; the schoolhouse; and
address as relates to finances, roads,
the proper care of our poor.
schools and bridges, be referred to the
I wish to call your attention particularcommittees respectively and that said
ly to the last. Belfast has been caring lor committees
prepare and report to the
its poor for many years under the concouncil at the regular April meeting,
tract system. This is not in harmony city
or at a
special meeting if it should be
with the spirit of the times nor with the
the amount of the appropriations
most advanced principles of humanity, i called,
required for the several departments for
Our poor are our unfortunates.
What the
ensuing year.
parent will not stand by to the end for ;
Ordered: That a special committee of
his unfortunate child? Is this moral re
one on the part of the
aldermen, with
sponsibility then at all relieved from the ; such as the common
council may join, be
duties of a city or tow'n? We have no
fault to find with the care which our poor appointed to ascertain the cost of doing
the city’s advertising for the ensuing muhave had under the contract system as
nicipal year and report at the regular
such, but with the system itself.
meeting in May.
During the recent past the towns of
Alderman Cooper and Councilmen Dathe county have been invited to join
vis and Thompson were appointed.
with Belfast in the consideration of the
Ordered: That the joint rules of the
establishment of an almshouse for the
council be, and they hereby are
whole county. They were asked to place city
established as published in the Book of
an article in their warrants at their reOrdinances and Rules in the edition of
spective town meetings authorizing their 1908.
selectmen to join with the other towns in
Ordered: That the assessors for the
the county and Belfast in the consideracurrent municipal year give due notice
tion of this subject.
We are not yet in- to the
inhabitants of the city to have
formed of the action taken.
them bring in true and perfect lists of the
If a County Almshouse can be accomstar
real and personal, not exempt by
plished under proper town and city rela- estates,
which they are possessed on the first
tions it would be a step in the right direc- law,
of April this year; said notice to be
day
tion. It is undoubtedly something that
in the Republican Journal
is to be forced upon us in the near future. by publication
at least three weeks successively and by
I do not say we can accomplish the purposting in some public place in each ward.
pose this year, but, if not, we can agitate
Ordered: That the chairman of the
and lay the foundation for its later accommittee on highways and bridges be,
complishment. Economic conditions and and he
hereby is, authorized and instructcosts may not warrant it at once, but it
ed to employ some suitable person to tend
is to come.
the draw of both upper and lower bridges,
Our contract for the care of our poor
30-called, for the ensuing municipal year
expires in May. I do not believe that
Ordered: That all bills against the
contract should be renewed for a long
shall be itemized and shall be apterm of years}, but do believe that our city
proved by the proper committee before
city should be in a position to act along j
placed in the auditor’s hands; also
being
the lines of higher humanity when those
j that all bills must be in the auditor’s
lines can be sufficiently defined to be
hands before six o’clock in the afternoon
made economic and applicable.
of the Tuesday preceding the first MonThere is another feature of our city afAT 8.15 P, M.
day of each month or they shall lie over
fairs to wnich I have given thought for
uutil the succeeding month
the past two years and which has been
Ordered: That the Mayor and City
to
brought forcibly
my attention many Clerk are
Free Tickets
hereby authorized and instructtimes by various citizens; removing snow ed
to employ some suitable person as Janfrom our sidewalks.
There is no regu- itor of the
City Council, Fire Departliy special arrangement, this is an invitation concert. Call,
larity to the way this is being done or
of Schools and
write or telephone us lor free t ickets of admittance. They
has been done in the past. It is not a ment, Superintendent
Municipal Court rooms for the ensuing
good advertisement for our city for peo- year.
will be issued in order of application
ple who visit us during the winter months
Ordered: That the mbmbers of the
to be unable to get over our sidewalks in
City Council and School Committee be
Fred D.
a
Main
neither
is
it
satisfactory
satisMe.
manner;
allowed such sums of money as they pay
factory to our own citizens.
out for stabling their horses during the
I strongly recommend and urge taking
year, while on municipal business.
over the clearing of the snow from all
'■•HE—So great has been the demand for seats that but
Ordered: That all records of the meetfew remain.
principal sidewalks of the residential dis- ing of the Board of
We advise you 10 call in person today.
Aldermen, Municipal
trict of the city and assessing a special
and other meetings in joint conJ tax to cover this expenditure, same as we Officers,
vention be typewritten by the City Clerk;
do in the sprinkling of our streets.
The and it is further ordered that
he use a
city could handle this work direct, or let black record ribbon for
writing such recdifferent sections out by contract, the ords.
superinten lent of streets being responsiOrdered: That the City Clerk be, and
ble to see that the work was done in he
hereby is, authorized and instructed
either instance at the proper time and in to
advertise for bids for printing thp anthe proper manner.
nual reports of the City of Belfast and
Also a better system of making the that all
bids shall be returned to his ofcity’s purchases and approving its bills fice before seven o’clock
p. m. April 5,
should and must be evolved which I com- 1920.
1
Carrier examination This form and application blanks may be ! mend to your most careful consideration.
Ordered: That the City Treasurer be,
obtained from the offices mentioned above
I know you all again join me in now and he
hereby is, authorized and instructn;U:d States Civil Service Com- or from the United States Civil Service ' entering upoD our duties with a determied to negotiate a loan in the name of the
1188 announced an examination
Commission at Washington, D. C. Ap- nation to serve with the best that is in
i,
city to the amount of Fiiteen Thousand
t
^ °ht Mity of Waldo, Me., to be held plications should be forwarded to the us.
($15,000.00) Dollars to be paid out of the
April 10, 1920, to fill the po- Commission at Washington at the earliest
u
taxes to be assessed for the ensuing mu'a' carrier at Belfast and ya- practicable date.
,
The following officers were elected:
nicipal year; the notes to be counterial
ks' " niay later occur on rural
signed by the Mayor and members of the
City clerk, Chas. S. Bickford.
Everett S. Hatch, son of Mr. and Mrs.
other offices in the aboveit,, '“
finance
committee.
Chas.
S.
City treasurer,
Bickford.
county. The examination will Walter G. Hatch of this city, now in the
lpfl
City solicitor, Clyde R. Chapman.
citizens who are actually
Miss Isabel Simmons Cooper, a student
radio departnffent of the coast guard OsCity physician, Adelbert Millett, M. D.
,' la the territory of a post ofBce
at the Seaplane School in Brewster,
Road commissioner, T. S. Thompson.
and w,‘° meet the other re- sipe, sent messages to Earl White, while
Chief engineer, S. S. L. Shute.
Mass., arrived Saturday to spend the
18 set forth in
Form No. 1977. the steamer was in Searaport Wednesday. I
Easter vacation.
Collector of taxes, Edmund Wilson.

|
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Assisting him will be Miss
Pauline Lawrence, pianist, and Mr.

next

Sunday.

Now,

men

Herbert H. Stevens has returned home
from a short business trip to Boston
James P. Bartholomay of Dorchester,
Mass., was in Belfast recently on business.

Mrs. W, J. Bailey returned to Albion
after spending a few weeks in

Monday

this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman left
a pleasure and business
trip

Monday on
to Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Goodhue are in
Boston for a two weeks’ business and
pleasure trip.

Deputy Sheriff Silas E. Bowler of Palermo has been appointed notary
public
by Gov. Carl E. Milliken.
Mr.

and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury left
for New York, where
they will
spend several months at Hotel Chelsea.

Friday

Lewis P. Hazeltine of Portland arrived

Saturday night to spend Sunday

with his
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hazel-

Belfast, parents,

of

come

Mrs. Sumner Bridges is
improving from
attack of muscular rheumatism.
Her sister, Mrs. John Walton of Gardi-

Thursday at 7 30.

Pastor Sauer’s Sabbath sermon themes are as follows: morn-

ing, “Olivet, a Few Steps
lem;” evening, “Jealousy;
Offended

Love.”

At

the

from Jerusa-

Tragedy of

a

services

on

a

The long heralded Pastor’s Conference
was held at Bangor last
week, and more
than fulfilled expectations in

too great expense.
Those not otherwise
solicited may bring bread, cake or pastry.
At the post-prandial exercises there will
be a series of rapid fire talks by men
from abroad and by several leading citizens, regarding things vital to our homes,
schools, churches and the world at large.
Easter Vesper Service:
Palestine Commandery, No. 14, K. T., will attend Eas-

Miss Grace

ter

services at the church

on

Mass.,
with

high

pressure

conference.

Congregational Church.
Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
worship at 10.45, with sermon by the
pastor, subject: “The Disciple’s Request.” Church school at noon. Men’s
Forum at 12.15 p. m.
Strangers coriially invited.
The stereopticon lecture on “Foregleams ol Liberty” at the North Church
last Sunday evening was well attended,
the church parlor being filled with an interested and appreciative audience. Many
of the pictures shown were very beautiful, but their chief attraction lay in their
historic value. Pictures of the great
leaders of the Reformation in
Germany,

England, Scotland, Switzerland,

France

and

Holland were shown and the outstanding facts of their lives were related.

waste

of which he

past commander.

a

Miss Louise H. Ferguson has returned
home from Crescent City, Fla., where

she has been the past two months. She
attended the New York and Boston millinery openings on the way home.
Mrs.

Sidney P. Young

and sou, Sidney
of Greenville and Mrs. Etta M
Thomas of Bucksport were called to Belfast the past week by the death of their

P., Jr.,

nephew, little Leonard G. Pendleton.
Mrs. Lillian Clements and daughter
Marie left last Thursday morning for a
visit to her brother, Walter Thurston, of

No

A

assisting the
thought.
eye

to a proper understanding of the movement in Europe which culminated in the
sailing of the Mayflower and the landing
of the Pilgrims on these shores. Next
Sunday evening at 7.3u the second lecture
of the series will be given, subject: “The
Pioneers of Congregationalism.” Beautiful pictures will be shown dealing with
some of the most momentous
events in
modern history. Collection to

defray

Everybody welcome.

Last Sunday morning at the North
Church the topic of discussion in the
Mens’ Forum” was “The League of Nations.” The subject was introduced

ear

home here for

a short vacation.
He lost
about two days of his regular visit on
account of extra work, occasioned by the
snow-blocked tracks on his mail route.

in grasping the

But what was it all about?

It

was

Capt. Charles H. Batchelder, a son of
Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder of this
city and their recent guest, left New

not

political gathering meeting to elect a
Not a musical convention, or a
Bangor convocation with great lecturers.

a

leader.
It

company of ministers of Christ,
it were upon a mountain, looking out
from that high place upon the needs of a
weary and troubled world, seeking a
clearer view of that world-need, and

York March 13th in command of the S. S.
the handsome new steel
ship on her maiden trip to Bremen, Ger-

Minnewawa,

was a

as

many.

j

David H.

Inn,

Smi'h,

manager

of the Isles-

in Belfast Friday on his
way to Boston and New York on business.
Owing to the ice embargo the
boro

was

studying how the redeeming power of the
world’s Saviour might be effectively and
speedily brought to bear upon it. In those work on the extension to the Inn has
solemn and vivid hours, what a moving been held up as the lumber is still in Belof men’s hearts as the misery and ignor- fast.
ance and sin was revealed by survey and
Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce and Mrs. Essie P.

speaker,
world,

of the

more

than one-half of the

yet reached by the gospel of a
risen and glorified Christ, The impressions will never be forgotten. It will
not

many

a

-G. C. S

Total School
to

pastorate in Maine.

Building

Fund

Date, $50,682.00

Carle left Thursday enroute for Newfield N. H., to attend the Sears-Payson
wedding which took place Monday at the
home of the bride's parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Fred L. Payson, formerly cf Belfast.
in

Mrs. Pierce and Mrs. Carle visited

Portland and Boston.

city the?

were

joined

At the latter
Miss Mary E.

Pierce.

Subscriptions received the past week:
In memory of Ralph Cross Johnson
by Alfred Johnson and Henrietta
Johnson
$100
Mr. and Mrs Gerald W. Howard
25
Misses Vivian M. and Adelaide B.
Howard
25
Mrs. Georgians S. Pendleton
25
In memory of Esther C. Frye by
Alfred Johnson and Augustus C.
Knight.
25
Smaller subscriptions
30

Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore, who is on an exwith Mr. Dinsmore,
sends a handsome colored post card of
the sunken garden, Gralynn, at Miami,
tended visit South

Fla., under date of March 10th.
says:

“This is where

morning

papers.

we

The weather is fine.

snow

Jin'our garden

EAT MORE FISH!

Phonograph.

Colonial Theatre

Jones,

Street, Belfast,

i\'

|
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At last there are signs of
approaching spring. Never have we experidifficulty in obtaining fish as during the past few months. Severe
storms, freight and express embargoes, a frozen harbor, frozen flats and other
obstacles have prevented us in securing the usual winter varieties of fish. Thru
it all we have maintained our usual
high standard of quality. There have been
times when we have returned fish to the wholesalers rather than sell them to
our customers.

enced the

That this service is appreciated is evidenced
by our constantly increasing
local trade and trade thruout the State. We have over TWO HUNDRED
customers to whom we send fish
regularly each week in all parts of the State.
trade has come to us by the continuous
advertising of our SATISFIED
L U o I OMiiiKS.

For

Thursday, Friday

and

Saturday,

WE OFFER EXTRA FINE

Finnan Haddies at 19c per pound
These haddies
fine

quality.

are

cured from

fancy shore haddock,

She

sit to read the

Wish you could see the birds and hear
the mocking birds sing.
Everyone out
in summer clothes, so that I can hardly

imagine the deep
$230 home.”

by

uy

Thomas A. Edison’s Three MilliofT
1 )ollar

at

spending the Easter vacatioffparents, Mr. and Mrs. Be“

her

mandery, Knights Templar,
is

time;

earnest.

These men were the spiritual forerunners
! of the
transfigure
Pilgrim Fathers and some knowledge of their lives and work is necessary

expenses.

student

constant progress; deeply |
Greene.
She will later accept a position
responsive gathering, frequently applauding—now and again swept in one of the shoe factories in Auburn.
with laughter—now and again in tears.
Harry M. Preitiss has been at his
Sunday af-

North

!

a

Northhampton,

Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Livermore
Falls was in Belfast last
Wednesday to
attend the inspection of Palestine Com-

ternoon, April 4th, to which all branches The strain of listening was often relieved
of the fraternity and the public in general by throwing upon the screen pictures and
photographs, maps and unique charts, the
are cordially invited.

|

is

Hazeltine,
school in

Hazeltine.

session, morning, afternoon, evening, day after day; all dealing
with the manifold and absorbing problems facing the Christian church at home
and abroad.
was a

Conklin

the

up, session after

It

severe

ner, is caring for her.

attendance,

human interest and spiritual power. The
speakers were of a high order. There was
no attempt at oratory, but there was a

Sunday there will be several 4 minute
talks on the New World movement by
appointed minute men and women. This wonderful eloquence in the stream of
church invites strangers in the city and facts presented that
mov^d and melted
those without a church home to its vari- the heart, and with a power to stir it like
ous services and solicits their cooperation
a trumpet.
in its manifold ministry of service. The
It was a picked company that was
Parish Forward Movement Supper will
brought together there, between two and
be held on Friday evening, March 26 at
three hundred preachers from every part
6.30 in the vestry. This will be a “Get
of the State—city preachers,
country
Together” occasion and everyone conpreachers, orthodox and liberal were
nected with the church in any way is
there.
It must have
inspired every
Covers
heartily invited to be present.
speaker standing before it.
will be laid for 150 guests. A nominal
The speakers were of wide
repute,
charge is made of 15 cents for adults and
in their line.
specialists
They were
10 cents for children, so that everyone in
brought on one after another without let
the familv may come without incurring

Next Tuesday Night

The celebrated Scotch light opera
will appear in person. His
program consists of “the songs
that make America joyous.”

Rev.

PERSONAL.

along where matters of vital im- tine.
portance are being considered aud disHerman W. Whitmore of Oakfield and
services of worship, 10.45 and 7.30; Bible cussed. Remember the hour, 12,15 p. m. Allston H. Whitmore of Bath have been
visiting their mother, Mrs. Cieone Hills
school at 12 o’clock; Christian Endeavor
Whitmore.
A Wonderful Conference
meeting at 6.30. Mid-week service

_

Next Tuesday night Belfast
is privileged to hear GLEN
ELLISON.

the pastor, Rev. A. C. Elliott. He referred to the conditions prevailing in the
Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser of Sears- old European nations for
many years
port will be the organist at the'Unitarian ■1 past, pointing out the suspicion, distrust
and fear which existed among
church next Sunday.
them; a
Unitarian Church.
First Parish, distrust and fear which led to the creaMinister, Rev. A. E. Wilson. Preaching tion and training of vast armies, the
service at 10.45 a. m.; church school at building of huge navies and the consenoon. Sermon subject next Sunday morn- quent taxation of the peoples to support
the same. Europe had been an armed
ing, "Observing Lent.” All cordially
camp with millions of men just waiting
invited.
the word to fly at each others throats.
Methodist Church. People’s MethThe question was, were such conditions
odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
to continue, or would a league of nations
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleput an end to such conditions and elimiphone, 213.11. Sunday morning preach- nate war?
The discussion which following, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening ed was
interesting and profitable. The
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
delay of the United States in ratifying
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
the Peace Treaty was generally
regretted,
First Universalist Church.
Rev. and the opinion of those
present was
George C. Boorn, minister. 10.45 a. m. that if the matter of the
"League of Namorning worship with sermon by the tions" was leit to the people of this
minister. Topic: Our Thought of the country they would declare in favor of
it.
Bible; fourth in the series on Our Uni Thd time was all too short for the conversalist Thought. 12 m. Sunday school, sideration of this
important topic and it
Mr. Walter Lyons, superintendent.
was voted to take up the same
subject
George C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 34
Miller street; telephone, 145-4.
Sabbath

_

GLEN ELLISON
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THE CHURCHES

The First baptist Church.
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.

and

are

of

exceptionallv

We also have Haddock, Fresh Eastern Halibut, Fresh Cod
Tongues and
Fresh Opened Oysters.
(Tel. 2)

BRAMHALL’S MARKET

at

The Republican Journal
Belfast, Thursday, March 18, 1920.
PUBLISHED EVERY

THURSDAY BY

Pub. Co.

Republican Journal

The

^

When He Tried “Fruit-a-tives”
or Fruit Liver Tablets

BROWN. Editor.

A. I.

ADVERTISING TERMS. For one square,
vane inch length in column, 50 cents foi
ane week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
*2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

"The days come and go like muffled
and veiled figures sent from a distant
friendly party; but they say nothing, and
if you do not use the gifts they^ bring,
they carry them as silently away.”
—Emerson

McADOO AND THE RAILROADS
We do not think President Wilson
should be unreservedly blamed for putting the ra lroads under government control. Such action seemed to be a war
Mr. Wilson’s great mistake
made when he put authority to control the immense railroad trackage of this
business
country, its equipment, its own
and the vast businesses which were di-

necessity.
was

rectly or more or less remotely connected
therewith, under the hat of Mr McAdoo.
It was a mistake because that gentleman
had not had that experience in the railroad business which a director-general
should have had. His lack of experience
was not the least of several reasons why

ALL HIS AILMENTS
DISAPPEARED
Mount Belknap Hotel,

Lakepobt, N.H.
“At 70 years of age, chronic Constipation was' causing me to suffer with
distressing Headaches, Dizziness and

been revealed, but it would be interesting
know for what purposes the above vast
It is safe to presums have been spent.
sume that the increase in passenger and
to

freight rates

ample to. take

was

care

of

the increase of wages, and the opinion
money, much of it, has

prevails that this
.been wasted

McAdoo recently stated that “fushould real-

Mr
ture

congressional legislation

ize absolute economy in expenditures.”
Perhaps if he, himself, had realized absolute economy in 1918 the deficit, whatever
When
it may be, would have been less.
he began to misdirect there were 64,750
locomotives in
service, exclusive of
switching and terminal engines. This
was one locomotive for every four miles
of trackage. There were 2,409,318 freight
This was 9 freight cars
cars in service.
for every mile of trackage, equivalent to
If
one car for every 550 feet of track.

If there

waB

any reason

a

there

many

were

freight

cars

as
as

locomotives

and

could be used to advan-

tage. During the year 1918 Mr. McAdoo
contracted for 3,600 new locomotives and
100,000 new freight cars, as is shown by
the report of the interstate commerce
commission for that year. This shows
that Mr. McAdoo was not in close touch
•with the railroad situation and its needs.
We do not know what was paid for this
new equipment but in 1912 the cost of a
standard locomotive was $25,000 and the
cost of the average freight car was $1,200.
It is therefore within bounds to say that
locomotives and cars cost, at
In due
war prices, at least $400,000,000.
course of time the director-general disthese

new

covered that he had

for much of
this new roiling stock, that he had to face
a huge deficit and that the railroad service
use

not good and was becoming
day. He wanted to get under

was
e\

no

ery

somewhere and

saw

no

way to

do

On Thursday, March 5th, the fourth
quarterly conference of the Searsmont
M. E. Church was held, presided over by
the District Superintendent, Rev. Albert
E. Luce. After the opening exercises
election of officers took place and are as
follows:

All other committees were

cluding

so

but

formed,

master.

question of pastoral support

sidered,

in the result that

was

fifty

The anthracite coal workers have presented their demands which include a
six hour day, a wage
increase of 60 per
cent, time and a half for overtime and
double time tor Sundays and holidays.
The operators informally express the
view that if the demand is granted the
cost of coal will be higher for the consumers and the consumers generally have
little doubt that such would be the case.
It seems to us that the anthracite coal
workers propose to slap the public in the
face.

The real fight is between the
workers and the operators of the mines,
but the public should be the controling
factor in the settlement of tile controversy "Sfnd some

day the public will settle

it.
What in effect is

stride vote has been
taken among the thousands of workers in
Lawrence, Mass., who are members of the
a

which was circulated seeks
to find out how many workers want a
fort.y-four hour week and a 50 per cent
increase in wages. It would be much
more sensible to find out how
they can
hold their present jobs without an in-

crease

of hours and

Some

a

decrease of pay.
who have a for-

men and women
ward look are worrying about that.

An aviator recently succeeded in estaba new altitude record.
Just how
many feet he rose above the earth does

fair

to

more

quickly,

of

a

con-

dollars’

Central R. R. Co. to accept new locomocars for which that company

■whatever.

being of

30x3Vi Goodyear Double-Cure *
<t'>'TS0
LJ
Fabric, All-Weather Tread.

the

30x3V2 Goodyear Single-Cure

Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_

forth with peace; the mountains and the
hills shall break forth before you into
singing; and all the trees of the fields
shall clap their hands. Instead of the
thorn shall come up the fir tree; and instead of the brier shall come up the
myrtle tree; and it shall be to Jehovah an
everlasting sign that shall not be cut off.
The prospect of this fulfilment has
largely its secret as found in Exodus
17th, verses 11 and 12, “When the people
hold up the leaders hands the Church of
God prevails.

earth.

After

Power Co.
market

and put

as soon

as

some

sugar

on

Wednesday, March 4th, a supper
held at the M. E. Church vestry at
Searsmont, hurriedly arianged to catch
the most favorable weather conditions.
Thirty-seven sat down, after courageous-

When Moses had led the chil-

Emma E. Harrison, Pastor
LuKe

Klelly Says,

"Ihe Rat Died before

Reaching the River.”
‘‘Since moving near the river 2 years
ago, we’ve always used RAT-SNAE
Watched a vicious water rat, nibbling at
RAT-SNAP outside the house. About 15
minutes later he darted off for the water,
to cool his burning stomach, but he died
before reaching it.” Three sizes, 25c, 50c,
$1.00. Sold and guaranteed by A. A.
Howes & Co., Hall-Ellis Hardware Co.,
and City Drug Store.

NR

One of the world’s greatest scientists says that more than 90% of all
human ills can be traced directly or
indirectly to constipation. How many
sufferers realize this?
Most of them continually dose themselves with so-called laxative pill
calomel, oil, purses and cathartics and force bowel actiDn.
To,
do that is a mistake.
It weakens the bowels and liver and, V
makes constant dosing neces-'
sary.
nvprrnmo

vnnp

f

L
k

This

tion.

digestive

CITY

as

medicine
well as

rulers of tens,” preparatory to what he
planned should be a brilliant and memorable entry into the promised land. It so
happened that about the time when Moses
■was making up his list of eligibles, his
father-in-law, Jethro, made him a visit,
and after looking over the list, that wise
old man said to Moses: “The thing that
thou doest is not good. Thou wilt surely
■wear thyself away, both thou, and this
rjeople that is with thee; for this thing is
too heavy for thee; thou art not able to
perform it, thyself alone. Jethro then
advised Moses to “provide out of all the
people, able men, such as fear God, men
of truth, hating covetousness; and place

“Influ”

over

them to be rulers of

and rulers of

hundreds,

thousands,

rulers of fifties

and rulers of tens."
“Moses hearkened to the voice of his
father-in-law, and did all that he had

-aid.”—Exodus

xvm.
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DRUG STORE-READ &

pep

»

Johnson's

ANODYN^Liniment

doctor’s famous prescription that has

Asset* December

ORIENTAL

For Sale.

100 years of splendid
There is nothing so valuable as this ever reliable
success to its credit.
old family remedy for Coughs, Colds, Grippe, Sore Throat, Cramps,
Chills, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis, Sprains, Strains and various other internal
and external ills. For more than a century this wonderfully soothing,
healing, pain stopping anodyne has proved a blessing to humanity a
safeguard against dangerous developments from many oommon troubles.
over

MRS. W. E.

MARSH,

6 Market Street

—

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO

R I A

All other

assets.

Gross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted

n

j

I
i

j

;

i

148 861 07
Nil
26.022 64
Nil

1,662,108 06
116.617 67

ing.

I

:-.d

Admitted assets.$
Liabilities December 31, 19
Net

unpaid

^

losses. $

Unearned premiums.

J

All other liabilities.

Cash)capital..
Surplus over >11 liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus.$

mmm cocKtK tN
I

Home

Employment

“CAN YOU BRAID YOUR
If so, you can obtain pleasant,
well-paid work making braided,
us right in your own home.
Wl
ing for further particulars, send
sample mat to show the quality
ing and sewing you are capable
P1NKHAM ASSOCIATE302 Washington Ave., Portland. M!
6m49

Dr. A. M. Lot hi11

DENTIST

....

At Cost

Gross asset-..$3
Deduct items not admitted.

__Bel!
[

1,877,474 98
110,249 47

_3wl2_

4.3]

have for sale a limited
choice White Wyandotte breed:
j erels from trap-nested stock th
i years of the best of line breed]>.
sure that a bird from this hen
strain would give satisfaction.
$5.00 to $10.00 each. Have also
exhibition cockerels winning at
gor Poultry Show this year, iirs
cockerel in the show.
Phone or write
E. L. COL'

Nil
Nil
Nil

liabilities and surplus
8 1,545,590 89
K. 1 Wilson, Agent, Belfast. Me.

Total

|

December 31, 19!.

Stocks and bonds. $
Cash in office and bank.
Agent’s balance.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

3wll

assets.$ 1,646,690 89
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$
70,281 94
633.678 82 |
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
16,828 80
Cash capita).
600.000 00
324,851 83
Surplus over all liabilities.

!

■

Frank I. Wilson, Agent, Relfast. "ai»

Admitted

CAUCUS NOTICE

Per Order Town Committee.
March 10, 1920.—2wll

3l, 1919
$

Agent’s balance.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rfnts.

and has found

The Republican voters of the town of
Montville are requested to meet at the
town house in said Montville on Saturdav, March 20th, A. D. 1920, at 2 o’clock
in the afternoon, to choose delegates to
attend the State and District Conventions
to be holden at Bangor, March 25, 1920,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to choose a
town committee and to act on any other
business that may come before said meet-

Assets

Company,

Heal estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and boi ds.
Cash in office and bank..

AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Household Goods

$17.

76 William Street, New York. Y

Hartford, Connecticut.

a

—

—

fhe Mercantile Insurance urn
of America.

N. Y.

Standard Fire Insurance

50 Cents to $35.00

—

surplus

Joshua Treat, Jr., Agent, WinLrp

After reading of so many people in our
town who have been cured by Doan’s
Kidney Pills, the question
naturally
arises: “Is this medicine equally successful in our neighboring towns?” The generous statement of this Stockton Springs
resident leaves no room for doubt on this

Buffalo,

LACES in silk and linen.

—

Total liabilities and

Nearly eleven years later, Mrs. Moore
added: “I think more highly of Doan’s
Kidney Pills today than when I first
recommended them. The cure they gave
me at that time has been permanent.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Moore
had.
Foster-Miiburn Company, Mfgrs.

To select gifts for anniversaries, weddings and showers for the bride to be, from a beautiful line ot embroidered linens, at prices ranging from

Influenza Is commonly known—is a serious malady. Its warning
the
the feverish cold
symptoms in the form of the sudden chill
aching head and throat may frequently be stopped short in their first
stages or virtually rendered harmless by the prompt use of

in-

Mrs. R. I. Moore, Depre St., Stockton
Springs, Me., says: “I have used Doan’s
Kidney Pills off and on for several years
when suffering from attacks of backache
and other troubles caused by my kidneys
After an
not doing their work right.
operation, I was miserable and didn’t
seem to regain my strength. I was tahen
down with a severe attack of kidney
trouble and the pain in my back was alDoctors treated me,
most unbearable.
but di In’t help me and finally I began
using Doan’s Kidney Pills Th_y brought
almost immediate relief and not only
cured the backache but corrected the kid- j
ney trouble and helped me in every way.” !

OPPORTUNITY

Peking, China,

.S

$1
Liabilities December 3h I.
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Cash capital
Surplus over ail liabilities.

j point. |

AN UNUSUAL

Our stock is received directly from
readv sale at reasonable prices.

■■;.

3*9

HILLS, Proprietors

large line of beautiful hand-mada

'.41

Admitted assets.

Springs

Stockton Springs Happenings Always
terest Our Readers.

druggist.

or-

.1

-ii

...

Echoes from Stockton

and
You
soon
find your
ginger.
bowels acting regularly without help.
Try Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets)
and prove this.
It is the best bowel
medic* ne that you can use and costs
only 25c per box, containing enough
to last
twenty-five days.
Nature’s
Remedy (NR Tablets) is sold, guaranteed and
recommended by your

I

31, 19l.v

Gross assets.$i
Deduct items not admitted..

causes

TCP, does this without a
[ sign of griping, pain or unI pleasantness. It works gently,
but promptly and thoroughly.
]In
a few days you
notice the
real result.
You begin to feel
iat you are living again, with new

the

as

a

out.
And

itie

acts upon
eliminative

com-

Normal bowel action, perfect working
stomach and sweet breath follow its use,
Children drink it with enjoyment.

biliousness, regulates kidney and bowel action and gives the

NR Tablets do much more than
merely cause pleasant, easy bowel ac-

A

OR

auch

pi.nsl

and get your system in such shape
that constant drugging will he unnecessary? You can do so if you get
a 25c box of Nature’s Remedy
(NR
Tablets) and take one each night for
t a week or so. «

Assets December

Celery King

overcomes

Aiioie

Ins.

R-*al estate..$
Mortgage loans.
< ^lateral loans
Slocks and bonds
I1
Cash ill office and bank.
Acertts' balances..
ffilis receivable..
Interest fend rents
All other assets

body to get the nourishment from
j the
all the food you eat, gives you a good,
I hearty appetite, strengthens the liver,

Why don’t you begin right to-

flnv tn

Fine Tonic

If you want better blood, clear
and spark li-ng eyes take

Away

grans—promotes good digestion,

1

j

rulers of

—

the Doctor

Today—Keeps

a

piexion

the

he decided to choose “rulers of thousands,
hundreds, rulers of fifties and

A cr\

Springfield, Mass.

Laxative, Says Druggist

possible.

”

30x3*A size in water

bag_$4—

Here’s

On

“Flu
—

are

—

Serious Ills

year

was

any importance

dren of Israel out of the land of Egypt
and had safely gotten across the Red Sea,

its victim, try
strengthening your digestive and eliminative
organs with Nature’s
Remedy it’s better than
laxatives.

Causes

the fourth quarterly conference of 191920 with a hopeful outlook towards the

ensuing

If you

Constipation

motion for adjournment and the
benediction given by the Dist. Supt., the
Rev. A. E. Luce, was brought to a close

wide circle and hit the
The machine was smashed, the

An eminent chemist said not long ago:
“If you give me a water power and a

proof

Springfield fire k Marine

a

a

aviator was taken to the hospital and the
doctor said he needed absolute rest.

than tubes of less merit.

cn
—

]

ly footing their way there. Including
several subscriptions sent in $13.60 was
netted, a triumph of housekeeping in
not matter. The important fact is that these
sugarless times, but if the Israelites
he went higher than any other man had in
Egypt could make bricks without
ever flown, tie then fell five
miles, when, straw so surely did the ladies of Searscoming into a denser atmosphere, he mont manufacture cakes without sugar.
round in

<r^ -f

r

lishing

swung

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. Why risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more

—

cal-

—

through
redeeming grace, thus fulfilling Isaiah’s
prophecy, 55 chapter, verses 11 and 12.
For ye shall go out with joy; and be led

the proper and able management ol the
highly important position to be filled was
as

:~ao«a>n»

culated to extend the kingdom of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, the
only
real uplifting force being in and

fitness of

mentioned

r^OO O D^lfKAR

number which bids

Baled hay jumped to $40 a ton in Bangor, Me., and dealers are limiting sales
had
no
use
whatever, and therefor
IS
IN
LABOR
POLITICS.
to one or two bales a customer, stocks
charged up more than $3,000,000 against
The American Federation of Labor has being nearly exhausted. The blockade
the company. Mr. McAdoo desires to be
of the country roads and lack of freight
decided to go into politics and to wage trains
President of the United States.
makes it impossible to replenish
war
against every Congressman who the supply.
'HE THAT HARKENETH UNTO
supported the railroad bill which has reCOUNSEL IS WISE”
cently been enacted. They propose to |
Snow records for 27 years were broken
campaign against 25 Pennsylvania and 7 in Maine, when the total for the present
'When President Wilson asked for the
New Jersey members of the House of month reached 41.7 inches, including
■■resignation of Mr. Lansing the reason
eight inches in the latest storm. There
Representatives who voted for the bill is more than four feet of snow now on
given was that he wanted to select some
which the radical labor leaders say is “a the ground and 66 inches, which has fallwhose mind would run along with
one
en since Jan. 1st.
slap in the face of labor.”
his
The
that “someone” for

not

Go to the nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer for Goodyear Tires for your Ford,
Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, or other cars taking
these sizes. He is ready to supply you Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes at the same time.

Stanley

increase, making possible
a quickening influence

auto-

This extraordinary money’s worth begins
not only with the merit of these tires, but
also with the first cost, which in most cases
is no greater, and sometimes actually is less,
than that of other makes of the same types
of tires.

in-

in common with all rural
communities,
many changes have taken place in recent
the
of
years,
period
transition is always
a difficult one, but steady

power

highest-priced

The 30x3-, 30x3V2-, and 31x4-inch sizes of
Goodyear Tires are built to afford a money’s
worth in performance and satisfaction which
only the utmost in experience, resources
and care can produce.

readily

Mr.

of the

advantages.

another year. The District Superintendent having acquiesced, the pastor
consented after thanking
and all he represented.

as owners

mobiles get greater mileage and economy
out of Goodyear Tires, so can the owners
of smaller cars similarly enjoy Goodyear

($50) increase was voted after which
Harry C. Stanley, by desire, voiced the
appreciation of church and community of
the pastor’s year of service with an urgent and cordial invitation to return for

sustaining

resign and go West, which he did. If
proof were needed to show that the purI can make bread,” etc., etc. Atachase of tne above large amount of rail- sugar,
road equipment was not necessary, we boy! Ataboy! We would like to have him
form a combine with the Rockland &
have only to recall the fact that the railtroad administration forced the Maine Rockport I.ime Co. and the Central Maine
tives and

Just

perseverance,
patience and tact, with reliance upon Divine assistance, eventually chases
away
“to select some one whose mind would a natural
discouragement through changwillingly follow his” and we think Mr. ed conditions bringing to pass brighter
Colbi has lost his political faith so com- prospects.
pletely that his mind will follow the mind
The pastor, Emma E.
Harrison, wishes
of Mr. Wilson as closely and fearsomely to place on
record, the rallying power alas
a
lost dog follows a newly-found ready in
evidence, the helpfulness and

mountain of limestone, I can almost put
the farmer out of business. I can make

to

That Smaller Car

parsonage, welcome, and departments of work of various kinds.
The business
being completed the

worse
cover

Goodyear Tire Economy for

Get

Trustees, Mrs. Eben Cobb, Harry C.
Stanley, Harold P. Cobb, Ernest Wing,
Moses Fowler, Charles Cushman, Miss

to believe that

any

practical system for
Amalgamated Textile Workers of Ameriutilizing this equipment it seems that ca. The ballot

there had been

Chutch, Searsinont, Me.

Jane E. McFarland.
Stewards, Mra. Eben Cobb, Mrs. Mary
Packard, Mrs. M. J. Reynolds, Mrs. Mary
Cobb Marriner, Miss Helen Cobb, Mrs.
Indigestion.
Alice Hunt, Mrs. Elizabeth K. Stanley,
I believe I have taken more mediMrs. Elizabeth J. Wiley, Mrs. Francella
cine than any half-dozen people in
Moody, Mra. Moses Fowler, Mrs. Harriet
town ; hut nothing did me good until 1
C. Worcester, Mrs. George Clark.
tried 'Fruit-a-tices’.
Recording Steward, Moses Fowler.
Right away I could see their good
District Steward, Mrs. Francella Moody.
effects. After taking them for three
Reserve District Stewsrd, Harry C.
months, my bowels were regular, Stanley.
and the other ailments disappeared”.
Communion Steward, Mrs. Eben Cobb.
FRANK A. HALE.
S. S. Supt., Miss Angelia Millett.
60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
President of Ladies' Aid, Mrs. E. J.
At dealers or from FRUIT- A-TIVES
Wiley.
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
Members of Laymen’s Association, Harold P. Cobb (R), Miss Helen Cobb.
ibe department of justice says it has
Camp Meeting Association, Harold P.
taken action to determine '.he profits Cobb, Miss Helen
Cobb, Harry C. Stantaken by shoe retailers in this country. ley.

investigation by the department of
justice would be pushed with vigor and
effect we would suggest that the investigation should commence with the “big
five,” include the tanners, the leather
combine and the big wholesale dealers.
Neither the retailers nor anybody else
government control was a colossal failure. need be alarmed. The jabberwock comes
When Mr. McAdoo took charge of the whiffling along with eyes of flame but up
railroads 27 months ago, there were in to date he has not hurt anybody.
this country 253,626 miles of trackage
exclusive of switches and terminal propTen years ago Mr. Bainbridge Colby,
erties. The administration admits that now Secretary of State, was a Republithere has been a deficit in operation of can. Eight years ago he was a Progres$71.5,000,000, which is $2,809 for every sive. Four years ago he was a Democrat,
mile of track,, and Mr. Hines, the pres- and today he has no political convictions
ent director-general, has recently stated
whatever. If he'had he would not have
that the government owes the railroad been appointed as Secretary of State. The
companies $636,000,000, which must be versatility of his mind is doubtless what
paid out of the United States treas- made him eligible. Mr Wilson wanted

This adds a further
year.
ury this
loss of $2,507 per mile, making a total
admitted loss per mile of $5,116. Just
how much money has been sunK. in government railroad miscontrol has not yet

M. E.

I

Colonial Theatre Bui ^
^TELEPHONE

I

I am closing out the remainder of my
Misses and Children’s Velvet hats, also j
Woolen and Velvet Tarns at COST.
Come in and look them over.
G. & HALL,
*
Kiddies’ Shop, Church St.

For

336 3

1

Sale

Low price second nan I P'ril
and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEE'

itfiCKIE SAYS

HUMPHREYS*

•

/^~

VMEu-' VAVCRIE.VJEVjE Lost
SUBSCRIBER < OEO NVAVt \
/
VARKAPUS AU.OSIS AS ROSM
UE's
"VAWW& AAORE PAPERS fAOVA
A

UHF EXAMINED AnD EACH
.oi l) OPERATION WOULD

ftPi
|

V_POORVVOOSE”

third botof Tanlac and have gained
was
the
truly re.spven pounds/’
enient made by Mrs. Chas.
K at 550 Mill St., HuntsMrs. Peden is one of the
and most highly respected
,' that city, where she has made
'mi a number of years.
my

«am. USSENl l betchatuatN
/f oC T\&v»TWAD
SEWS A NNOUHO

\ STRIPE OVA VMS POCRETBOOK.
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life.
For years I have
bad form of stomach
,„ .pation and pains in my side
At times the pains took the
ire and I was twice examintime told that an operation
only hope. I had fallen off
,n

my

v;t',

a

\

an,

aim

did eat would cause gas to
stomach, which gave me
t the heart, sick headaches
fi ling about the head. When
a me on
me, I would get
>us.
1 worried about myself
est and sleep but little.
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Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants
Children and adults
7. Coughs, Colda. Bronchitis
8. Toothache, Faceache
Neuralgia
s2-5*adache* Sick Headache, Vertigo
Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak
Stomach
i2* Croup, Hoarse
Cough. Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
Rheumatism, Lumbago
A*u®. Malaria
J 2" o ,ver and
Bleeding Internal. External
} Jr J?laa» BBnd,
Influenza. Cold in Head
o2*
£?taprh“O* Whooping Cough
21. Asthma. Oppressed. Difficult
Breathing
Disorder* of the Kidneys
Drlnary Incontinence
Sore Throat.
Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe. La
Grippe
For sale by druggists
everywhere.

-den olT until I was almost
lies’ and my strength and
lowly leaving me. I had a
future and could see nothing
the pf iting table and the knife. I
•
liorror of an operation, but
6P,
my mind that it was either
and prepared to submit to it.
i preparations for the operaled on my sister to tell her
I did not know whether I
see her again or not.
My
and pleaded with me not to
J
cut on me and told me to
y a good tonic for awhile.
as I returned from the con:
rn
I thought of what she
I had heard so much about
ided to try it as a last resort,
: at the drug store and got a
a
course, I had lost heart and
i.lh in medicine, but to please
made up my mind to take it,
:nt a happy day that was for
r,
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Death in the Air
The number of deaths from diseases of
doubled, in the large cities

the heart has

of America, in the last four years, and
now exceeds that from almost any other
cause.

There are now more than 7,500,000 automobile vehicles in the United States,

and are likely to be 10,000,000 by the end
of the year.
Thes3 two current items of information
are apparently quite
disconnected, and
yet they may have a connection so vitil
and important as to command the gravest
national concern.
The suggestion of relationship between
them is found in the fact that the exhaust
fumes from gasoline engines contain a
large quantity of carbon monoxide gas,
which is not. only exceedingly poisonous,
but is also particularly detrimental to the
heart. Its first effect when inhaled is
markedly to decrease the oxygenation of
the blood. This it does when mixed with
turned for the operation, but the atmosphere in even so small a prop.rking Tanlac and my improve- tion as one part in two thousand. From
en so rapid that none of my
that it proceeds to cause paralysis of the
me.
Right from the start I nerve centres which control the heart,
The
medicine
seemed
prove.
and, therefore, paralysis of the heart it: hold at once. It had a soothself. There have been reported a number
id in a few days I felt no pain of deaths of persons in closed garages,
:>s so happy over my wonderapparently from unknown causes, which
ment that I sent for my neigh- upon investigation were found to have
hem how much better 1 felt, been due to carbon monoxide poisoning.
Such tragedies may readily happen,
ei.
got another bottle of Tanlac
,.st finished my third and feel
when a motor is running in a small closed
been made over again into a room.
But are they possible in the open
air? Let us consider.
Exhaust fumes
from the average automobile contain
e said before, I now weigh
twenty-live pounds and none about seven per cent of carbon monoxide.
The combustion of one gallon of gasoline
-s are big enough for me, and
make them over again.
I produces at least fifty cubic feet of this
deadly gas. It is estimated that in New
a
ravenous appetite and my
I am simply eating him out York City alone, 700,000 gallons of gaso! home.
I have gone back to liue are consumed daily. This means that
inch I was told not to touch. there are injected into the air of that city
!e pains in my back and head every twenty-four hours some 35,000,000
appeared and l sleep like a cubic feet of poison gas, sufficiently virulent to vitiate to a dangerous degree sevno longer nervous, and when
the morning I feel refresh d, enty billion cubic feet of air.
That in itself is a formidable state of
•r
d 1 right. I am now able to
affairs. It becomes far worse when we
v housework again and I feel
started life ail over. My hus- consider that this production of poison
>ly delighted and my recovery gas is not equally distributed in either
of the neighborhood.
I do time or place, but is largely massed into
rejoice ail day long over the less than half of tiie twenty-four hours
and into a comparatively few of the most
my health and praise Tanlac
crowded thoroughfares. The disastrous
effect of the poison fumes upon vegetagrateful for my escape from tion has
long been noticed along thg prinp table and the knife that you
cipal driveways of the parks. If the gas
what I have said; you may, has this effect
upon trees and shrubs, in
(ell other women suffering
the open, it must have a far worse effect
\
ome and see me and I will be
the
much
more susceptible organupon
them about my case.”
isms of human beings on streets where
sold in Belfast by Read & vehicles are much more numerous than
ospect by L C. Dow & Co., in the parks, and where tall buildings on
ks by Albert R. Pilley.
both sides convert the narrow streets
into veritable catch-sinks for noxious
emanations. There is reason for believFarmers’ Week at Orono.
ing that the air on such a street—say
Fifth Avenue or Broadway—with a score
attraction is offered at the of cars on ever, block pouring forth carf Maine the week of March bon monoxide, is sufficiently vitiated to
annual Farmers’ week of the induce to those who frequent it deadly
Agriculture and the spring lesion of nerves and heart. What the
the Maine Federation of conditions would be in a crowded vehicuubs will both be in progress lar tunnel under one of the great
rivers,
Farm- it is appalling to contemplate.
ipus at the same time.
nil continue from the evening
The moral is not, of course, to abandon
to Friday evening, the 26th. the automobile, but to get rid, in some
* ion
meeting will occupy three way, of the poison gas. The automobile,
f'Board it is needless to say, is one of the indisli 23rd, 24th and 25th.
?■■■■•:
may be procured at the col- pensable products of modern inventive
lf
lories.
genius, and will continue increasingly to
be used. It may be chemically impossible
f'“ March 26th, the last day of the to avoid the evolution of carbon monoxeek program will, so far as ide in combustion of gasoline. But it
F
iMural section is concerned, be surely should be possible for some ina
consideration of various ventive genius to liud a way of neutralF
elating to marketing. Dr. A. izing it, or of preventing its free and
the new commissioner of crude emission into the air. Methods
were
m Massachusetts, will be oua
readily devised in the war for
He will refer especially manufacturing poison gases and hurling
.ers.
y
industry, from a market them against the enemy. It would be an
intolerable reproach if in time of peace
we could not, with equal
efficiency, protect
ourselves against them when they
men who attend Farmers’ week
are
emitted
as a by-product of an indisMarch 22-26, will not only be
in many of the lectures and pensable mechanism of civilization.
on
agricultural topics, but
in opportunity to attend a fine
A Cheaper Way.
nurse of lectures and demons
in
household
economics,
dear
“My
sir, nothing but an operation
afternoon North Hall, the will save your life.”
!touse of the home economics
“What will it cost?”
in which instructors and
“About $ 500.”
will
the senior class live,
be
“But I have only $150.”
a reception to those attending
“In that case let’s try what these pills
and to the delegates at the will do.”—Detroit Free Press
nf the Maine Federation of
I ubs.
>
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By MAXIMO M. KALAW,
Secretary of the Philippine Mission.

CO
New Tc-lc
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A gradual extension of the
feeling of
conservatism observed in recent weeks is
reflected in the week’s trade advices,
business in wholesale and jobbing lines
continues with but little change from
conditions previously noted and manufacturing remains active, but retail trade
seems slightly quieter.
From many sections indications come of a disposition on
the part of buyers to limit purchases to
immediate needs and generally to exercise caution in buying. An influence operative in bringing about this attitude
appears to be an impression that price readjustments to a iower plane may be
looked for before a great while has elapsed.
At the same time there is continued
complaint of the scarcity of merchandise
in many lines, and buyers lacking goods
are readily paying the high prices needed
to secure them.
While manufactures are
very active, in many cases working to
capacity, they have not been able to get
abreast of the demand, so that deliveries
continue to lag behind orders. This situation is accentuated by the persistent
shortage of transportation facilities,
which, in several directions, as, tor ex
ample, in the west and northwest and
New England, has been aggravated by

CL‘«CO/**S>T

In Use For Over 30 Years
bears

the
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COST OF SWEET CORN PER ACHE
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x.ient

is

me

tractor

auapta-

.■utions on Maine farms? A
r conference, the evening of
March 23, in connection with
V week program at the Coliculture, University of Maine,
r many points of interest to
use,

or

contemplate using

of Maine do not want to be
Two members from the
-ddy Tribe and one from the
Tribe recently visited Gov.
‘illiken, in Augusta, with petitheir tribes against the bill
Congress to make them citiy wish to remain wards of the
two-fold reason. One is hisThey would like to preserve
t
al form of government to becoming generations of Los.
k
"r
;.
they are loath to give up such
r“
as is given by the government,
j:
content with their lot as Indiiris

ns.
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FOR SPRING
SOLD BY

Testing
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K'

t

the Taffy.

grandmother was making him
fashioned molasses candy. She
'asteit from the cold water cup
: it was
done. Each time shesk: “Is it hard enough?” and lie
answer: “It’s pretty easy yet.”

i

Dwight P. Palmer
Owens Bras.

It may be interesting to know the cost
of producing an acre of sweet corn in
Maine
The following figures are actual
record kept by 91 growers covering 209
acres in sweet corn growing
counties, and
given out by M. D. Jones, Farm Management Demonstrator, College of Agriculture, Orono, Maine.
Itemized cost Sweet Corn Production,
per acre Basis of 1919, 91 records on 209

Total cost.
Credit for corn fodder

....

9.22
4.14
1.91
16 27
25.41
16.53
37.83
3.25
114 56
12.93

MONTVILLE TOWN MEETING
At the annual town meeting held March
following officers were elected:
Selectmen, Oren W. Ripley. Fred A.
Myrick and Chester B. Cushman.
10th the

collecter and

constable,

committee for three years and
auditor of accounts, P. C. Allen.
Fire warden, J. W. Nutter.
Road commissioners, S. L.

Staples,

C.

H. Fuller and J. L. Bean.

Appropriated $11,543 as follows: Town
officers’ bills, $700; highways and bridges,
$2,000; support of poor, $400; schools, $2,500;

snow

People have pictured an Ignorant
mass of Filipinos, illiterate, poor,, living a life of servitude for a few
wealthy land owners and foreigners,

bills 1919-20, $4,000; tuition of

scholars at secondary school, $700; repairs
on schoolhouses and school supplies, $50;

repairs

with no houses or farms or property
of their own.
Do you know that 70
per cent, of the people above ten years
of age can read and write and that this
percentage of literacy is almost as high
as some of the states of the Union?
Tfiat it is higher Ilian in any country
of South America, higher than the literacy of the Spanish people, and unquestionably above that of any of the
new countries recognized in
Europe?
Do you know that there are a million
and a half farms in the Philippines
and that 96 per cent, of these farms
are owned by Filipinos.
In other words,
that out of the 11,000,000 Christian
Filipinos, 8,000,000 of them at least live
on their own
farms, with houses of
their own, independent of any absentee
landlord or foreign master? That 91
per cent, of the urban property consisting of houses and lands is owned
>y the natives of the Philippines, and
'illy i) per cent, is in the hands of for•igners? Yet these are facts cabled by
Voting Governor Charles Emmett Year to the War Department from the
M-ent census estimates.
Having solemnly promised the Filiinos their independence and having
one before the world as the champion
f self-determination, the Filipino people cannot understand how America
an consistently refuse to make good

Halldale schoolhouse, $400; incidental expenses, $250; State aid road,
$533; fire warden, $10
on

NOT

A

RECORD

WINTER

Dean James S. Stevens of the College
of Arts and Sciences at the University of
Maine, informs the Commercial that the
month of February just passed has a record for the largest snowfall since observations began to be taken at the university in 1869.
Seventy-seven and one-half inches of
snow fell during the month
The nearest
approach to this record was made in February, 1893, when 57.5 inches fell.
Up to Feb. 1, only 10.7 inches of snow
had fallen this winter season, Dean Stevens says.
It is not likely, therefore, that
the season’s record will be an unusually
large one. In 1917-18, 106.25 inches of
snow fell and in past years records of 130
and 140 inches have been made.
SCOUTS KEEP THE LAW.

Every now and then some judge or juvenile court worker tears testimony that
scouting keeps boys out of mischief, that
scouts keep the law and are good citizens
in embryo.
Recent y U. E. Harmen, an
attorney of Tacoma, Wash., made the
following statement:
“Of all the boys passing through th'e
juvenile court in the last year, not one
’’
was
an active scout
There are 700
boys affiliated with the Tacoma council,
so this statement really means
something.
Not one boy who came up as a case before the court was an active scout, and
upon investigation it was shown that in
only t wo cases were the offenders boys
who had had any connection whatever at
any time with scouting.—James E. West
in Boys’ Life.

hese

GUARANTEED

When You
Know

5 To 7 Minutes For Tea

heart, it is
time

tea 5 to 7 minutes never
than 7. Don’t let it stand. Serve

Steep
more

immediately
Thus you will get AII the good:
All the wholesome harmlessness,
Without the harmful tannic acid

you have a
i

to

OF COURSE. YOU MUST HAVE
GOOD TEA TO BEGIN WITH

watch your

stomach.

Palpitation

THE
RESTFUL
TEA

and other signs of “heart
trouble” usually mean

—indigestion, produced
by food poisons that irri-

3419

is the fastest selling tea in Eastern Maine.
Your dealer has the sealed packets,
—all types. Prices right.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Me.

tate every

body

—

part of the
heart included.

Your dealer also sella and recommends
T and K. Coffee and T and K Extracts

BEECHJUK
PILLS
Relieve
and

Benefit

f Start right
% FINISH MIGHT
Send for your Free Copy or

LwjMt Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

Oid

Colony Insurance Company,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Assets

Real

^76 Paqe

December 31. 1919.

estate.$

0 00
00
00
50
25
05
72
28,293 14
7,257 00

Mortgage loans.

Pills receivable.
Interest and rents. ..r.
All other assets.
Gross
Deduct

11*223

assets.$3,807,948 66

items not admitted........

2,978 61

Admitted assets.$3,804,970 05
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net

unpaid losses.$ 386,436 81
Unearned premiums. 1,119,182 00
All other liabilities
48! 165 97

; Cash

j
■

Catalog
o

16,000

Collateral loans.
0
Stocks and bonds. 3 256,241
Cash in office and bank.
’237.159
Agent’s balance.
251J74

A Guide to the Best for the Best Resultr,
Send for it today, We are sure this
catalog will interest and help you
many, many times through the year.
LISTS EVERY NEED THE FARMER NEEDS
Your

name

and address, please. Your copy will

Kendall &

Whitney
J

Est. 1858

liabilities and surplus
3wll

Total

$3,804,970

!

120.

05

of London,

England.

Dry-Firm-Tasty. Altogether
Always Ready.

Assets December 31, 1919.
Real

estate.$
Mortgage loans.

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

0 00

1,125 45
3,499,515 57
383,586 71
950,721 92

....

Agent’s balance,

50,000 00

....

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

0

....

00

38,624 71
20,079 30

....

Gross assets.$4,943,653 66
Deduct itemsjnot admitted,
453,894 87
Admitted assets,

$4,489,758

Good

—

Saves YOUR time digging up the hatchet to split ordinary
squash, removing seeds and fibre; cleaning and washing.
My Such Pies as it Will Make And More of Them!1
*

—

—

This has been proven by test.
Patronize the best friend you have in your neighborhood,
! the grocer who sells SUPERBA Squash and the dozen and one
other SUPERBA Vegetables, Fruits, Berries, Teas and Coffee
that comprise the superb SUPERBA Food Products.
919
Why not Buy By Tiie Case, assorted?

'(Lj/

Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Portland, Maine
on the l abel
SUPERB for your Table.
■

SUPERBA

_

<ljh

79

Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

$

Total liabilities and surplus,
3wll

34,489,758 79

...

223,901 73
2,797,803 60
114,715 74
0 00

1,353,337

72

Merrimac Mutiidi lire Insurance Co-.
And
Assets D

ver.

Mass.

i

comber 31. 1919

Real estate....
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans.
Stocks at d !> x ds
( ush in office and bank..

Agent’s balance.
All oiher assets.

$

2,769 52
87 969 lS
53.800 00
217.889 67
43, 6 10
49.087 05
4.946 35

Gross assets. $ .61,681 27
Deduct items not admitted.
15.580 70
December cl, 1919.
assets.
Admitted
$446,110 57
Real estate.$
616,356 68
Liabilities D c-mber 31, 1919.
Mortgage loana.
106.000 01)
Collateral loans.
1UO.OOO 00
Net unpaid losses.$ 8.156 45
Stocks and bonds. 15.237.737 02
Unearned premiums. 3i 6 965 .-2
Cash in office and bank.
1.809,895 10 All other liahiliti s...
22,652 11
Agents’balances. l,83o[l46 27
Surplus over all liabilities. 118 026 79
Bills

receivable.

0 00

Interest and rents...
All other assets.

180,016 08

1,940,270

74

asseBt.$21,820 421

87
gj ggi 13

assets.$21,738,630

74

Liabilities December

bo:

^

UNITED STATES BRANCH OE

Gross

every

by return mail.

capital. 1,000,000 00
over all liabilities.
1.251,185 27

Admitted

Look for the name Gold Medal on
end accept no imitation

come

Portland, Maine.

Surplus

Deduct items not admitted.

Cry

»

•-V

of Hartford, Conn.

The world’s standard remedy for kidney
liver, bladder and. uric aciu troubles, the
enemies of life and looks. In uso since
1696. All druggists, three sizes.

awake?

Will stop the tickle that makes you cough.

Assets

t

you

FOR FLETCHER’S

PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY,

Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking

ptas*

Kemp's Balsam

..

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

dry cough keep

Strait-Jacket.

STATEMENT of the

‘The Rats Around My Place W*-re Wise,’Says John Tuthill.
“Tried everything to kill them. Mixed
poison with meal, meat, cheese, etc.
Wouldn’t touch it.
Tried RAT-SNAP,
inside of ten days got rid of all rats.’*
You don’t have to mix RAT-SNAP with
food. Saves fussing, bother. Break ■
cake of RAT-SNAP, lay it where rati
You will see no more. Three
scamper.
sizes, 25c, &0c, $1.00. Sold and guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co, Hall-Ellis
Hardware Co., and City Drug Store.

Children

promises.

a

CASTORIA

noblest victim that has ever fallen into
the clutches of tyranny?
And do you know that the Filipinos
have not had for hundreds of years any
caste system, blood distinction or royal
families, and that, unlike their oriental
sisters, they are the only Christian people in the orient?

S.

Does

Children Cry

pronounced by a Republican congressman, Representative Cooper, as the

J. J.

Clement.
S.

About That

Sleep ?

The President in his message to Congress last December referred to "the provincial standards and policies of the past
which have held American business as in
a strait-jacket.”
Since our country has,
within less than three hundred years, dea
wilderness peopled only
veloped from
by wild men and wild animals, into the
greatest financial and producing nation
in the world the "strait-jacket” method
seems to have done very well indeed.

grant self-government to Luzon
under Aguinaldo would be like granting self-government to an Apache reservation under some local chief.” Thus
spoke a former President of the United
States during the Filipino-American
war.
Exaggeration could he an excuse
at a time when the dignity of the American people demanded the extinction
of Filipino opposition, but do you know
that the Philippine Republic, before the
American occupation of the Islands,
had the approval of prominent Americans who were on the spot—like John
Barrett, Director of the Pan-American
Union, who compared it favorably with
the Japanese government? That Admiral Dewey considered the Filipinos
better fitted for self-government than
the Cubans? That they had drafted a
constitution at Malalos which elicited
ihe approval of distinguished Republicans like the late Senator George F.
Hoar? That before the coming of the
Americans they had produced national
heroes like the martyred Jose Rizal,

Net cost.$101.63*

Treasurer,

man
adThe
dressed rep lied,
“No, madam."
“Then you must
be Chiuese,” she

■To

acres:

%

eliminates from the government payroll
more
than 40,000 civilian employees,
most of them in Washington, and makes
a flat reduction of $24,000,000 from submitted estimates.

suppose you are

That Is what you would call fancies
about the Philippines.
The fact is,
however, that the 11,000,000 Filipinos
and their ancestors have been civilized
and Christians for 300 years; that the
non-Christian population, according to
the census of 1918, is only 500.000, and
even these are not all uncivilized.
Another fancy is that not until the
coming of the Americans were school
buildings seen in the Islands, roads
built, or substantial houses erected.
Do you know that for hundreds of
years the Filipinos have had colleges
and schools and that the University of
Santo Tomas is only twenty-five years
older than Harvard? That as early as
1866, out of a population of 4,000,000
people, there were 841 schools for boys
and 833 for girls? That in 1892, eight
years before the coming of the Americans, there were 2,137 schools?

For Infants and Children

....

______

legislative, executive and judicial
appropriation bill which has just been
passed in the House of Representatives,
The

Maximo M. Kalaw.
„»T
“No, 1 am not.
I am a Filipino,” he replied.
“1
“How’s that?” asked the lady.
thought they were all savages living in
the woods.”
“Well, I'll tell you how I came here,”
he said.
“A month before 1 left the
Philippines I was living in the woods,
but the American Governor decided to
catch as many wild men as possible,
train them and send them over here.
So here I am, just as you see.” And
the St. Louis lady actually believed
him.

CASTOR IA

Rent of land.$
Use of machinery.
Interest on investment....
Fertilizer—616 pounds
Manure—19.2 tons.
Horse labor—93.5 hours.
Man labor—112.7 hours.
Seed and other costs.

—Harvey’s Weekly.

Japanese, sir?"

heavy snowstorms.—Bradstreet’s.

Always

Senator Harding spoke gospel truth the
other night when he said that "The
formal peace might have been proclaimed
a year ago, if peace had been the paramount purpose of our mission to Paris.”

certain lady
at the St. Louis
Exposition saw at
ballroom a
a
brown complexioned man in faultless evening dress
and accosted him
with the inquiry,
A

■

[

The people of the United States are
still waiting for Attorney General Palmer to bring down the cost of living, as he
promised to do six months ago. While
the attorney general and his assistant,
Mr. Figg, go merrily on chasing the
profiteers, the cost of living keeps right
on chasing the pay envelope.—Faifmount
(W. Va.) West Virginian.

People and Conditions.

MEDICINE

seems

something some time.—Phils. Press.

|®*

Ilham and Ann Streets

Cuppings.

almost time for some Government authority to announce that another
ship load of anarchists will soon be sent
away. It iB several weeks since the last
announcement of that kind was made,
and people won’t believe the Government is doing anything in the anarchist
deportation line unless the Government
regularly announces that it is going to do

There Has Been Much Misrepresentation in America About

STATE OF TRADE.

pd
at

for

_

-o.net

veighed ninety-eight pounds
weak 1 could hardly get
oi.tm.ciy

*
m.

ommenced taking the mediontinued, “I only weighed
,,tnt '90* pounds; now I weigh
| twenty-five pounds and never

j/,.,

i

partial list

SOME FACTS AND
FANCIES ABOUT
THE PHILIPPINES

It

4. Diarrhea of

°.l3hania.

..

Humphreys’ Manual

mailed free.

}• "*«,». Congestions. Inflammations

FOR OS

he:r only hope.

|I()VE just finished

[

CRH RE AO, SO V GUESS
rts ovier tue u\u to the

The full list of Dr, Humphreys’ Remedies
for
Internal and external use. meets
the needs of
families for nearly every ailment
from Infaney
to old age—described in Dr.

Political

31, 1919
Net unpaid losses.$ 1,171,280 70
Unearned premiums. 8*213.006 94
All other liabilities.
613*77250
Cash capital. 3.0003)00 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 8,740,470 60
Total liabilities and surplus... $21,738,530 74
Albert M. Ames, Agent,
3wll
Stockton Springs, Maine.
I

Total liabilities and surplus.$446,100 5 7
James Pattee & Son Agents, Belfast, Me.
Swli

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ing.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Expiift Piano Tuning

I

LLOYD D.McKEEN,

*

172

High Street,

Belfast, Maine

Phone 12fi-4

Raw

4t>tf

Furs

WANTED
Full market pricey.
Honest treatment.
H. E.

TASKER,

Tasker’s Stable,

Gardiner, Maine1

WHAT MONSENSE
To suffer with Piles! Your grandparents
used MEADER’S SALVE. Good for all
skin diseases. Costs but 25c.
Samples
free at A. A. Howes & Co.’s, Belfast,
i Maine.
No other place to get it. THEKF
IS NO SUBSTITUTE.

\

Theatre

Colonial
Plays

Foremost

of the
Shown

Daily

at

iiv’iic,
Being

Producers

This

Popular

Billie Burke, Thursday
“Why, my dear, the thing is perfectly
scandalous.
“Imagine it! Sadie Love hadn’t been
married ten minutes till she said she’d
made a mistake and began carrying on
w’ith that young Jimmy Wakely. Actually planning to marry him, too. And the
minister hardlv out of the house!
“Then, to make matters wmrse, who
should appear but a wife that Jimmie
had married somewhere? Is it any wonder folks are talking?
“You’re sorry for Sadie’s husband? My
goodness! you needn’t be. With a French
woman here in town brazenly calling him
her ‘twin soul’? That’s one of the reasons
Sadie lost her taste for him. Dear me,
what’s the W’orld coming to?—
“No—At the Colonial on Thursday?—
With Billie Burke?—You don’t say? But
the affair is so shocking, really I—come,
let’s get tickets!”
On the same program with Sadie Love
on Thursday will be a twTo reel Rainbow
comedy and the Screen magazine.

uAiiAvj nctiDA

Known to Possess Unequaled Value
In Spring Ailments

Are
prominent ingredients of
flood's Sarsaparilla, in which they
are so combined as to be most effective.
This great blood-purifying and
strength-giving medicine is easily
the leading proprietary medicine
for the blood, stomach, liver an
kidneys, which almost universally
need attention in the spring. Thousands take it year after year with
entire satisfaction for that tired
feeling, that loss of appetite, that
eruption on the face or body, and
that low or run-down condition of
the system so common now. And1
they enthusiastically recommend it
to others.
Begin taking it at once, three
It is
times a day after meals.
pleasant to take and “makes food
taste

good.”,

If you need

a

laxative

or

cathar-

tic, take Hood’s Pills. Yon will
find them gentle and thorough.

Bessie Love, Friday
Blessed is the matchmaker. Vitagraph’s
new feature, “Pegeen,” reveals how the
human being w'ho succeeds in bringing
together two loving hearts inherits the
earth.
“Pegeen,” with Bessie Love in the title
role, will be the feature attraction on Fri-

TRIBUTE TO OUR HONORED DEAD.
Frank Durham Hazeltine Post, A. L
Adjutant Gen-

is distributing for the
eral at Washington, D.

C.,

to the rela-

tives of the Waldo County young men,
who lost their lives in the war of 19141919, the handsome memorials sent from

The News ot Belfast

PENDLETON.

LEONARD G.

*

ARRIVED!

Leonard George, the only son of George
E. and Effie M. (Mitchell) Pendleton,
died at 5 p. m., Thursday, March 11th,
after an illness of one week with peritonitis caused by an injury to his abdomen
in a peculiar accident. He was using a
the Ziban Queen.”
kerosene lamp that showed signs of exMrs. Eudavilla Cleaves Foster is gain- ploding and the little fellow to guard
ing from a critical operation performed against fire was rushing to throw it out
last Tuesday at the Waldo County Hos- of doors when he fell over a chair and
pital by Dr. Walter Tobie of Portland as- received the injury that caused his death.

Tbe Traveller’s Club will meet next
Tuesday afternoon with Miss Margaret
N. Hazeltine. Tne speaker of the afternoon will
be Mrs. George C. Bosson
Jr., whose subject will be 'To Biskra,

her.
The Sons

|of Veteran’^ Auxiliary

ville,

will

to come home

Blue
Serge, Tricotine, Silvertone, Goldtone, Jersey and Broadcloth.
Shades, Green and Brown Mixtures are to be worn much this season
in Suits.
Priced $22.50 to $85.00
*L

he wanted to see

as

*

THE NEW COATS

This is necesas

O.

their school

Pendleton,

fond.

year is 37 weeks instead of 36, the Grade

of

He was

a

whom he

was

Beaded Georgettes and Taffetas with
Embroidered Jerseys are being featured in

very

favorite and a trusty pupil. During his
short life he had been a constant attendant at the Sunday school in connection
Bewith the Trinity Reformed church.
sides his parents and grandparents he is

Cecil Clay returned Saturday night
from Dover, where he attended the March
term of the Supreme Judicial Court,

MAY WE SHOW YOU ?

Durham, Monroe.
register the most remarkable escape from
Mrs. Mary Clark Collins, Belfast.
death he has ever had—his experience
Mrs. Lena Wentworth, Searsport.
being shared by several members of the
Ellen Richards, Lincolnville.
cast.
After getting out of locked cells,
Mr. H. A. Ryan, Liberty.
straight-jackets and being hung head
Miss Mildred K. Randall, Belfast.
downward from the top of a six-story
M. C. Stevens, Brooks.
building, Houdini was called upon to go
Dr. Charles B. Hoyt, Liberty.
up in an airplane and change from one
Mrs. Mary A. Parkinson, Belfast.
machine to the other while several hunMrs. P. L. Gilkey, Searsport.
dred feet from the ground.
While hangEdmund H, Evans, Monroe, R 1.
ing from a knotted rope fastened to one
S. P. Colby, Liberty.
of the wings of the pursuing airplane, the
Mrs. Vera E. Milis, Unity.
two machines crashed into each other
Ellen P. Meservey, Lincolnville, R. 1.
and fell to the earth. By a seeming
Louella S Nickerson, Belfast, R. 2.
miracle not one of the actors was seFranK J. Plummer, Brooks, R. 4
riously injured, and the camera was able
Orrin P. Jackson, Searsmont.
to record a thrill that should
satisfy the
entire world of “stunt” fans.
“The Grim Game” was written by ArFREEDOM.
thur B. Reeve and John W. Gray, and
directed by Irving Wiliat. It is an interAlfred Vose is in Liberty ill with the
esting melodrama in which the “escapes”
of the star are introduced in a logical mumps.
manner, the production being high grade !
Florence Gordon spent her vacation at
ail through.
her home in Thorndike.

ISLfcSBORO.
The

annual

town meeting was held
same officers were re-

March 1st and the

No

FRIDAY

BILLIE BURKE

BESSIE LOVE

fun and

commotion when

a

an

action

was

dependent

on

Islesboro will still be

horses.

Mr. and Mrs. William H. McIntosh are
guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. H. Tinker at
their attractive

bungalow,

Sunset

Lodge,

by using

warm

corner

a
an

Matinee 2.30.

Matinee at 2.30
All Seats 28c.

week.

At all

post

SECRET SOCIETIES.

stores

receipt of

or

sent

parcel

money order

or

check.

At the regular meeting of Wlrido Lodge,
I. O. O. F., last Friday evening three
candidates were given the initiatory degree. This makes a total of ten who will
take the first degree Friday evening.
The degree will be woraed by the new
staff. It is the wish of the Noble Grand

on

our

■

Thomas

7.00 and 8.30
Orch. 3Qc.

the World !

Thrills Crowd Hard

Upon

Carrigan
Jean

Burning

Acker
Eileen

Thrills!

Cassidy
Robert Ellic

TUESDAY

MARGUERITE

WEDNESDAY

CLARK in

HOUDINI

By Proxy”

“A Widow

---—-

“The

“Uncle Tom Without
I he Cabin”

Sentv tt

Comedy

It! PARA'IOUN F
SPECIAL

Grim Game”

The greatest thriller

ever

shown

n

this theatre

-—

—

AMBROSE A. THOMPSON
Ambrose

Alphonzo Thompson,

a

life

NOTICE

long citizen of Freedom village, passed
in Montville (just
away at his late home
the town !ine) on W ednesday,

We want to start the spring real estate selling with
larger and better line of properties than we ever befor
carried, as we shall undoubtedly have more customei
and do more business during 1920 than has ever bee
done in one year. If you have any real estate to se
come in and talk it over.

beyond

March 3, after a short illness of pneumonia. Mr. Thompson was born in Montville, in the neighborhood of his late
72 years ago, and has lived in this

home,
vicinity

ever since except a few years
spent in Branch Mills when a young man.
Always of a cheerful disposition, with a
smile and a pleasant word for all, he was

ROY C. FISH,
Representing E. A. Strou* Farm Agency,

loved and respected by the entire community. Early in life he affiliated himself

ROOM 2, ODD FALLOWS

with the freedom Congregational church I
and at his death he held the office of I
senior deacon of the church. His home
ideal home circle, and no stranger
Besides
was ever turned from his door.
his wife he is survived by two sons, two
was an

daughters

and

several

MRS.

H.

C

BUILDING,

PITCHER.

Lucy Adella, widow of the late Hartson
C. Pitcher, died at 2 p. m., Thursday,

March 11th, at the Homeopathic Hospitj al in Boston, where she had been since
;
late in December for medical treatment.

grandchildren.

Although a semi-invalid for several years,
j her death was the uircrt result of a paraKev. Mr. Berriman, pastor at Unity, who
shock. She was born in Northport,
spoke words of love and comfort to the j lyse
June 9, 1844, the daughter of David and
bereaved and friends. Despite the blizLancaster. Since a child
zard outside, many neighbors and friends Lucy (Knight)
she had lived in Belfast and
had gathered to pay their last tribute. of 12 years
when about 26 years old married Mi.
Many beautiful flowers showed the esteem
all of her life she
in which the deceased was held. The j Pitcher. Practically
had been a worthy and ardent member of
at
Fleastomb
remains were placed in the
j
the North Congregational church and
ant Hill cemetery as the bell in the village
its allied societies. She was devoted to
church tolled its requiem. Burial in the
her home and relatives and enjoyed the
:
in
the
spring.
family lot will take place
love and esteem of many friends. Her
G.

j

LOTTIE WHITCOMB

One

ner enure

son

of this city, survive. Her remains arrived
here Saturday night accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Pitcher and the funeral was
held at 2 p. m. Sunday at the home of her
niece, Mrs. Edith L. Walden, Court St.
Rev. Alfred C. Elliott, her pastor, officiThe bearers were Messrs. John R.

ated.

Dunton, Harry M. Prentiss, M. C. Hill
and E. S. Bowker. The interment will be

BFLFAST, M AIN I

Notice of Dissolution of Partner’
I have purchased the inte
late Mr. M. L. Mitchell in the
Mitchell & Trusiell, and stiai
the business under my own na
I wish to thank the publi' i
generous patronage in the pas!
to merit the continuance of y:
the future.
Ail parties indebted to V:
Trussell are requested to make
ale payment and all those ha\
against that firm are requested
them for payment at once.
GEORGE C. TRUSS)
2wl2
115 High St., Helf

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our t
eluding the teachers and pup
McLellan school, and also of
for their kindness to us in
reavement and also for tin
flowers sent to the funeral.
Geo. E. and Emery o. Pi
And Their Families.

Tnnouncemeni
I wish to publicly announce if

five more lessons, beginn
Saturday, from 2.30 to 4.30 in 1
lows Hall, of my dancing elas*
from 5 to 15 years. Terms $2.50
mrs. s. c. r.u!:
are

LOST

in Grove Cemetery.
MRS.

JENNIE

ALDEN FRYE.

Jennie Alden, wife of Preston W. Frye,
died in Patten March 4th. She was the
daughter of David and Jane (Pendleton)

Miss Elizabeth M. Clement left Tueson Thursday will
go to Camdep, where she will be manager of the Davis Sample Shop, which

Alden of Northport, and the youngest
and last of their six children, She was a
descendant of John Alden. Her only rel-

Saturday.

atives in Maine besides her husband are

Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Ward left Saturday on a business and pleasure trip to

a

nephew,

Otis A. Alden of Camden, and

cousin, Mrs. A. C. Batchelder of Belfast.

a

Boston and vicinity. Soon after their
return home they will move to Bangor,
where Mr. Ward will be employed as instructor in golf at the Kenduskeag Country Club.

sustained anil directed

ami granddaughter, Ralph
L. and Adella Edith Pitcher of Caribou
and a half-brother, Charles W. Lancaster

day for Rockland, and

on

religion

life.

receiving tomb at Grove Cemetery and
later interred in the Paul Cemetery in
Waldo.

opens in Camden

Central Maine Power Co.

28c

CAST INCLUDES

Real Racing Scenes in This Play!
Box Car Plunges Thru Drawbridge!

late home Friday at 1 p. m., with Rev.
William Vaughan of East Belfast officiating. The remains will be placed in the

|

ate.

Evening
Hal

One Powerful Punch Follows Another!

Lottie, wife of Riley C. Whitcomb,
died at their home at the Head of the
Tide, March 16th. She was born in Al-

hour to opera-

“LIGHTNING BRYCE'

“CHECKERS”

which has been her home for the past 40
The funeral will take place at her
years.

an

EDITH ROBERTS

THEATRE

Racing Drama in

The Greatest

Mrs. Edith Small and daughter Marian
spent the week-end in Waterville.

Costs five cents

I.ASCA"

MAINE.
Evening 7.00 and 8.30’

| MONDAY j

I. P.

The Price is $11.50.

PICTURES

A golden romance from the far
poem, featuring

Travelogue

COLONIAL
^
BELFAST,
Daily

IN

ANNA LITTLE in

Miss Ella Bowler spent her vacation in
Clinton and Waterville.

They will also spend a few
days at the Rockland Hotel, Rockland.
Miss Evie Holmes and Mrs. Charles E. that there will be a large attendance. A
Sherman will join them for a week-end very cordial invitation ia extended to all
visit.
Odd Fellows in the city to be present
at Camden.

snug,

have

PEG EE N”

Comtdy

Review

Comedy

POEM

“

A joy picture.
Blessed is the one
who makes others happy. Pegeen was that kind of a girl.

Bushels of laughs, beautiful scenes,
charming gowns and just enough
pep, action and spice.

bion, Oct. 18, 1841, the daughter of Mr.
She lived
and Mrs. Gorham McDonald.
in Monroe previous to coming to Belfast,

article in the town warrant

few for them.

can

Electric Radiator

Dirigo Grange was to have held an allcalling for rescinding of the act of the day meeting last Saturday, but on aclegislature which prohibits motor vehi- count of the bad travelling it was postcles on the island. Many of the residents poned until March 20th.
and summer people are against them and
on

furnace when you

“

LOVE”

“SADIE

SATURDAY
A

IN

IN

|

any need to rush the

Sample Shop

THURSDAY

MRS

elected. The excitement of t^e day was
Dorothy and Thelma Vose visited their
“voting for autos” which caused lots of aunt, Mrs. Bessey, in Knox the past
taken

longer

yours,

High Street, (Clark’s Corner) Belfast, Maine.

Memorial services were held at the home
on Saturday, March 6, conducted by the

Save Coal!

Truly

The Davis

estate,Wyndstone|

»

Many

Priced $19.50 to $75.00

Judge George M. Hanson of Calais preMiss Love appears as Pegeen O’Neill, a
siding. Mr. Clay left Monday noon for
wisp of a little Irish girl who delights in France. There was no formal
meeting on Portland to officially report the meeting survived by a sister, Lovicey Alberta.
She
sucothers.
to
bringing happiness
of Maine’s Centennial at City Hall. The The funeral was held at the home of his
ceeds, among other things, in bringing account of the snow-blocked roads and
Rev.
about the engagement of two persons she the prevailing epidemic of colds every- program included addresses by Gov. grandparents at 1 p. m. Saturday.
loves. Incidentally the girl finds a ro- where. The following is the interpreta- Milliken.
Wiliiam Vaughan of the Trinity Reformmance for herself.
him in his intion of the symbolic group that adorns
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., ed church, who baptized
1 his picture, delightful with its love
The bearers were Orofficiated.
of
the
translaticn
the
the
certificate
and
fancy,
will
hold
its
annual
William
Barroll-call
Tuesday
element, was adapted by
barin Laub, from the story of the same inscription in French. The group is plac- evening, April 13th, instead of next land Orchard, Herbert Snow, Otto B.
It was ed on a
name by Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd.
cenotaph on which is engraved week, as planned. At the same time and William Vaughan, Jr.
directed by David Smith.
the
inscription:
Past Noble Grand’s Night will be observA Christrie two-red comedy and the
REBECCA E. BASSICK
To the memory of-, of
ed and an entertainment given in conFocd Weekly complete Friday’s 1 ill.
The United States of America,
nection. The degree will be conferred
Who died for Liberty during the great war,
The death of Rebecca E. Webb, widow
"Lasca, Saturday.
on a
class of candidates and refreshThe Homage of France.
of the late Edmund C. Bassick, occurred
Frank Mayo and Edith Roberts, both
ments served.
The President of the Republic,
well known Universal players, are feaat her residence, 1171 Fairfield avenue,
R. Poincare.
The Baptist Sewing Circle are planning this
tured in that company’s forthcoming
morning.
The
the
of
principal
figure
group
sym
photodrama of the Texan border, “Lasto serve a parish supper at the church
Mrs. Bassick was the daughter of Fredon
the
famous
built
old
bolizes
the
and
ballad by
soul
ca,"
spirit of the Ameri- Friday
evening, March 26th, to be follow- erick Cleveland Webb and Cynthia Dav“Lasca" is known by can
Frank Desprez.
Army, which helped France to main- ed by a social evening. The next
meeting idson Webb and was born in Americus,
English speaking people all over this tain alive the
flame of the torch of liber- of the
broad land of ours, and no poem in AmerSewing Circle will be Monday Indiana, August 12, 1836. She was marican literature is regarded more typical ty and justice. The sword is not in the
evening, March 22nd, with Mrs. George ried twice, her first husband being Josiah
of the traditions of Texas and the Ameri- scabbard, but is ready at any moment to
Holt, Commercial street. A special invi- M. W'alter. After the death of her first
can West than this brief lyric of the sacprotect and defend the weak and the op- tation is extended
to all women of the husband she married Mr. Edmund C. Basrilice of a little hoyden of the vast cattle
in the group to the
stretches, who lived, loved and perished, pressed, symbolized
parish to be present.
sick and lived in the middle west for sevleft by a mother holding her baby to her
“Down by the Rio Grande.”
With her husband she came
Edmund P. Brown, mail clerk on the eral years.
The mad cattle stampede, is of course, breast, and to insure freedom and justice
Bangor and Boston run, served 46 hours to Bridgeport in 1880, and soon after
the climax of the photoplay as well as the to the
coming generations, represented by
“Lasca” will be shown on Saturpoem
the storm of last making their home here Mr. Bassick bethe figure of a kneeling boy, praying and consecutively during
day.
week.
He went on duty in Boston at 4 came largely interested in the developAlso cr. Saturday the fourth episode of thanking God for deliverance.
ment and upbuilding of property and
p. m. Saturday and arrived in Bangor at
homes in the west end of the city. Mrs.
“Lightning Bryce” and the Current
At the right the figure of a man,
11 a. m., Sunday.
Events.
He was at once trans- Bassick leaves three daughters: Mrs.
chained and shackled, symbolizes the
ferred to a mail train leaving Bangor for Charles H. Fleming and Miss Minnie A.
"Checkers,” the Fox Special To Be Shown spirit ot evil and the victory over our
Boston and arrived in Portland at 2 p. m. Walter of Bridgeport, and Mrs. W'illiam
enemies. Also at the right, crowning the
H. Parks of Springfield, Mass.; also three
Monday.
where he and the rest of the
! Monday,
sririt of America, stands Glory, who re
sons, Edgar W., Frederick C., and Wr.
Matinee, 28c; Evening, Balcony, 28c;
crew
were
relieved
for a few hours.
Roscoe Bassick, all of this city, as well
Orchestra, 39c; Children, 17c.
joices with the old war veteran, standing
Miss Ruth Hobbs Payson, daughter of as eleven grandchildren and three great“Checkers” is the most successful rac- to the left of the principal
ftgure, symbolgrandchildren. A sister, Mrs. Eben A.
ing melodrama of the last twenty-five izing the
armies, which are always ready Rev. and Mrs. Fred L. Payson of New- Snow of Colorado, also survives her.
Its situayears on the American stage.
Mrs. Bassick was a devoted member of
fields, N. H., was united in marriage to
tions are thrilling and its humor and sen- to fight for the good of humanity.
a member
timent have kept millions on the edge of
Universal fame is symbolized by the Roy Robert Sears, son of Mr. and Mrs. St. John’s Episcopal Church,
of the Ladies’ Charitable Society since
their seats ’twixt laughter and tears.
winged figure flying o’er the group and Calvin R. Sears of Ludlow, Vt., March 1880 and of the Mary Silliman Chapter,
Now it has been done as a big special
trumpeting to the world a great triumph 15th, at her home by her father. Mr. and D. A. R., and of many other philanthropic
film production by William Fox.
It has
organizations.
all the drama, all the humor and all the in which the United Stales participated. Mrs. Sears will live in New Haven, Conn.
The dominant characteristic of Mrs.
love interest, with plenty of thrills as The American eagle, poised on the stall The bride is a graduate of Mount Holyoke
Bassick was her love and thoughtfulness
these can be produced only on the screen of
with
the
college
class
of
1915
watches
and
stands
and the for others, and while she was compelled
peace,
zealously,
and staged only by a director like Richto swoop in case our enemies again bridegroom of Middlebury college with during the last few years of her life to
ard Stanton.
The exciting horse race ready
the class of 1917. The bride has fre- give up many of her activities, she rescenes, the train wreck, the fight in the j endeavor to disturb the peace of the
care
box car, the encounters in Chinatown ; world, so dearly acquired.
quently visited Belfast as the guest of mained at home under the devoted
of her children. Her loss vVill be severely
and the aeroplane flights will hold you
her
The entire group is framed by a border
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce. felt not only by her family, but by a large
he beautiful love scenes I
spellbound.
of oak and laurel leaves, which are alMrs. Cecil Clay, president of the Hos- circle of dear friends made durng her
will enchant you.
long and useful life.—The Bridgeport,
You’ll enjoy the cast.
There are Tom ways awarded the victors.
pital Aid and Cub, has received a letter
Conn., Times of March 6th.
Carngan as “Checkers” and lovely Jean |
At the foot of the cenotaph the flags of from the Misses
lsoline and Hattie Barnes
Mrs. Bassick wTas previous to 1880 w'ith
Acker as Pert Barlow. Then there are ! France
and America are draped and join- who are
living on their
Ellen Cassity, Peggy Worth, Robert Elli- I
her family a resident of Belfast, and is
ed together by a wreath, which is the
ott, Tammany Yroung, Bertram Marburgh j
Bristol, R. I., stating that they will be remembered by many here as a very
mark of
and Ed Sedgwick.
gratitude and homage that pleased to meet the expenses of
having worthy woman.
France pays lo the boys who gave their ! the Barnes
room, the typhoid room and
lives
for liberty and justice.
Marguerite Clark, Tuesday
the diet kitchen at the
BACON-WHITfc.
Hospital renoThe ines engraved on the wall behind vated. The
Ciiic Marguerite Clark has a novel !
Misses Barnes are well known
Belfast relatives received a telegram
comedy role in “Widow by Proxy,” her the group are t aken from one of Victor in
Belfast, where they frequently visited
newest Paramount-Artcraft picture, which
last. Thursday morning from Capt. and
famous poems and when trans- their
Hugo’s
the
will be the attraction on Tuesday next.
late Miss Elizabeth A.
aunt,
Mrs. W. M. White of Miami, Fla., anMiss Clark is a rollicking bachelor girl lated reads:
Bar les, in whose memory
they gave the nouncing the marriage at Key West
who dons widow’s weeds and imperson- For those who devoutly died for- their above
apartments to the Hospital.
ates a girl chum whose husband has been
country
Wednesday morning, March 10th, of
reported missing in France. Many laugh- It is right that the people come and pray
Miss Belle Keating, who has
their only daughter, Miss Margaret Olive
been
a
at their tombs.
able complications occur, which are clearregular substitute in the Saturday Auc- White, and Mr. Daniel Bacon of New
ed up in a startling manner. Nigel Barrie
The certificate is in sepia shades, is 14
tion Club during the
is the leading man.
winter, entertained York City. The news came as a com21
inches
and
is designed for framing. the Club
ATso on Tuesday the famous Sennett by
last Thursday
evening at the plete surprise as no formal notice of their
The following are entitled to the certi- home of Mrs. Norman
comedy “Uncle Tom Without the Cabin”
A. Read. Supper engagement had been announced.
Mr.
was served at 7
is offered.
ficates:
p. m. from small tables
Bacon has a residence at New York and
Tuesday evening the Edison concert
Mrs. Laura Stephenson, Belfast, R. 3 centered with primroses and sweet peas,
has been cruisa delicious menu
offered by Mr. Fred D. Jones will be held.
being served. The even- one at Nassau, N. B. He
Mrs. Annie T. Choate, Liberty, R. 2.
Pictures before and after concert.
ing was spent with auction. The
ing in southern waters in his private
Mrs. Anna Carney, Belfast, R. 1207.
special
guests were Mrs. Richard P.
Whitman of yacht and it is reported that their honeyHarry E. Staples, Brooks.
Campello, Mass, Mrs. Charles E. Brown,
Mrs.
Celia
W.
R.
5.
Dutton,
The
Belfast,
moon will be spent on the yacht.
Houdini, Wednesday
Mrs Maine Hills and Mrs.
Dana B. SouthEmma E. Rolerson, Belfast.
Houdini has been showing his marvelworth. Mrs. John C.
bride
is
a most charming young lady and
Mrs. Cora E. Douglass, Unity, R. 3.
Pillsbury won the
ous escapes on the stage and through the
first prize and Mrs. Clyde B.
Mrs. Annie Durham Hazeltine, Belfast.
Holmes re- a great favorite in Belfast, where she has
medium of the screen until his work has
ceived the second.
Mrs. Charlotte Stevens, Monroe.
spent her summers since a child.
become known all over the world, but it
William J. Blood, Morrill, R. 1.
remained for a stunt which he performs
Mrs. Emma Downs, Searsport.
in “The Grim Game,” a Paramount-ArtNettie F. Haskell, Palermo.
craft picture of which he is the star, to
Albert F.
day.

ma-

this season’s dresses. Some with short sleeves, others full length—all
with just enough trimming to make them desirable for any occasion. You will find in these any style or size that you wish.

member of the McLel-

school, Grade IV, Mrs. Arthur W.
Hamilton, teacher, and was a general
lan

year.

snappy and up-to-the minute in

$18.50 to $65.00

serious little lad. During the past winThe Grade,schools will close tomorrow» ter he had been looking after the comThe fort in doing errands, shopping, etc., for
Friday, for a two weeks’ vacation.
High school will close Friday, March 26th, his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery
for one week’s vacation.
sary for the latter school

are

terial and style. Many colors are the thing in Coats—Light Tan, Blue and
Green Shades and Heather Mixtures are the leaders. These are priced at

mentioned it to him. Leonard was born
in East Belfast August 24, 1909, and had
always been an unusually bright and

The Auxiliary will have a whist
party Friday evening at the home of
Mrs. Edith Danforth.

cents.

WE HAVE A BIG ASSORTMENT OF SUITS

__

him before he died. In other ways he
also referred to his dying, although
neither his physician or the family had

supper next Monday evening at
6 o’clock, to which each member may
invite two friends. Price to friends, 35
a

SPRING GOODS
(COMING EVERY DAY)

He seemed to realize his serious condition as he repeatedly urged his mania to
tell his papa, who was employed in Swan-

sisted by Dr. Carl H. Stevens. Miss
Spring, R. N., of Portland is caring for

have

NEW

1

a

Samuel Adams left Tuesday to attend
district meeting of the I. O. O. F. En-

campment in the Lewiston District that

J evening.

At Armory Tuesday yvi
ing, pair tortoise shelled -1
bowed spectacles. Find 1,

please return to Journal tb

and receive reward.
Dr.

and

Mrs. Herbert H. II

Philadelphia, Pa., arrived Satin
are guests of Mrs. Harmon’s pan
and Mrs. Joseph G. Patterson

Fred Hollins of Boston

was

Tuesday and Wednesday of Mr
Charles R. Coombs.

e

Company F. has

M is lit Lever M lines He Vi
Take

our

a

little with you and

goods.

come

in and pry

loose from

us

Mrs. Annie Dickey Matthews is assisting in the retail department of the
Belfast Candy Company in their new
quarters in the Hayford Block on Church

some of

street.

HOW LITTLE IT TAKES to separate
us from SUITS, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS, SHIRTS and OTHER FURNISHINGS for MEN; and YOU’LL BE PLEASED AFTERWARDS to
see how much better they look ON YOU than ON US.
YES, WE ARE EXPECTING TO PROFIT BY THE TRANSACTION, but our prices are such that YOU CAN’T LOSE.
You’ll be

surprised

to find

BERT L.

Adrian C. Tuttle and son, Paul G.
left Saturday for a week’s visit
En route they will visit Mr.
in Boston.
Tuttle’s mother, Mrs. Emery Varney, of

Tuttle,

Freeport.
Mrs. Mary L. Hanson announces the
engagement of her only daughter, Mildred L. Ward, to Gerald Coggins, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coggins of Lincolnville. Miss Ward is a graduate of the
B. H. S. ’17, and Mr. Coggins is em-

DAVIS,

BELFAST’S LARGE8T CLOTHING 8TORE
The

where

store

little old

your

dollar

TELEPHONE 223-12

buys

100

cents

The ground hog has rereputation as a weather
Boston Post, which bears

OH DEAR!
his

In a
the date of Feb. 1782 is the
pressing old-new rhyme:

prophet.

new advertisemen rs.
Jones advertises the Edison
next Tuesday evening when
Ellison, baritone singer, will be
L>.

>st

Maine Power

ral

Co.

exempt preferred

tax

advertises
stock and

electric radiator.
Colonial Theatre publishes picture
ram for the week.
Whitten Co. gives notice in re■o bills due them.
ge C. Trussell gives notice of disof partnership of the firm of
u
dl A Trussell.
adv. of children wanted to board.
New York Bargain Store adver'heir spring line of suits, coats,
ses, etc.

Hall advertises new spring dresses
■.ddies for children,
am L. Luce,
Inc., advertises Vic-

Valley Canning Co. publishes

dence of the interest and enthusiasm of
each society.

an

the farmers of Belfast and vicin-

city

assessors

Davis Sample Shop gives notice
spring goods have arrived and
prices for same.
■ge E. and Emery O. Pendleton
a card of thanks,
is H. Howes advertises his spring
g of suits and coats,
hall's Market advertises the fish
market and a specialty of finnan
s for three days.
S. C. Pattee gives notice in regard
i-ing class.
ew

1

Davis advertises men’s suits

L.

.rnishings.

Waldo county will case that has been in

litigation since 1914: “Final court decision was made today in the long litigation over the will of Henrietta T. Nichols,
a wealthy Searsport woman, who died in
February, 1914. A bill in equity' was
brought by Fred S. Thompson of Chi-

and Dexter High School
a ill play a
game of basket ball in
A
niory this, Thursday, evening.

li. H. S.

Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co.
id for Capt. Donald S. Clark of
York City his cottage at Temple
‘s, to Albert I.eBrun of Cldtown,
>iil occupy it during the summer.
snow

is

disappearing rapidly in

March wind and bright sunA very large
of the past few days.
.nt went with the rain of last Sat-

warm

Irving T. Dinsmore entertained
urday Auction Club last Tuesday
mg at a delightful St. Patrick party.
:
Saint himself could only admire
istic decorations and enjoy the derefreshments in

his favorite

em-

and tones.

The prizes went to
Raymond R. Sherman and Mrs. V.
all. The guests were Mrs. R. P.
iiiau, Mrs. Maine Hills and Miss
D. Crawford.
Mrs. Whitman will
lain the Club Saturday evening.

destroyed, Monday evening, the
building in the residence of Dr.
B. Darling at the corner of High
Vine streets.
When discovered by
md Mrs. Darling the fire had worked
way into the partitions around the
■

ig

room

iie.
a

and the house

was

full of

Their dear little children Reand John

were

taken from their

in their night clothes just in time to
J suffocation. Practically all of their
■ehold goods were destroyed. The
n of the fire was
unknown, but prob-

aught from the flames of a wood
near the chimney.
Seaside Hose
upany and Washington Company were
tie scene in a short time, considering
bad travelling. The house and furnire were partially
insured; the former
Judge M. W. Lord and the latter
e

Mrs. C. J. Pattee.

Alliance of the First Parish ohurch was
held last Thursday evening at the home
of Mrs.

1

Arthur Ritchie.

There

for election of officers at the annual meet-

ing, March 25,

was

appointed

as

follows:

Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock, Mrs. Ben Hazeltine and Miss Annie L. Bean. The hostess served sherbet, cake and wafers,
: assisted by Mrs. H. E. McDonald, Mrs.
Arthur E. Wilson, Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock and

Miss Annie Ide.

The next

meeting will be held with Mrs. Eugene

SUITS and COATS
New Styles.
show you today a’won-

New Fabrics.

We are ready to
derful line of Suits, Coats and Dresses in
the LATEST MODELS.

$18.75 to $90.00

16.75 to
Coats
Dresses 18.50 to
price

the home of Mrs.

Thursday evening.

If you can’t attend you

seems

to him that the company has
at least $100 on telegrams in

pended

gard

to their coal needs.

exre-

The Bangor Gas

Co. has loaned the local company two
car loads to tide them over their difficulties. All this trouble has been at the time
when a large amount of gas is consumed.
Col. H. L,.

iaylor, u. t>. A., federal In-

85.00
50.00

price and the

same

to all.

James H. Howes,

“mL

one of those who believe that no
phonograph
match the voice of the living human ? An astondiscovery awaits you-like the thousand Belfasters

can

ishing

Thomas A. Edison gave his
famous Tone-Test last September in the Colonial Theatre. He
had Mme. Morrisey sing in direct comparison with the RECREATION of her voice by the
New Ediscn.* Music lovers were
completely baffled. Their ears

“The

wars.

McKeen’s

orchestra furnished music for the dance,
which continued until mid-night with a
crowded floor. The grand march was led
by Gen. Presson with Miss Katherine
Kittridge, Col. Taylor with Miss Katherine E. Brier, Major Brown with Miss
Alice Spear, Capt. Andrews with Miss
Lillian Dexter.

phonograph

with

a

soul”

Come in and hear the identical instrument*
which was used last September. Make the
great discovery for yourself.

FRED D. JONES, Belfast
*The instrument used in last September’s Tone-test is the regular model which
sells for S285. It is an exact duplicate of the Laboratory Model whicli Mr.^Edison
perfected after spending Three Million Dollars in experiments.

in
interesting the Eastern
Steamship Lines Inc., sufficiently to put
ti eir two steamers, the Belfast and Camden, on their regular routes about April

1st. This is at least one month
than the company had planned to
There is not only need of food
local stores, but our industries are
on

account

of

lack

The local steamers

of

earlier

begin.
in the
closed

transportation.

are now

on

their reg-

ular routes.
Efforts are being made to form a platoon
of pupil over 18 years of age, members ot
the B. H. S., to be an adjunct of Company
F. of the Third Maine Regiment. This

organization would permit of

non-com-

DON’T

missioned officers among the students
and afford military practice, which many

High schools

|

enjoy.

Captain A. E.
Andrews of Co. F. and Herbert H. Stevens of the Auxiliary addressed the High
now

We have the

school Wednesday urging the matter.
Austin Vaughan, Thomas Lothrop and
Ivan Havener have been made a committee

to

secure

enlistments

for

the

platoon.
of Belfast and
of the speakers on the
program at the Maine Centennial observance in Portland Monday evening.
His
Dr.

Johnson

Alfred

Brookline

was

FORGET

largest

line of

New Spring Suits, Coats, Dresses,
Skirts, Waists and Millinery
Every

one

new

material and

REMEMBER-A small
to take it.

grandfather, the late Judge Alfred Johnson of Belfast, was a member of the con-

style is here, marked

deposit

at

prices that

RIGHT.

are

will hold any garment until
you

are

[Telephone 228-5]

ready

vention that framed the Constitution of
the State of Maine at the time of the separation from

Massachusetts, just

a

cen-

tury ago last Monday. Judge Johnson
took ar. active part in that convention.
For this reason Dr. Johnson was asked to
Governor Coolidge of Massachusetts also asked Dr. Johnson to be the
bearer of his greetings to the citizens of

speak.

The regular meeting of the Belfast
Chamber ot Commerce was held last
Friday evening with Bert L. Davis, president, presiding. It was voted to extend

sold from push carts, baskets or trays by
the pedlars in appropriate costumes.
Take your pocket book for you will wish
to patronize these unique street venders.
The admission is 35 cents which includes
dancing to follow the parade for which
McKeen’s orchestra will furnish music.

Attend and take your friends.
open at 7.30. Parade at 8 sharp.

Doors

“Music

invitation to all of the County Commissioners of the State, with their ladies,
to be guests of the Chamber for a day
and night early in September. The program will include business sessions, auto
an

A Blank Life
And Fill It.”

Victrola

A large crowd was at the Armory last
Thursday to witness one of the best basket ball games of the season, when the

beth

Hills,

a

B. H. S.

pupil,

who

was

also

Miss Mitchell’s accompanist. Sub-master
Harold S. Webb, who was to have taken
part in the music of the program, cut an
one of his fingers with a piece
of window glass and was unable to play.
A social hour with light refreshments
closed a very pleasant and profitable ses-

Can

Come Into

rides, a banquet at 6 p. m. and an evening’s entertainment. It was also voted
to have another get-together banquet
some time in April with an out-of-town
speaker of note on the program. As soon
as travelling conditions will permit the
Chamber of Commerce will resume their
profitable get-together meetings in the
towns in Waldo county.

sister, Mrs. Carl H. Stevens. Miss Wes- Belfast High school team, under the dicott will bring to the Waldo County Hos- rection of their coach, Principal Harry A$
the physical culture exercises under Toppital a wealth of experience and good Foster, won from a good team from the
O.
M.
met
with
Dickey
the
Sergt.
aptnat will be of inestimable val- Rockland High in a score of 42 to 8judgment
At
the request of Gen.
proval of all.
She has been a Following is the summary:
ue to that institution.
Presson, Col. Taylor made a few remarks.
frequent visitor here, where she has won
Rockland
Belfast
He is a man of few words, but many
many friends.
rb Greeley
Vaughan If 8
ideas; as his very brief address gave food
rb Coughlin
Pedlars Parade and Dance. Plans
for thought for all present. He said a few
lb Rising
Lothrop rf 6
good words for Belfast and our active are all perfected for the Pedlars’ Parade
lb Flannigan
on
be
held
c
to
March
24th.
Currier
Wednesday,
Buzzell c 2
mayor, complimented Capt. Andrews and
rf Simmons 2
the Company, particularly on the nomen- It is in the Armory under the auspices of Matthews lb 1
rf Wilbur 1
This will conclature of the rifle, due in part to the for- the North Church Guild.
If Brackett 1
Smalley rb 4
sist
not
a
entertainment
of
mer’s extended work in active service
only
pleasing
Referee, Shute.
over seas and on the Mexican border. He but the pedlars will offer for sale some of
The regular meeting of the Teachers’
estimated that there were 500 spectators the newest hand-made novelties, conpresent and that meant 450 more than he sisting of card table covers, in the latest Club was held last Friday evening in the
had met in other Maine cities, a most en- designs, entirely new, the latest thing in High school room with Miss Grace A.
The farce
couraging feature. Col. Taylor also said bags, for knitting, sewing or shopping, Lord, president, presiding.
that he had not met over 50 men in the boudoir and dust caps, aprons in a large which was to have been given was postother Maine Companies. He returned variety, decorated hat and lingerie boxes, poned on account of the illness of Mrs.
from over seas only last December and yard stick cases and many other novel- Harry A. Foster, a member of the cast.
said that neither he nor any other Army ties suitable for Easter or birthday gifts. An impromptu program Consisted of three
officer can possibly tell when the Nation- Also cake, doughnuts, pickles, preserves, dialect selections by Mrs. S. A. Parker,
al Guards may again be called to active ice cream, soft drinks, hot dogs, etc. to three vocal solos by Miss Margaret M.
All these will be Mitchell and a pano solo by Miss Elizaservice. In these unsettled times there satisfy the inner man.
and rumors of

were unable to distinguish the
RE- CREA TED voice from the
living. Tou have never heard
any phonograph that approaches
the New Edison. It RE-CREATES not only the musical notes,
but every elusive quality of tone
and color which identify the
original artist.

2&NEW EDISON

send your

spector of the Third Maine Infantry, was Maine from their parent State, the Comin Belfast last Tuesday to officially in- monwealth of Massachusetts.
spect Co. F,, Capt. A. E. Andrews. Col.
The management of the Waldo County
Taylor was accompanied by Gen. George
Hospital is to be congratulated in securMcG Presson of Augusta and Major F. Z
ing the services as superintendent of
Brown of Dexter, Major of the Third
Miss Alice M. Wescott, R. N., who will
Maine Battalion. The Armory, lockers,
begin her duties April 1st. Miss Wescott
etc., were examined privately in the afis a Blue Hill girl.
She trained at the
ternoon and were pronounced among the
Massachusetts General Hospital in Bosvery best in the State. At 7.30 p. m., the
ton and later took a course at the Wasson
Armory was crowded with spectators inMaternity Hospital in Springfield, Mass.
terested in the formal inspection by Col.
She was in France over a year during the
Taylor, attended by Capt. Andrews, and
war with the Red Cross in the Base Hosaccompanied by Gen. Presson and Major
Since her return home
pital Unit No. 6.
Brown. About 70 of the 98 members of
she has been doing private m rsing in
Co. F. were present in uniform and preBoston, and was called to Belfast several
sented a fine appearance. Several were
weeks ago by the critical illness of her

are wars

Morrisey recital

succeeded

went to Miss Ora M. Danforth and the

five cars of coal at the mines and up to
last Saturday had not received a ton of
it, although they had been informed that
it was in transit. Mr. Blodgett says it

RE you

who attended the Marie

Mayor C. W. Wescott, realizing the
absolute and urgent need of better freight
service between Boston and Belfast, has

Robinson last
The first lady’s prize

Early in December the company ordered

can

which amazed all Belfast

contribution for its treasury.

S. S.

the severe weather and the trouble with
coal transportation.
They have been
obliged to dig up broken pipes at great
expense and have located serious breaks.

A
**

phonograph

ular favorites. The
band is always
ready to do its share for Belfast and this
is an opportunity to return courtesies.

ill and others out of town. The formal
drill work under the regular officers and

OPENING

one

a

of her visit several years ago to a New
Zion colony in Syria, financed by the
Rothchilds. The nominating committee

SPRING 1920

We make but

was

large attendance and the program was
i one of the most edifying of the season.
Mrs. Ritchieuread a paper on the New
Zion Movement, one of the leading subThe paper
jects of the present day.
showed study aiM research of magazine
articles, etc., and was condensed in a
skillful manner and studious style. Good
judges pronounced it one of the best paA guest
pers read before the Alliance.
present said later, “It was a brilliant paper and would rank deservedly among
the best papers offered by any Woman’s
Club of large size and distinguished membership.” At Mrs. Ritchie’s request, Mrs.
G. C. Bosson gave an entertaining account
i

T„ Stevens.

Suits

and for 15 years has been its most
efficient treasurer, has resigned. Mr.

booby to Mrs. Page. The first men’s prize
was won by Gardner Ilarmon, while the
booby went to Arthur Robbins. Coffee,
sandwiches and fancy cakes were served.
All enjoyed a good time. The next party
cago, who claimed that he was entitled
will be held this, Thursday, evening at
to one-sixth of the estate and desired to
7.30 o’clock with Mrs. Lena Mank, No. 1
have the will set aside. He alleged that
Field street. These parties will be cona will which Mrs. Nichols made in 1911
tinued until further notice and all are
was destroyed and that a copy of the will
to attend.
was substituted for the original.
His bill urged
has been ordered dismissed by the SuMr. Herbert P. Blodgett, local manager
preme Court, and the will as allowed in of the Penobscot Bay Gas & Electric Co
the Waldo county Probate..Court permit- in a recent interview said that the comted to stand.”
pany has been giving the best gas service
they could under the great odds caused by
The regular meeting of the Woman’s

is expected.

ime

-the

de-

cert program will be made up of request
numbers of instrumental and vocal selections and that means the best of pop-

1899,

Principal Harry A. Foster gave a very Dorman came to Belfast from Freedom
interesting talk to the Belfast Boy Scouts about 30 years ago and for nine years
Tuesday evening on his experiences in was employed in the City National Bank.
France in the World War. He will speak He is considered one of the
best informed
again next Tuesday evening. There will bankers in Maine and while his many
be basket ball practice for the Scouts at friends
regret his resignation they will
the Armory this, Thursday, evening. be glad to learn that he will enter busiStanley Eaton has been elected to mem- ness in Belfast and continue all his other
bership. Members will give some inter- positions, including the vice president
esting data on the American Flag. The and investment agent of the Waldo Trust
proposed play has been given up, but it is Company.
expected that a juvenile opera may be
The daughters of Pocahontas held one
substituted.
of their series of weekly whist parties for
A special despatch from Portland under
the benefit of the school house fund, at
date of March 12th says of an interesting

give notice in regard

es.

■

following

D. F. Stephenson has returned to his
French’s team won by 93 pirn from
store after being confined to his home for Phillips at the
matched game at Ward’s “If cloudy Candlemas Day in leap year be
some time from the effects of a fall on alley
Thursday evening. The winners, And the woodchuck his shadow cannot
the cellar stairs at the store. He frac- French and
Pinette, were given a lunch Back see,
in his ground-hole he goes to stay,
tured two ribs and received several severe after the game at
O’Connell’s restaurant For winter will last ’till All-Fool’s
Day.”
bruises.
by Phillips and Harrigan.
A special meeting of the North Church
Charles S. Adams, who represented the
E. A. Boothby,
representing the Maine
Guild will be held in the church parlors
class towns of Lincolnville, Liberty, Sears- Central railroad as research
engineer, was
Work will be
mont, Morrill, Palermo, Northport and in Belfast recently to look up the title in Sat. evening, Mar. 20.
done for the Pedlars Parade.
The reguBelmont in the legislature of 1919, has the case of the house demolished
by the
announced that he will be a candidate snow plow at Burnham. The house will lar meeting of the Guild will be held on
Monday evening, March 22, at the home
again for this position in the Republican be taken over by the railroad.
of Mrs. M. E. Brown, Misses Bertha
primary.
According to the official calendar of the
Wiley antfLouise M. Ferguson, assistant
The Diligent Club of the Methodist year next Saturday, March
20th, is the h istesses.
At this meeting all members
Mrs.
C.
W.
Martin’s Sunday first day of spring.
church,
Easter Sunday is
to come and bring all fancy
school class of young ladies, was delight- April 4th. All the local milliners have a.e requested
articles which they have pledged for the
fully entertained by the Dorcas Guild returned with their spring goods. The
fair.
Tuesday evening at the home of Miss crow’s husky caw, the robin’s call, and
The concert and confetti ball tomorBertha Whitten, president of the Guild. the occasional
of
rarer
birds are
glimpse
row, Friday, evening in the Armory by
Games, directed by Miss Eirena DeBeck. hopeful signs of spring.
the Belfast Band, J. Lee Patterson, leadand refreshments served by Mrs. Georgia
Mr. Dorman Resigns.
Wilmer J.
T. Dow and Miss Leverne Whitten were
er, will be one of the most pleasing
Dorman, who has been connected with social
events of the season.
The conenjoyed and the large gathering was evi- the Belfast
Savings Bank since October

The News ot Belfast.

present.

Hear it for yourself

lumber surveyor. No date
as a
has yet been set for the wedding.

ployed

worth

deemed

...

good baaket ball

a

team but they were given a great trimming at Searsport last Friday when the
S. H. S. beys got 87 baskets to their 16.

William L.

Luce,

Inc.

Belfast, Maine.

Saco

Valley Canning Co.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

A Word to the Farmers ot Belfast and
Season 1920.

Vicinity,

Due to increasing business we are to build an addition to
the Belfast
factory 30x60 feet, also a concrete cellar of the same size for storage purposes, especially will this be valuable in the handling of apples.
We are
to double our bean acreage from last year and
hope to increase our corn
acreage to the same extent. The returns from these crops of season 1919
have proven by actual results that they both bring
large financial returns
It is up to you. We will do our part.
We urge your

hearty

5c

co-operation’

PRICES SAME AS 1919
lb.
for
sweet corn, 3c per lb. for string beans
per

For further information consult
March 16, 1920.

Belfast,

A. L.
S. A.

RONDEAU, Supt
PARKER, Field Agt.

artery in

sion.

The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will be held Friday evening. There will be degree work followed
by a chafing dish lunch.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

The

VALLEY
of

the

GIANTS
By PETER B. KYNE
Authot of
"Csppjr Ricks”

Copyright by Peter B. Kyne

SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER i.—Pioneer in the California
redwood region. John Cardigan, at fortyseven. is the leading citizen of
Sequoia,
owner of mills,
ships, and many acres of
timber, a widower after three years of
married life, and father of
two-day-old
Bryce Cardigan.
CHAPTER

steelhead trout began To run in Bel
river, and the sweetest event that can
occur In any boy’s existence—the sudden awakening to the wonder and
beauty of life so poignantly realized
in his first love-affair—was lost sight
of by Bryce. In a month he had forgotten the incident; in six months he
had forgotten Shirley Sumner.

"Weedin' carrots. Can’t you see?”
“What for?"
Bryce, highly Incensed at having
been designated a little boy by this
superior damsel, saw his opportunity
to silence her.
“Cat’s fur for kitten
breeches,” he retorted—without any
evidence of originality, we must confess, and for the space of several minutes gave all his attention to his crop.
And presently the visitor spoke again.
“I like your hair, little boy. It’s a
pretty red."
That settled
the
Issue
between
them. To be hailed as tittle boy was
bad enough, but to be reminded of his
crowning misfortune was adding insult
to
injury. He rose and cautiously
approached the fence with the intention of pinching the impudent stranger, suddenly and surreptitiously, and
sending her away weeping. As his
hand crept between the palings on Its
wicked mission, the little miss looked
at him in friendly fashion and queried:
“What’s your name?”
Bryce’s hand hesitated.
“Bryce
Cardigan.” he answered gruffly.
“I’m Shirley Sumner,” she ventured.
“Let’s be friends."
“When did you come to live in
Sequoia?” he demanded.
“I don’t live here. I’m just visiting
here with my aunt and uncle. We’re
staying at the hotel, and there’s nobody to play with. My uncle’s name
is Penningon. So’s my aunt’s. He’s
out here buying timber, and we live
in Michigan.”
Her gaze wandered past Bryce to
where his Indian pony stood with her
head out of the window of her boxstall contemplating her master.
“Oh. what a dear little horse!”
“Whose
Shirley Sumner exclaimed.
is he?”

II.

As a few million American citizens
bite their penstaffs over income tax returns, some of them may recall a prohecy of Sydney Smith, made exactly a
century ago. In reviewing a volume entitled “The Statistical Annals of the
United States,” the witty parson contrasted our freedom from onerous taxation and crushing public debt with the
CHAPTER III.
terrific legacy of both left to Great Britain by the Napoleonic wars. One pasThroughout the happy years pf
sage in this clever review got into Ameria millionaire
Pennington,
white-pine
can school reading books of two or three
Bryce’s boyhood his father continued
a
operator
From
from
Michigan.
generations ago, and was familiar to
to enlarge and Improve his sawmill,
chair-warmer on the porch of the some millions of American children. It
to build more schooners, and to acHotel Sequoia, the Colonel had heard
is worth recalling now because the
picquire more redwood timber. Lands,
the tale of how stiff-necked old John
ture of tax-ridden Britain drawn by Sydthe purchase of which by Cardigan a
ney Smith needB but a change of title to
Cardigan had called the bluff of equal
decade before bad caused his neighly stiff-necked Bill Henderson: so for illustrate our own condition. He warned
bors to impugn his judgment, now
Brother Jonathan that some future war
might bring him to John Bull’s condition
developed strategical Importance. As
thus dramatically summarized:
a result those lands necessary to conTaxes upon every article which enters
solidate his own holdings came to
into the mouth, or covers the back or is
him at his own price, while his adplaced under foot—taxes upon everyverse holdings that blocked the logthing which is pleasant to see, hear, feel,
of
his
ging operations
competitors
smell or taste—taxes upon warmth, light,
went from him—also at his own price.
locomotion
taxes on the raw
material—taxes on every fresh value
In fact, all well-laid plans matured
that
is
added
to
it
by the industry of
satisfactorily with the exception of
man—taxes on the sauce which pampers
one, and since it has a very definite
man’s appetite and the drug that restores
bearing on the story, the necessity for
him to health—on the ermine which decexplaining it is paramount.
orates the judge, and the rope which
Contiguous to Cardigan’s logging
hangs the criminal—on the poor man’s
salt, and on the rich man’s spice—at bed
operations to the east and north of
or board, couchant or levant, we must
Sequoia, and comparatively close in,
pay. The school boy whips his taxed
lay a block of two thousand acres
top—the beardless youth manages his
of splendid timber, the natural, feastaxed horse with a taxed bridle, on a
ible. and inexpensive outlet for which,
taxed road—and the dying Englishman
when it should be logged, was the
pours his medicine, which has paid 7 per
Valley of the Giants. For thirty
cent, into a spoon which has paid 15 per
John
had
cent—lungs tumselt back on lus chintz
years
Cardigan
played a
bed, which has paid 22 per cent—and exwaiting game with the owner of that
pires in the arms of an apothecary who
timber, for the latter wms as fully
has paid a hundred pounds for the priviobsessed with the belief that he was
j
lege of putting him to death.
going to sell it to John Cardigan at a
With a debt that makes that of the
dollar and a half per thousand feet
Civil war period seem trivial, and an anstumpage as Cardigan was certain he
nual expenditure for the federal governwas going to buy it for a dollar a
ment more than ten timeB as great as
thousand—when he should be ready
twenty years’ cost of that government in
the two decades shortly before Sydney
to do so and not one second sooner.
Smith’s review was written, we find ourEventually the time for acquiring
selves today in the condition he describmore timber arrived.
John Cardigan
ed in details so telling. Public officials
meeting his neighbor on the street
“I Dinna See How I'm to Keep the
learned curing the late war to think in
accosted him thus:
I
Mill RunninM”
billions, a habit that Sydney Smith foretold in the same article, and wasteful“Look here. Bill, isn’t It time we
the next few weeks the Colonel, under ness in som departments seems to be regot together on that timber of yours?
You know you’ve been holding it to
pretense of goiiqg hunting or fishing garded as a public virtue. A scientific
expert smiled when he found men in a
on Squaw creek. managed to make n
block me and force me to buy at your
college laboratory undertaking to recover
fairly accurate cursory cruise of the the
figure. I’ll give you a dollar a thousplatinum from a solution used in exHenderson
timber— following
which periments.
and stumpage for your timber, Bill.1'
“In Washington,” said he,
he purchased it from the delighted
“I want a dollar and a half.”
“we let it run down the sink and get
Bill for a dollar and a quarter per another bottle.” The solution was worth
“A dollar Is my absolute limit”
$345 a quart. Sydney Smith held us up
thousand feet stmnpage.
“Then I’ll keep my timber.”
to Englishmen as models of public econ********
“And I'll keep my money.
When
and efficiency.
We have learned,
No man Is infallible and in plan- omy
I finish logging in my present holdas he warned us we
might, to despise
ings. I’m going to pull out of that
his
ning
logging operations in the San economy in public affairs.
Meanwhile
country and log twenty miles south
Hedrin
no
man in Congress serves as
watershed
John
Cardigan
“watchdog
at
of Sequoia.
the
and
he til t should
Remember, Bill, the man
treasury,”
presently made tlie discovery that lie
who buys your timber will have to log
essay such a role would be hissed from
had erred in judgment. That season,
the
and
floor
defeated
probably
by his
it through my land—tint! I’m not gofrom May to November, his woodsconstituency at home.—Boston Herald.
crew put thirty million feet of logs
ing to log that quarter-section in the
valley. Hence there will he no outlet I into tlie San Hedrin river, while the
Ask Viur bolder fccy How “Cooties’
for your timber in back.”
m-iIi sawed on a reserve supply of logs
Cot Such a Hold
iaken from tlie last of the old chop“Not going to log it? Why, what
He’ll tell you that the battlefionts of
are you going to do with it?”
pings adjacent to Squaw creek. That
Europe were swarming with rats, which
“T’in just going to let it stay there
Sear, however, tlie rainfall in the San carried
the dangerous vermin and caused
until I die. When my will is filed for
Hedrin country was fifty per cent, jur
men misery.
Don’t let rats bring
will
he
less
satisthan
of
probate, your curiosity
normal, and by tlie first
|
iisease into your home. When you see
I
not
until
fied—but
then. Better take
Kay of the following year Cardigan's .he first one get RAT-SNAP. That will
inish them quick. Three sizes, 25c, 50c,
a dollar, Bill.
It's a good, fair price,
sroods-crew had succeeded in driving
as the market on redwood timber is
slightly less than half of the Cut of 51.00. Sold anti guaranteed by A. A.
riowes
& Co., Hall-El 1 is Hardware Co.f
now, and you’ll he making an even
j tlie preceding year to the boom on ind City Drug Store,
hundred per cent, on your investment.
tidewater at the mouth of tlie river.
“Unless the Lord’ll gi' us a lot more
Remember, Bill, if I don’t buy your |
water in
the river." tlie woods-hoss I ?IRST THE WORKMEN
timber, you’ll never log It
MANAGE,
yourself
McTavish complained, “I
dinna see
NOW THE DICTATOR
and neither will anybody else. You’ll
liow I’m to keep the mill mimin’.”
he stuck with it for the next forty
Lie was taking John Cardigan up tlie
Many no doubt have the idea that the
years—and taxes aren't getting any
workmen are really managing the i'actoriver hank and explaining the situalower."

A young naif-breed Digger woman
who had suffered the loss of the latest
of her numerous progeny two days
prior to Mrs. Cardigan’s death, was
installed in the house as nurse to John
Cardigan’s son. whom he called Bryce,
the family name of his mother’s people. A Mrs. Tully, widow of Cardigan’s first engineer in the mill, was
engaged as housekeeper and cook; and
"i ain't
a
ne.
it s a sne.
And
witli his domestic establishment reshe belongs to me.”
these
organized along
simple lines,
“Do you ride her?”
John Cardigan turned with added
“Not very often now.
I’m getting
eagerness to his business affairs, hop- j
too heavy for her, so Dad’s bought me
ing between them and his boy to a horse that
weighs nine hundred
salvage as much as possible from
pounds. Midget only weighs five
what seemed to him, in the first pangs
hundred.” lie considered her a moof his loneliness and desolation, the
ment while she gazed in awe upon
of
his
life.
wreckage
this man with two horses. “Can you
While
Bryce was in swaddling ride a
pony?” he asked, for no reason
clothes he was known only to those
that he was aware of.
females of Sequoia to whom his halfShe sighed, shaking her head rebreed fosler mother proudly exhibited
signedly. “We haven't any room to
him when taking him abroad for an
keep a pony at our house in Detroit,”
airing in his perambulator. With his
she explained, and added hopefully:
advent Into rompers, however, and the
“But I’d love to ride Midget. I supof
his American preroga- j
assumption
pose I could learn to ride if somebody
five of free speech, his father develop- !
taught me how.”
ed the habit of
bringing the child !
He looked at her again. At that
down to the mill office, to whicli he !
period of ids life he was inclined to
added a playroom that connected with
regard girls as a necessary evil. For
his private office. Hence, prior to his
some immutable reason they existed,
second
that
l
birthday, Bryce divined
and perforce must lie borne with, and
Ttis father was closer to him than
it was his hope that he would gei
motherly Mrs. Tully or the half-breed
through life and see as little as possigirl. Moreover, his father took him on
ble of tiie exasperating sex. Neverwhich no other
r .Jvonderful journeys
theless. as Bryce surveyed this win
tli*-: t'or *>f the household had even
some miss through the palings, he was
sueuested.
sensible of a sneaking desire to find
Of all
their adventures together,
favor in her eyes—also equally sensihowever, those which occurred on their ble of the fact that tiie
path to (hat
frequent excursions up to the Y’ailey desirable end
lay between himself and
die
Giants
themselves
~&f
impressed

imperishably upon

[

Midget.

Bryce’s

j

memory.
“Weil. I suppose if you want a ride
How well lie remembered tlieir first
I’ll have to give it to you,” lie grumtrip, when, seated astride his father's
bled, “although I’m pretty busy this
shoulders with his sturdy little legs |
morning.’’
around Cardigan’s neck and his chubby
“Oh. 1 think you’re so nice," she de!
little hands clasping the old man’s
clared.
ears, they had gone up the abandon'A thrill shot through him that was
cl -kiil-rond and into the semi-darkakin to pain; with
difficulty did he
ne--' of the
forest, terminating sud- j
restrain an impulse to dash wildly
in
a
of
sunshine
that
shower
denly
into ilie stable and saddle Midget in
fell in an open space where a hoy
furious linsto. Instead he walked to
could roll and play and never get
the barn slowly and with extreme
diny. Br.vce looked forward with
dignity. When he reappeared, lie was
eng rnes- to those frequent trips with
little silverpoint
leading Midget, a
his father "to the place where Mother ;
runt of a Klamath Indian pony, and
dear went to heaven.”
Moses, a sturdy pinto cayuse from the
When Bryce was six years old. his
cattle ranges over in Trinity county.
father sent him to the public school
“IT have to ride with you,” lie anin Sequoia with the children of his
nounced. “Can’t let a tenderfoot like
thus
and
mill-hands,
laying
loggers
you go out alone on Midget."
tlie foundation for a democratic editAil aflutter wiih delightful anticiwith
the
sons
too
cation all
;
infrequent
the young lady climbed up on
pation,
of men rated as millionaires. Bryce’s
tiie gate and scrambled into the saddle
boyhood was much the same as that
when Bryce swung tiie pony broadside
of other lads in Sequoia, save that in
to the gate.
Two hours of his valuathe matter of toys and later guns,
abie time did lie give that morning
and
he
was
a
ponies
dogs
fishing-rods,
before the call of duty brought him
^source of envy to his fellows. After
hack to the house and his neglected
his tenth year his father placed him
When he suggested
crop of carrots.
on the mill pay-roll, and on pay-day
tactfully, however, that it was now
he was wont to line up with the millnecessary that his guest and Midget
crew to receive his modest stipend of
separate, a difficulty arose.
Shirley
ten dollars for carrying in kindling to
Sunnier refused point blank to leave
the cook in flie mill kitchen each day
tlie premises. She liked Bryce for his
after school.
hair and because he had been so kind
This otherwise needless arrangement
to her; she was a stranger in Sequoia,
was old Cardigan’s way of teaching
and now that she had found an agreehis tiny financial responsibility.
able companion, it was far from her
v'h, n
Brven Cardigan
was
about
intention to desert him.
fourteen years old there occurred an
So Miss Sumner stayed and helped
important event in his life. In a comBryce weed his carrots, and since as
mendable effort to increase tiis income
a voluntary laborer she was at least
he had laid out a
small vegetable
worth
her board, at
noon
Bryce
garden in the rear of his father's !
brought her in to Mrs. Tully with a
house, and here on a Saturday mornrequest for luncheon. When he went
ing. while dov, n on his knees weeding
to the mill to carry In the kindling
he
carrots,
chanced to look up and
for the cook, the young lady returned
discovered a young lady gazing at him
Hotel
rather sorrowfully
tlie
to
through the picket fence. She was a
Sequoia, with a fervent promise to see
few years his .junior, and a stranger
him tlie next day.
She did. and Bryce
took her for a long ride up into the
-5;
)
Valley of the Giants find showed- her

j

“I'M

hang

on

a

little

longer,

tion. “The heavy hutt-logs line sunk
to the bottom,” he continued.
“Wie a
aortnai head o’ water, the lads’ll move
them, but wi’ the drappie we have the
lee-” He threw up his hornlike

I

think.”
“I think so, too,” John Cardigan replied. And that riiglit, as was ids i
wont, even though he realized that it
was not possible for Bryce to gain a
profound understanding of the business
problems to which he was heir, John
Cardigan discussed the Squaw creek
timber with his son, relating to him
the details of his conversation with
the owner.

bands despairingly.
Three days later a cloud-hurst filled
’lie river to tlie brim; it came at night
m(J swept tlie river clean of CardiAil army of Juggan’s clear logs.
gernauts, they swept down on the
wiling torrent to tidewater, reaching
the bay shortly after the tide had
it
“But
isn't
Bryce pondered.
commenced to ebb.
cheaper to give him his price on Squaw ;
Now, a chain Is only as strong as
creek timber than go logging in the
Its weakest link, and a log-boom is a
San Uedrin and have to build twenty
ghapiet of small logs, linked end to
miles of logging railroad to get your
?nd by means of short chains; hence
logs to the mill?”
when the van-guard of logs op tlie
“It would be, son, If I l ad to build
lip of that flood reached the logthe railroad.
Fortunately, I do not.
boom, the impetus of tlie charge was
I’ll just shoot the logs down tlie hilltoo great to be resisted.
Straight
side to the San Iledrin
river and
through the weakest link in this boom
drive them down the stream to a logme nuge saw-iogs crasneu
uui
unu
boom on tidewater.”
aver Humboldt bar to the broad PaBryce looked at his father admircific. With the ebb tide some of them
ingly. “I guess Dan Keyes is right. j came back, while others, caught in
Dad,” he said. “Dan says you’re
cross-currents, bobbed about the bay
crazy—like a fox. Now I know why ; all night and
finally beached at widely
you’ve been picking up claims in the
scattered points. Out of the fifteen
San Hedrin watershed.”
million feet of
less than three

j
j
j

j

—————i

“No,

logs

I’ve never
don’t, Bryce.
million were salvaged, and this task
told you, but I’ll tell you now the
In itself was an expensive operation.
real reason. Humboldt county has no
John Cardigan received the news
rail connection with the outside world,
calmly. He turned from the manager
so we are forced to ship our lumber
and walked away through his loggedby water. But some day a railroad
over lands,
across the little divide
will be built in from the south—from
and down into the quarter-section of
San Francisco; and when it comes, the
McTavish
green timber he had told
only route for it to travel is through
not to cut.
Once in the Valley of the
our timber in the San Hedrin valley.
Giants, he followed a well-worn footI’ve accumulated that ten thousand
path to the little amphitheater, and
acres for you, my son, for the railroad
where the sunlight filtered through
will never be built in my day.
It
like a halo and fell on a plain little
some
his mother’s grave. They put
doesn't matter, son. You will still be
white marble monument, he paused
flowers on the grave, and when they
there
from
now.
logging
fifty years
and sat down on the now almost dereturned to town and Bryce was unAnd when the railroad people come to
cayed sugar-pine windfall.
saddling the ponies, Shirley drew
you for a right of way, my boy, give
“I’ve come for a
little comfort,
Midget’s nose down to her and kissed
it to them. Don’t charge them a cent.
sweetheart,” he murmured to her who
it Then she commenced
to
weep
It has always been my policy to enThen he
slept beneath the stone.
rather violently.
the
courage
development of this j leaned hack against a redwood tree,
about?"
“What
are you
crying
county, and I want you to be a forremoved his hat. and closed his eyes,
Bryce demanded. Girls were so hard
ward-looking. pubiic-spirUed citizen.
holding his great gray head the while
to understand.
That’s why I'm sending you East tc j a little to one
side in a listening atti“I’m go-going li-h-li-home tomorrow,”
college. You’ve been born and raised
tude. Long he sat
there, a
great,
she howled.
iti ibis town, and you must see more
time-bitten devotee at the shrine of
He was stricken with dismay and
of
tlit* world. Listen to me, son.
his comfort; and presently tlie harbade her desist from her vain repininure only a boy, and you cant unried look left his strong, kind t'aee
ings. But her heart was broken, and
derstand everything I tell you, but
and was replaced by a little prescient
somehow—Bryce appeared to act autosome day understanding will come to
smile—tlie sort or smile worn ny one
Ilfs
arm
around
had
matically—lie
Von mustn't tail the people who
you.
who through bitter years has sought
her. “Don’t cry, Shirley,” he pleaded.
work for you—who are dependent upon
something very, very precious ami
“It breaks my heart to see you cry.
and
enterand
brains
your strength
has at length discovered it.
Do you want Midget? I’ll give her to
prise to furnish them with an opporyou.”
tunity for life, liberty, and the pursuit
(TO BE CONTINUED. (
Between sobs Shirley confessed that
of happiness.
When you are the boss
the prospect of parting with him and
; of Cardigan’s mill, you must beep the
not Midget was provocative
of her I
wheels turning; you must never shut
woe.
This staggered Bryce and pleasdown the mill or tlie logging-camps
ed him Immensely. And at parting
in dull times just to
a^oid a loss you
she kissed him good-bye, reiterating
for the acici-distreased stomach,
can stand better than your employees.”
j try two or three
her opinion that he was the nicest,
His hard, trembling old hand closed
kindest boy she had ever met or hoped
over the boJ’’s.
“I want you to be a
to meet.
brave and honorable man.” he conWhen Shirley und her uncle anc
cluded.
aunt boarded the steamer for San
after meals, dissolved on the
True to his word, when John Cardistood
disconsolate
Francisco, Bryce
tongnt—keep your stomach
gan finished his logging in his old,
to
on the dock and waved
Shirley
sweet—toy Ki-moids—the new
original holdings adjacent to Sequoia
until he could no longer discern her
aid to digestion.
and Bill Henderson’s Squaw creek
on the deck.
He thought of his elfin
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
he quietly moved south witli
timber,
companion very frequently for a week,
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
his Squaw creek woods-gang and joinand he lost his appetite, very much to
ed the crew already getting out logs
Then
the
Mrs, Tully’s concern.
In _thg_ Sart Hedrln watershed. Not

|
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PROMPT RELIEF

Ki-MOIDS

"Hello, Little Boy.”
In
Sequoia. Ensued tlie following
conversation: “Hello, little boy.”
“Hello
yourself! 1 ain’t a little

boy.”
She ignored the correction.
are you

doing?"

“What

TAXES.

until Fheh Bid T51T1 Henderson realise
that John
Cardigan had called ids
bluff—whereat he cursed himself for
a fool and
a poor judge of human nature. He had tried a hold-up game
and had
failed; a dollar a thousand
feet stumpage was ii fair price: for
years he had needed the money; and
now, when it was too late, he realized
his error. Luck was with Henderson,
however, for shortly thereafter there
came again to
Sequoia one Colonel
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U. S. Branch North British & Mercantile Insurance Company
>f London and Edinburgh, Great Britain,
76 W illiam Street, New York, N. Y.
December 31, 1919.
9,187,294 94
1,229,424 54
Agent’s balance. 1,629,649 48
Assets

Stocks and bonds. $
Hash in office and bank.
Hills receivable.
Interest and rents. .*.
All other assets.

128 50
52
35

115,397
35,599

assets.$10,882,577 44
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$
742,336 99
Unearned premiums.
6,355,291j5u
492,05160
All other liabilities.
Admitted

capital.
over

all

liabilities.

400 000 00
95

2,892,897

3wll

American Central insurance Company,
St. Louis. Missouri.
31, 1919.
15,009 00
Mortgage loans.$
4,500 00
collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 4,205,902 10
657,806 21
Uash in office and bank.
Agent’s balance. 603,524 49
51,090 41
Interest and rents.
13,691 22
All other assets.
Assets December

Gross assets.$5,651,514 43
612,665 43
Daduct items not admitted......
Admitted assets.$4,938,849 00
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$ 309,540 00
1,977,874 24
Unearind premiums.,.
169,563 06
All other liabilities.
1,000,000 00
Gash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.. 1,481,871 70
Total

3* 11

PMJBAIt

ONE LADY

SUFFERING TWO YEARS
Judging from her letter, the misand
wretchedness endured by
ery
Mrs. Charlie Taylor, R. F. D. No. 1,
Box 144, Dillon, S. C., must have
been terrible. No one, after reading her letter, can continue to
doubt the great healing power
of PE-RU-NA for troubles due
to catarrh or catarrhal conditions
in any part of the body. Her
letter is
sick and

an inspiration to every
suffering man or woman
anywhere. Here it is: “I suffered

one

now is
cannot

for coughs, colds, stomach and
bowel trouble, constipation, rheu-

matism, pains in the back, side and

loins and to prevent the grip and
To keep the blood
pure and maintain bodily strength
and robustness, take PE-RU-NA.
You can buy PE-RU-NA any-

Spanish Flu.

where in either tablet
form.

or

liquid

COTY.

NO I lOtS

that no bond be required from the
executor
of said will is contained in the
petition for

probate thereof.

Guatavus C. Holt, late of Boston, state of
Massachusetts, deceased. Authenticated copy
of will and petition that aaid will
may he allowed, filed and recorded in tha i'rohate Court
for Waldo County and that letterB testamentary issue to Guatavus B. Holt and Philip S.
Ituss, they heing the executors named

therein!

Presented by said Guatavus B, Holt and Philip

S. Russ.

Linda C. Bickford, late of Winterport, deceased
Petition that Walter H. Bickford of
aaid Winterport or some other suitable
person
be
may
appointed administrator of aaid estate. Presented by Walter H, Bickford, husband of said deceased.
Application that no
bond be required from the administrator of
said estate is contained in the
petition above

named.

Royal P. Leonard, late of Winterport. deceased. Petition that Clara M. Leonard of
said Winterport or qpme other suitable
person
may he appointed administrator of said estate.
Presented by Clara M. Leonard,'widow of said
deceased. Application that no bond be required from the administrator of said estate !*:
contained in the petition above named.
Jennie M. Cass, late of Frankfort, deceased.
Petition that Edwin W. Carter of Danvers.
Mass., or some other suitable person, may bi
appointed administrator of said estate. Presented by Edwin VV. Carter, brother and heirat-law of said deceased.
Matilda S. Gilmore of Searsport. First account of Amos
Nichols, conservator. presented for allowance by Amos Nichols.
James C. Gilmore, late of Searsport, deceased. First account presented for allowance
by
Amos Nichols, executor.
Mary M. Packard, late of Searsport, deceas
ed. Final account presented for allowance
by
Bertram M. Packard, administrator.
Martha E. Johnson, late of Belfast, deceased. First and linal account pi r sented for allowance by Eleanor J. Woodcock, executrix.
Harriet K. Closson, late of Searsport, deceased. First acconnt presented for allowanc.
by Alexander H. Nichols, executor,
Isaac C. Closson, late of Searsport,'deceased.
First and linal account presented for allow
ance by Alexander H.
Nichols, administrator
D. B. N,, with the will annexed.
?

Roger J. Clark, late of Frankfort, deceased.
First and linal account presented for allowance
executrix.
John A. Patterson, late of Belfast, deceased. Petition of Emily E. Patterson, adminislift-'
to sell certain real estate
situate in Belfast, described in said
petition,
by Josephine M. Clark,

tratrix,.lor

ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
To all persons interested in either ot the
A true copy of the original. Attest:
estates hereinafter named:
CHAS. E. JOliNSON, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
'1 ut-s
for the County of Waiiio, on the second
Notice is hereby given that the
>rri one
following
day of March, in the year of our L
thousand nine hundred and twenty. The fol- appointments have been made by the Probate
for
the
Court, within and for the county of Waldo and
lowing matters having been presented
Stale ot Maine.
is
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, ii
Estate of Mary E. Stepies, late of Belfast
hereby ordered, th t notice thereof be given
a
of
copy
deceased. Addie L Carson of Belfast, ap »
to all persons interested by causing
this order to be published once a week for ! pointed administratrix March 3, A. D, 1920
second
three weeks successively before t
Estate of R Iph O’Connell* late of Belfast
Tuesday of April, A. D. 1920, in The lte- deceased. Charles* O’Connell of Belfast
apa newspaper publish* d and
Journal,
publican
administrator March 9, A. D. 1920.
that they pointed
printed at Belfast, in said County,
Estate of Clifton S. Webber, late of Belfast,
held at
to
Probate
Court
a
at
may appear
Arvilla S. Webber of Belfast, ap
d deceased.
ttie Probate Office in said Belfast on ill*- seco.
administratrix March 3, A. I). 1920.
Tuesday of April, A. D. 1920, at ten o’clock pointed
Estate of Mary Johnson Hatch, late of lslesin the foienoon, and be heard thereon it they
boro, di ceased
Belle M. Hatch of lslesboro
Bee cause.
administratrix March 9. A. D. 1920
Grace D. Tuttle, late of Belfast, deceased. appointed
that
and
thereof
for
Estate ot Hattie M. Corn forth, late of ThornWill and petition
probate
letters testamentary issue to Adrian C. Tut’le
dike, deceased. John E. Cornforth of Knox
Prehe being the executor named therein,
appointed administrator March 9, A, i>. 1920
Application that
sented by Adrian C. Tuttle.
Estate of Joseph E. 1 arnham, .<»ie of Knox
*airi
no bond be required from the executor of
-deceased. Julia E. Curlia <>f Knox appointed
will is contained in the application for probate administratrix March 9 A. D. 1920.
thereof.
Estate of Susanna M. IH.lbr
k, late* o
Rachel M. Pendleton, late of Searsport, de- Brooks, deceased
Kianklin
P
tlolbrooT
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof of Chillicothe. in the Mate of
Illinois, ap
and that letters testamentary issue to BenjaMarch
aomiuistrator
A.
1) 1921
9,
pointed
min F. Colcord, the executor named therein.
Robert F. Dunton appointed ugout; qualitiThe seme being presented by said Benjamin F. March 9, A. D, 1920.
Jolcord,
Estate of Emmu P. Holbrook, late of I rooks,
Fannie F. O’Connell, late of Belfast, deceas- deceased Franklin F. Holbrook of Chihicotm
Will and petition for probate thereof and iu the State of Illinois,
ed.
appointed udrninistra
that letterB t stamentary issue to Charles tor de bonis non, March 9, A. D. 1920.
Ruber
O'Connell, he being the executor named there- F. Dunton appointed agent; qualified March
Presented by Charles O’Connell. Appli- A. D. 1920.
in.
the
from
cation that no bond be riquired
Estate of Maitin i. Mitchell, lat< of Belfast,
executor of said will is contained in the petideceased. Carrie W. Mitchell of Belfast, aption for probate thereof.
executrix March 9, A. 1>. 1920
pointed
Daniel A. Campbell, late of Winterport, deEstate of Ivory D. White, Fite of Morrill,
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
Forest L. White of Worcester, 'n
deceased
and that letters testamentary issue to Ada M
of Massachusetts, and Cha'les W.
Weeks, she being the executrix named there- the State
of Morr.ll, in said County of Waldo
White
Weeks
Aria
M,
ApplicaPresented by
in.
appointed executors March 9. A, D. 1920. Rob
tion that no bond be required from the execuert F. Dunton of Belfast authorized agent for
trix of said will is contained in the petition
Forest L. White.
thereof,
for probate
Estate of Benj imin Wentworth, late o'
deLeroy S. Southard, late of Northnort,
Martha A W entworth oi
Will and petition for probate thereo1 Waldo, ^deceased.
ceased.
Waldo
Henrito
appointed executrix March 9. A.D. 19*20
and that letters testamentary issue
Estate of Edwin C. Holbrook, lute of Brooks,
etta Lower Southard, she being the executrix
named therein, Presented by Henrietta Low- deceased. Franklin P. Holbrook of Chillicothe,
rebe
bond
no
that
in the State of Illinois, appointed administraer Southard.
Application
will is conRobert K Dunton a I
tor March 9, A, D. 1920.
quired from the executrix of saidthereof.
Belfast* appointed agent; qualified March 9.
tained in the petition for i robate
deA. D. 1920.
Albert T. Whittier, late of Searsport.
Dated at Belfast, in said County, this sixceased. Will and petitien for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to Caro A. teenth day of March, A. D. 1920.
Whittier. Presented by Csro A. Whittier, she
CHARLES E. JOHNSON, Register
being the executrix named therein.
>>

two years witli catarrh of the head,
stomach and bowels. Tried two of
the best doctors, who gave me up.
I then took PE-ItU-NA and can
truthfully say I am well. When I
began to use PE-RU-NA, I weighed

hundred pounds. My weight
one hundred and
fifty. I
praise PE-RU-NA too
it
was
for
a
to me.
Godsend
highly,
i got relief from the first half
bottle and twelve bottles cared me.
I advise all sufferers to take
PE-RU-NA.”
As an emergency remedy in the
home, there is nothing quite the
equal of this reliable, time-tried
medicine, PE-RU-NA. Thousands
■dace their sole dependence on it

liabilities and surplus.... $1,938,849 00

James Pattee & bon, Agenls, Belfast, Me.

too Highly
Remedy
WAY
FEELS AFTER
THE

Gross assets.$12,097,593 33
admitted. 1,215 015 89

Deduct items not

cause

Cannot Praise this

YORK

At a colored campmeeting in Carolina
James P. Butman, late of Searsport, detestifying penitent referred to himself ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
and
that letters testamentary issue to Anna
and his unconverted brothers as “nigElizabeth Butman, she being the executrix
gers” in a spirit of abject humility which named
Presented by Anna Elizabeth
he deemed well pleasing to his Maker, Butman.therein.
Application that no bond be required
rhe presiding elder who “amened” his from the executrix of said will ia
contained in
speech at proper intervals finally threw the petition for probate theroof.
put a gentle rebuke.
Luci W. Edwards, late of
“Call yo’se’f a cullud pusson, BrothSearsport, de‘
ceased.
Will and
:r,” he admonished impressively. “Nig- »nd that letters petition for probatejthereofissue
to Julia F
testamentary
gers is a term ob reproach invented by Wentworth Presented
by Julia E. Wentworth,
proud white folks. Dey ain’t no men- she being the executrix named therein.
tion in the Good Book of niggers.”
Joseph H. Cooley, late of Monroe, deceased
“Oh, yes, dey is, parson,” the peni- Will
and
for probate thereof and that
tent contradicted solemnly.
“Don’t you letters petition
testamentary issue to Maurice F
rec’lect. de place whar it tell about nigger Moody, he
being the executor named therein
Demus?”—Lippincott’s Magazine.
Presented by Maurice F. Moody. Application

Total liabilities and surplus... .$10,882,577 44
fames Pattee & bon. Agents, Belfast, Me.

of this catastrophic
stale of affairs is the complete lack of
liscipline arid good order. Ti e factory
rouncils and committees, the function of
which was to maintain order, have done
anly harfn.
They have destroyed the
last remnant of (liscipline, and have
wasted or stolen the plant and materials
belonging to the mills. As a result of
these abuses, we are now compelled to
abolish altogether the factory councils,
and to place at the head of every industrial concern of importance a dictator
who will have absolute power of life and
death over all manual employes”
First the protelariat,
tli£ manual workers—and talkers—of Russia were to boss
the country, and then they were to take
on a like job for the rest of the world, all
of which was to be run by such as might
see lit to call themselves workers; they
had the old world by the scruff of the
neck in their dream but now they are
awake they find the “dictator” hasthem.
The world which they were to conquer—
which they must conquer if bolshevism
is to continue to exist—this old world
they are beseeching for the things which
they cannot produce. They proved their
incompetence, they have bowed the neck
to the tyranny which ever follows such
a display, a tyranny that is not tempered
by a scruple not efficient with wisdom.
With such a spectacular demonstration
before its eyes is the world going to the
bolshevist bow-wows?
Not this week,
nor next.—Kennebec Journal.

NEW

a

Hash

is the decree which eliminated those

Years

CASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Surplus

Well, they are not. Those industries are
In proof of this
jeing run by dictators.

Thirty

Comps®
the Centaur

1

■ies and

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

!

ALMOST DEAD
fHlLO
C"

RETURN OF ROADS FREIGHT LEAST
PLEASESFARMERS H. C. L. EXPENSE

GRANDMOTHER SAVES LIFE

o

,

bury. Mass

A

grandmother in Rox-

writes: “I put great faith in your

v

of my children
Oleine, and one said
she could not live
The doctor
to the drug
*r;,l morning, and I Dr.outTrue’s
®"
was

nus paw
W 5 MWBKS
and Gout, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Chest Colds and

Agony of Rheumatism

ran

Elixir,
and got bottle of
8,0
excited I gave her half of the bot** so
her
I
at
the
and
gave
night
once,
half. 1 thought its either kill ,or
doctor says she is dying anyp for the
She went to
hut she did not die.
,
the first sleep for a week, and the
*
two
worms, red
t morning she passed
3
The doctor
six inches long.
® ,-olor,
was dead, but he ran
,f to see if she
Quick, as she was sitting in
?
nair eating a bowl of oatmeal and
That was twenty-four years ago,
k
now she has a baby girl of her own,
mouths old, who is also using Dr.
(Name on request.)
r.u, < Elixir.”
nstipation, headaches, tired feeling,
spots before the eyes, bad
a kIIess,
sleeplessness, irritability, dizziand many other signs of sickness,
if you take the prescripan be relieved
known as Dr. True's Elixir, The Fam,
and
Worm Expeller. It has
„ Laxative
i0De much for sick people, men, women
nildren, ever since 1851—over 68

Urge Policy

a

to Insure Best Serv-

ice at Lowest Cost Consistent With Fair Returns.

tlfher

road

Transportation Costs
History.

Mnstarlne won’t blister—It Is always
ready for use—It’s grandmother’s oldfashioned mustard plaster with other
up-to-date pain killers added.
The best and quickest remedy In the
world for lameness, sore muscles, stiff
neck, cramps in leg, earache, backache,
headache and toothache.
Begy’s MHistarlne—ask foi it by name.
honest, yellow musIs made of real,
tard—not cheap substitutes. Use it freely
to draw the pain from those sore feet—
it's great for chilblains,
too, and for
Ask for and get Mustarine
frosted feet.
always in the yellow box.

Are Lowest in

*’p„

OPPOSE

V'pretty

tions and Rural Press State Farm-

Want Private Operation.

tion which will Insure the best possible
service at the lowest cost consistent
with fair returns on money invested In
them la favored by representative
farmer organizations throughout the

Tske Dr. True’s Elixir—give it to your
•nldren—the Family Laxative and Worm
Expeller. AT ALL DEALERS. Dr. J.
True & Co., Auburn, Me.

country. This policy also is supported
generally by agricultural newspapers,
which state emphatically that the
farmers are opposed not only to
gqpernment ownership of railroads, but
also to ail nationalization plans.

MICKIE SAYS
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justice.”
Many

or

in-

and sectional agricultural organizations take a similar
stand. Immediately after the National
t ransfers
in Real Estate
! Grange expressed its attitude toward
the railroad question the American
Allowing transfers of real estate Farm Bureau, meeting in Chicago, vot■rded in Waldo County Registry | ed for private operation, and the National Farmers’ Congress, in session at
for the week ending March 12 i
Hagerstown. Md., voiced like sentiments. Tlie New York State Federargie T. Grant, Unity, to Fred A.
tion of County Farm Bureau Organi.use, do.; land and buildings in
zations and the Indiana Federation of
Farmers went beyond that and joined
the Grange in repudiating the alleged
B. Grant, Unity, to Fred A.
farmer representatives in Washington,
ouse, do ; land and buildings in
who said they spoke for an “overwhelming majority of the farmers.”
B. Payson, Brooks, to Delia C.
Urge Reasonable Returns.
do.; land in Brooks.
The railroad policy favored hy the
A. Bacon, Unity, to George D.
New York State Federation of County
Jo.; land in Unity.
Farm Bureau Organizations was slatE. Davis, et als., Belfast, to AU
ed in the following resolution :
Smalley, do.; land and buildings
“Whereas, There have been conflictBelfast.
ing statements published regarding the
attitude of farmers upon the question
e M. Roberts, Swanville, to Erof the future ownership of
rai^vays;
lurphy, Searsport: land in Swantherefore be it
That the New York State
“Resolved,
H. Putnam, Eelfast, to L. C.
Federation of County Farm Bureau Asdo.; land and buildings in Bel- sociations, representing 70.000 members, in annual session at Syracuse, N.
Fairbrother, Belfast, to James Y., December 19, 1919, hereby indorses
thei, do; land and buildings in the action of the American Farm Bureau Federation in urging Congress to
promptly return the railways to their
.el H. Haley, Rochester, N. Y., to
owners under such conditions as will
B. Tryon, Norridgewock; land and
insure reasonable returns on the value
in
Frankfort.
gs
of the property and reasonable rates of
B. Tryon, Frankfort, to L. Atransportation throughout the counBangor; land and buildings in try."
!

1

effectively protect

the public against exploitation

a:,kfort.
'red E. JNickerson, Portland, to PerNickerson, Bath, et als.; land and

state

gs

in

Views of Farmer Papers.
The American Agriculturist states
editorially that the farmers are “dead
set against” the “scheme to enmesh the
farmers in the web of radicalism.”
The Pennsylvania Farmer, discussing
the general demand for private operation of the railroads, says: “It is espedally true of farmers, In spite of the
declaration of a few would be leaders
to
the contrary.”
The StockmanFanner adds:
“Farmers almost unanimously approve the return of the railroads.and
the express companies to their owners,
The reason is that farmers, as well as
other business men, want service of
these institutions, and they cannot get
such service under public operation as
they can get under the operation of
corporations, which have a direct financial Interest In performing it."

Swanville.

is more Catarrh in this section
ountry than all other diseases put
er, and for years it was supposed
.curable.
Doctors prescribed local
iies, and by constantly failing to
•vith local treatment, pronounced it
urable. Catarrh is a local disease,
\ influenced by constitutional conb
and therefore requires constitu’reatment. Hall’s Catarrh Medimanufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
iy, is taken internally and acts thru
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
m
One Hundred Dollars reward is
J for any case that Hall’s Catarrh
me fails to cure.
Send for circulars
(\stimomai8.
* J CHENEY &
CO.,Toledo, Ohio.
1
by Druggists, 75c.
I’s Family Pills for constipation.
re

»

loaded with merchad-

Year
1909
1910

1911
1912
1913
1914

I

A

1,815,239

1916

1,695,483
1,524,978
1,700,814

1917

1,732,576

1918

1,820,660

From

Rates Lowest In History.
with
Comparison
transportation
charges in other countries shows that
in no other country of tlie world is
transportation furnished at so low a
cost as In the United States.
Compar-

genuine
k

top

box
with

has
Mr.

a

days.

The
Red
Hill’s

We know you want your flour clean and
pure and we take no chances.

picture.
k

At All

Drug Staraa

Next time tell your grocer—WILLIAM TELL
and get the very best.

j

Some Articles.
Before the war a suit of clothing
from one of the Chicago factories, selling for $30 in a retail shop, was carried from Chicago to Los Angeles for
10’4 cents. The suit of clothes now
retails at $50 or $00, hut the freight
rate on that 2.205 mile haul has increased only 5% cents, while the price
of the goods has gone up $20 or $30.
The 22 cents does not cover all the
transportation cost in a suit of clothes,
the transportation charge for carrying
the wool from the ranges and the
cloth to (he clothing manufacturer and
other minor carrying costs enter into
the consideration, but the final transportation charge is the principal one,
and the other charges add only a few
on

cents more.

New England shoes are shipped
from Boston to Florida at a cost of less
i
than 5 2-3 cents a pair. This is an in-

only one cent over the preThe railroads also carry
rate.
i
beef from Chicago to New York for a
|
charge of about two-thirds of a cent
1 a pound.
Typewriters are carried from
New York to St. Louis for 66 cents. A
$150 phonograph is carried by freight
from New York to Atlanta for $2.85.
A grand piano is carried clear across
the continent for $39 and in carload
lots for $28.
These are
freight rates, and
j they make It typical
plain thtt American railroads give the lowest cost service In
1 the world.
1
Even with a very considerable increase in rates to make the roads selfsupporting, transportation will still be
the cheapest thing the public buys.

i

SWAN-WHITTEN

Notice of foreclosure
Be ready for the lush of
James E. Lovett of Winterport, in the County of Waldo aad State
spring work. I have a WHEREAS,
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
twenty-fourth day of November, A. D. 1909,
good assortment of young and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 294, Page 36, conveyed to me, Avia
and sound dratt horses at Cochran,
certain parcel of land called the
several lots of land with buildings thereon
will
beat
the
that
situated
in
prices
Winterport, Waldo County, which
deeded
bv Cepeanus B. Downs by
deed iecorded
Waldo County Registry of
high cost of living.
a

were

me

»n

Deeds, Book 296. Page 219, to which deed and
record and referenced therein special reference is hereby made for a complete and particular description of the real estate hereby

W. L. WEST, Belfast.

conveyed.

"MAINE CENTRAL"RAILROAD
AND

BELFAST

BURNHAM

And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
the. breach of the condition thereof, I, the
said Avis Cochran, claim a foreclosure of the

BRANCH

On and after July 1, 1919, trains con
necting at Burnham and Waterville witL
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

1

FROM BELFAST
p.m.

a.m.

Belfast, depart.
Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,
Unity,

Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,
Fairfield,
Waterville,
Portland,
Boston, p. m.,

6.45

1.10

76.50
77.01

71.15

7.14

71.26
1.42

77.29

71.57

7.36
7.45

2 10
2.20
72.22
2.40
5.40
5.17
3.21
3.33
5.55
9.20

|7.57
8.05
12.40
8.29
c8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

said mortgage.
Dated February 25, 1920.
3wl0
AVIS COCHRAN.
By U. G. MUDGETT, her Attorney,

In. cook

Assets

Bills receivable
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

License 377.

a.m.

9.00

7.15

12.40
3.30
1.45

9.07
9.25

10.30
12.40
10.48
10.58
11.15
711.25
12.00
12.30

79.32

712.45

HOUSEHOLD
FURNITURE
INSURANCE

p.m.
a.m.

.7.00
6.40
7.06
7.17
8.40

Fairfield,
Clinton,
Burnham, leave,

78.50

Winnecook,
Unity,

crease of

Thorndike,
Knox,

Brooks,

9.45

73.47 includes wearing apparel, musical instru3.58
ments, pictures, in fact, everything under
4.15

74.25

PHONE US OR DROP US A POSTAL

74.51

and we will quote you the lowest rates
obtainable in good reliable companies.
We also write dwellings, stocks of mer-

1.42

5.05

Douglass,

chandise, public buildings,business blocks,
and practically every form of insurance.
TRY US.

WE’LL USE YOU RIGHT.

Dickey-Knowlton Heal Estate Co.,
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.

6tf

BONDS
your friends to take the risk?
Let the National Surety Co. bond you.
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Local Agent,

DENTIST

Why ask

Second Hand Goods
closing out my stock of
antique and second hand goods and
invite anyone interested to call and
inspect same at 23 Washington St.

Portsmouth, N.

723.72

*

1,373,422,472

1,260,186,340
1,506,960,995
1,739,482,142
2,581,884,559

MRS. W. H. COOMBS.

886.02
1,418.10

Money Buying Direct

ROOMS 6-7 000

ROOM 3

Telephone 16-12

1

Ideal

Maine Ranges

NOYES STOVE CO.,

Joshua Treat, Jr., Agent, Winterport.
3wl0

Quincy Mutual lire Insurance Co.,
Quincy, Mass.
31, 1919.
Mortgage loans.$
Collateral loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in office and banks.
Agent’s balance.
Interest and rents.

AGENTS

|

1

HENRY O. TRUNDY,
Belfast.

Regulate

DANIEL HIGGINS,
Morrill.
1

61,264 82
27,000 00
922,042 00
32,352 50
j, 18,318 52
10.019 21

Admitted assets...$1,070,997 05
Net

the

Stomach,

Liver and

Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

I have takerfthe local agency
for the

GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY

Singer Sewing Machine
in good condition at reasonable price.
Apply at No. 9 Commercial Street.

WANTED
Poultry.
R. J. MAYO.

Insurance

tf7

December 31, 1919.

Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

None

186,000

36,500 00
335,800 09
736,300 00
38,694 62
-6,013 76
11,626 96

Admitted assets.$1,174,603 34
Liabilities December 31. 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$ $ 25.988 00
Unearned premiums.,.
365,778 37
All other liabilities.
19,039 75
763,797 22
Surplus over all liabilities.

Scottish Union & National Insurance
Co.,

fdinburg, Scotland.

Assets, December 31, 1919.

00

..

0 00
42
546.321 41
1,110,383 23
0 00
99.324 97
0 CO

6,472,113

49
72
57

Gross assets..$8,488,302 33
Deduct items not admitted
1,533,032 53

73,236 48
108,635 94

31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.....$ 470,471 00
Unearned premiums. 3,951,483 75
All other liabilities,
344,573 82
200,000 00
Capital deposit.
Surplus over ail liabilities. 1,988.741 23

8,862,139
1,318,051
1,353,490
None

$11,901,554 20
84,214 17

Net

All other liabilities..
Cash capital...
Surplus over all liabilities.

Collateral loans
Stocks ana bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agent's b dance
Hills receivable..
Interest and rents.*
All other assets

None

Admitted assets.$11,817,340 03

Admitted

03

3wl0

Schedule of Prices
be positive of making good money
once and secure your position.

Come at

Factory

BELFAST, ME.

80

Total liabilities and surplus.$6,955,269 80
3*10

SALVAGE
Turn your trash into cash by selling
your old rags, rubbers, iron, papers, magazines, bags, burlaps, metals and all waste
material to
SAM FREEDMAN,
Tel. 229-4.
16 Cross St., Belfast.
Drop a line and I will call promptly and
pay you the highest market prices.

For 1920
Beginning the year 1920 we have, made
a new schedule for all of our piece workAll stitchers
ers with a great increase.

assets.$6,955,269

Liabilities December

520,721 76
1.000,000 00

surplus.$11,817,340
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

BRIDGE ST-,

1919.

estate.$ 205,709 30
53,850 0(1
Mortgage loanB

Company

Real estate.
Mortgage loan--.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank
Agent’s balance.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets...

Bell Pants

31,

Real

New York, New York.

can

Shoats for Sale.
39-3

Indianapolis, Indiana.

3wl0

Total liabilities and

Live

Indiana lumbermen’s Mutual Ins. Co.

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,174,603 34

53
352,993 28
6,148 89
706.405 i5

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Assets

70

5,449

unpaid losses.$

Niagara fire

surplus.$266,567
3wl0

Gros assets.$1,194,935 34
Deduct items not admitted.
20.332 00

Assets December

tf30

iLGOLAPILLS

Waterville

New Laundry

For Sale

FELLOWS’ SLOCK

Total liabilities and

Real estate. $
Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds.
( ash in office and bank.
Agent's balance.
Interest and rents.

3.895,907 68

ACENCY

|

Assets December

obtained by telephoning 103THOMAS E. BOWKER.
g.

FARM

j

unpaid losses.$ 20,296 27
Unearned premiums. 236.045 11
All other liabilities.
10,226 32

Net

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVF-RWHERt

WITH CHAPIN

[

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,771,831 22

Liabilities December 31, 1919.
unpaid losses.$ 944,301 60
Unearned premiums. 5,956.409 09

Real Estate-Timbarlands

to the Home

31, 1919.

Net unpaid losses..$
77,435 33
Unearned premiums. 1,012,359 33
All other liabilities.
78.3»)3 16
Cash capital.
200 000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 403,733 40

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Further information may be

f

i:003.99

3l, 1919.

Real estate .$ 55,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 265,425 85
Cash in office and hank.
8,276 56
balance. 46,399 80
.Agent’s
Stocks and bonds. 1,384,168 00
Interest a d rents.. 33,41964
Cash in office and bank.
141,603 49 All other assets
.3 5,039 60
|
Agent’s balance.
166,757 70
Bills receivable.
0 00
Gross assets.$383,561 45
Interest and rents.
20.108 67
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
All other apsets.
5,593 36

Take no other. Buy of your v
If Drunfst.
AskforCIH.Cirag.TEB4
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for 99.
I years known as Best, Safest,Always Reliable
m

Assets December

liabiiities*and surplus.$1,070,997 05
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

of Portland 'and will receive
all kinds of laundry work at
k Uhl-cheo-ter ■ Diamond Drand//V|k
20 Miller St.
k Pllla in Red and Gold metallic\l£f my residence,
n boxes* sealed with Blue Ribbon.

(

729.64
756.83
810.05
826.36

Fitchburg, Mass,

H.

Total

am

6tf

673.01

36

j

Assets December 31, 1919.
Real estate.$
0 00
Mortgage loans..
53,600 00
Collateral loans
0 00

3wl0

MASONIC TEMPLE

7,614

Gross assets.$1,935,973 58
Deduct items not admitted.
59,704 50

Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
Company Fitchburg

Liabilities December 31, 1919.

Dr. M. C. Stephenson

SURETY

All other assets.

Admitted assets.$1,876,269 08
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$
531,285 92 Net unpaid
losses.$ 320,327 47
Unearned premiums. 3,207.044 00
Unearned premiums.
800,121 90
All other liabilities.
463.00U 00 All other liabilities.
|
29,048 56
Cash capital.
500 000 00
! Cash capital.
500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,010,339 98 Surplus over all liabilities
226,771 15
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 6,711,669 90
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,876,269 08
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Beitast.
3*10

General Manager, Portland, Maine.

Average eamings per man.
$ 657.64

242,867

assets.$ 6,711,669 90
Liabilities December 31, 1919.

roof.

4.35
4.44

71.56
75.15
79.55
Waldo,
Citypoint.
72.15
75.25
710.05
2.25
5.35
10.10
Belfast, ariive,
7Flag station.
cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
D. C.

your

....

23
33

Admitted

0 00
0 00

|

Tel. 61-3

a.m.

2.45

Portland,

6,954.537

December 31, 1919,

Collateral loans.
40,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 1,447,592 33
Cash in office and hank
246.421 27
Agents’ balance...
183.444 46
Bills receivable.
0 00
Interest and rents.
10,90116

1691917

Gr< as assets.. .$1,771,831 22
Admitted assets.$1,771,831 22

a.m.

Assets

Real estate. .$
Mortgage loans

0 00
61,671 19
12

Gross assets.$
Deduct, items not admitted.

Liabilities December

Boston,

Waterville,
Bangor,

December 31, 1919.

Real estate.$
51,207 88
Mortgage loans.
463,212 00
Collateral loans.
134 251 00
Stocks and bonds.
4,909,425 81
Cash in office and bank.
705.637 21
Agents' balance.
459!216 02

Granite State Fire Insurance

Licensed Embalmer

Maine.

Massachusetts Fire and Marine
Insurance Co„ Boston, Mass.

Watertown, N. Y.

3wl0

Undertaker

Belfast,

Agricultural Insurance Company

TO BEIFAST

war

Payroll
$ 998,323,694
1,143,725,306
1,208,466,470
1,252,347,697
1,373,830,589

COMPANY

Buy Now

Citypoint,

try.”
Charges

Foundry

Save

& Maine railroad in Biddeford,
and Old Orchard, Me., and it is not
h'' ted
that it will be possible to move
s,‘
cars until spring.

GASToR

cold in 24

Albert E. Andrews

■n

FOR FLETCHER’S

Number of Men
1,502,823
1,699,420
1,669,809
1,716,380

1915

description are snowbound
dings in the freight yards of tne

Children Ory

a

up

Money

I

any.'

cars

opiates—breaks

grip in 3
^ hours—relieves
back if it fails.

EMPLOYEES’ SHARE OF RAILWAY REVENUES.

nator Lodge had been [giving his
s on the
peace treaty and concluded:
reat many of our statesmen are tryA to place the public in the
position of
e little
boy who was discovered one
v
staring at a pile of bricks. ‘What
you staring at those bricks
for, my
e rnan?’ asked an
interested observer.
V:,
l.’ answered the child, ‘my mother
^
* ice
>fh
cream comes in bricks, but I

! every

k

Tslsphone 223-3

Invisible.

ndreds of

Standard cold remedy for 20 years
—in tablet form—safe, sure, no

Hayford Block, Belfast, Maine,

C King Tells a Wonderful Story
About Rats.
Read It.
r months my place was alive with
-osing chickens, eggs, feed. Friend
me to try RAT-SNAP.
I did. Somei.sappointed at lirst not seeing many
rats, hut in a few days didn't see a
'e one.
What were not killed are not
ni my place.
RAT-SNAP sure does
rick.” Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00.
and guaranteed by A. A. Howes &
HalJ-Ellis Hardware Co., and City
-s' Store.

C8|> t see

sacks and sealed.
No human hand
touches it until the sack is opened in
your kitchen.

Company,

ed. too, with the cost of other goods
and services today, railroad transportatio: 's the cheapest thing the public
buys. It is sold for less than the cost
of production, considering all the elements of cost.
In a statement on this subject to the
New England Rankers’ Association
Walker D. Hines, Director General of
Railroads, said:
“I think it is a fair statement
that at the present time, despite
the increases which have taken
place in freight rates, a ton of
steel or a ton of coal, a bushel of
wheat or the unit of any other
commodity has to pay for transportation a less percentage of the
price of that commodity than ever
before in the history of the coun-

|

:n

Bro MH>£
^

out

total cost of the goods was
spent for transportation. In 1919 only
2.4 per cent was spent.
“In other words,” Mr. Kruttschnitt
writes, “only 80 cents out of $63, or 1.3
cents out of every dollar of increase in
value of commodities in 1919 was caused by increased freight charges. The
responsibility for the remaining $62.20,
or 98.7 cents out of
every dollar, must
be sought elsewhere. It was not caused by freight rates.”

a control commission which
may enforce the superior interest of
tile public to that of any other interest
in the operation of railroads as common

pin.

of the

Favor Private Operation.
"The Grange,” says Mr. Atkeson,

to create

a

By clean machines, the wheat is scoured
and ground—then the flour is sifted
through finest silk, put into new clean

charges advanced only 60 cents a ton.
In five years, he
explains, the average value of freight carried by the
railroads increased from $56 to $119 a
ton. The cost of carrying this increased from $2 to $2.80, paid to the railroads. In 1914, he adds, 3.6 per cent

representatives of any considerable number of farmers.

j

Paciflc

It’s clean
as

cascara! I QUININE

freight

nor

j

Representative

Southern

for the very same reason.
from top to bottom—clean

HILL’S

that in the last five years
the value of goods increased on an average of $63 a ton, while

more

quoting the oliicial action of his organization, "approves of the general
principles of railroad legislation now
pending in Congress to return the railroads to their owners, to bring about
the reorganization of the railroad companies into strong systems with capitalization based on actual value, and

on

William Tell
Flour

used last year’
to KILL COLDS

John J.
of the House CommitInterstate and Foreign ComJulius Kruttschnitt, chairman

Washington representative of the National Grange, which is said to be the
largest organization of its kind in the

for the farmers in support of government ownership are neither farmers

lOOMSAyrTWlEo'.

letter to

Each, chairman

than 1,000,000 farm owners In the United States,
states that the agricultural interests of
the country approve of private ownership of the railroads and further declares that persons purporting to speak

—

a

letter to the members of the
United States Senate T. C. Atkeson,

you’d like the mill that makes

112 Millions

Freight Coat 2.4 Per Cent of Total.

a

world, representing

VfS
TU'GlOAAtS

GOMS

Data compiled from authoritative
sources shows that railroad
freight
rates are the least factor In the
cost
of living.
Although the proportion of
the total cost of
goods that ’can be
charged to transportation is not known
with statistical
accuracy, It is estimated that the
average transportation cost
or things produced
in this country is
a very small
percentage of their total
cost to the consumer.

Private ownership of the railroads
under a policy of government regula-

vests' reputation.

O' -XU'
,’Vv’eo. t'otvM7

Freight Advances Compared With Rise
In Value of
Goods—Transportation
Cheapest Thing Public Buys.
Charges on Some Articles.

,

ers’ Attitude Toward Railroads.

ly

'OW

NATIONALIZATION. ItOT CAUSE OF HIGH PRICES.

Representative Agricultural Organiza-

,,

DON’T you like a NICE WHITE
KITCHEN? Of course you do—because it looks SO CLEAN.
(And

Sore Throat Ended in Half the
Time It Takes Other Remedies.

Director General Hines Says Rail-

Special

Notice

We wish to inform the
public that we
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,

are

ROY C.

FISH, Local Manager,
Block, Belfast, Me.

Room 2, Odd Fellows’

tf47

by the tug Walter Rosa, which had
been
cutting the channel aince Tuesday. The
will
ship
take paper to Philadelphia. One

YOUR AMBITION

of the Lake steamers
now

Do you tire out easily? Have you lcct seme cf your
accustomed vim and is your ambition to do things at low
ebb? \our resistance is broken. You should find
and invigoration in rich, nourishing

help

giving lessons

Henry Pendleton

F.

Atwood and Rev.

Martin returned Saturday from

more

once

Rockland, Mass.,

Cook left Friday for Boston,
where he will attend the Eastman School
of Photography held this week in Lorimer

here last week by the illness of her mother, Mrs. William Lambert, who is now

Mrs. Fred Smith of Ingalls

A.

RMr.

and Mrs. Edward Millett and

Edward visited relatives in Bangor

was

re-

Messrs. O.

called

delphia announce the marriage of their
daughter Elizabeth, to Mr. Edgar Morris
Luttgen, Wednesday, March 10th, in
Philadelphia. Miss Paine’s mother was
Mrs. Elizabeth Lane of Searsport.
Capt. Joseph Sweetser sailed from New
York recently in command of the new
passenger steamer Avalon, which he will
take out to San Pedro, Calif., by the
canal route, returning home overland.
He was accompanied on the trip by Mrs.
Sweetser.
The Womans’ Club

port Center trains and conveying mail
and passengers to and fro. It is a
pleasure to all that this convenient
way of
travel and of communication with the

M. Col-

was enjoyably enFriday afternoon in the Service rooms by Mrs. E. W. Gilkey and
Miss Faustina Harding. Dainty refreshments of ice cream with strawberry
P. L. Hupper has returned from his
sauce, cake, crackers, and cookies, were
trip on the S. S. Felix Tausig, which
served. Mrs. Harold Cobb was a guest
sailed from Savannah, Gi., March
7th,
of the Club for the afternoon.
for Norfolk. Mr. H. proved a goo 1 sailor
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Duncan and daugh- and
brought home some rare souvenirs of
ter Martha, who spent the past three his
journey.
months at the Manor, Asheville, N. C.,
T hose residents who were here in 1905
returned Saturday night to their home in
are reminded of similar weather condiSearsport. They made several stops en
tions, when the lighter Reliance in Febroute, and while in Providence, R. I.,
ruary cut through the ice to land the first
lunched with Dr. and Mrs. M. J. O’Neil
piling for making the big wharves. Those
<Miss Harriet Webber.)
were exciting times.
A degree team numbering thirteen
Little Melvin Colcord, who is still ill
from Sears Lodge, I. O. O. F., went to with rheumatic
fever, was able to sit up
Stockton Springs Monday night, March in bed
Thursday for his birthday, cele8th, to assist the Stockton Lodge in brated by a dainty cake bearing its 9
working the degree on six candidates. A candles, the receipt of
twenty-eight post
banquet was served after the work, and cards and several nice presents.
speeches were made. The visiting lodge
.Many old residents will remember Mrs.
report a fine time and royal treatment Lizzie
Pendleton, formerly of this place,
from the Stockton Lodge.
and regret to learn of

tertained

Winterport ferry is again running
schedule, connecting with all Bucks-

on

on

a

*

doubt,

ask your tax assessor

or some

If you care to learn the other desirable points
favorite State of Maine security, why not use the

of this

coupon.

cord have purchased the interests of the
Capts. Roscoe Ackley and Bliss Shuman
in the Morrison fishing outfit.

Mr. and Mrs. l.eonara u. raine or rnna-

two is different,

within

mean

Central Maine Power Company 7% Cumulative Preferred Stock is exempt from all state, county and
town taxation.
The price $107.50 a share. The yield 6net.

outside world is again open after
being
closed since Feb. 22nd, during which
time the town has had but one mail service a day and a letter mailed after 7
a. m.
Capts. Roscoe Ackley and Bliss Shuman
of the Morrison fishing outfit were the would not leave until 7 a. m. the next
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar morning.
The warrant for the annual town meet*
M. Colcord. They left for Belfast and
>ng was posted Saturday and the town
Rockland.
Herbert Clifford, who has suffered reports are in the hands of the publisher,
u. R. Lougee.
The meeting is Monday,
greatly as the result of his accident at
March 22nd.
The dinner will be served
the shipyard last summer, is now able to
at fifty cents a plate
by the sisters of
indulge in the two engrossing pastimes
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge at the I. O. O. F.
of shoveling snow and cutting wood.
banquet room, with the following comH. R. Hichborn is assisting at the post
mittee in charge: Mrs. Mattie A. Carleoffice, the postmaster, R. L. Mudgett, ton, Mrs. Orrie G.
Moody, Mrs. Eflie A.
still being confined to his home with illBarrows and Mrs. Alice T. Arey.
ness.
Friends are extremely sorry for
Mr. Mudgett’s repeated sicknesses.

cently.

exemption may

legislative friend.

by

the B. & A. Railroad employes of which
he is chairman. Mr. Wilson has been
foreman of tbe section here since the
road was built in 1905,

arrived in town re-

A. brown and E.

or

If in

Amos D. Wilson returned
Friday from
a pleasant
trip to Chicago, 111., where he
was sent as a delegate to N. A. R.
C.

cently, he and his wife having been with
their daughter and family in Brewer for
some weeks.

son

year

The

Fred Hendricks

A. H. Nichols, State bank examiner,
spent the week-end at his home in town.

What tax

State

better.

Tremont Temple.

to

visitor in town Tuesday of last
week
He is now a health officer of the

ar-

thew.

Hall,

delegate

Department of Health.

where they attended the State Pastors’
Conference.
M.

Few Do

the annual meeting of the
association in
improve- in Boston recently.
Dr. E. P. Goodrich of Lewiston
was a

no

rived in town last week and is visiting in
the family of Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Merri-

Bangor,

ty for taxation.

Frank W. Carle ton, 'president of
the
local N. |E. M. P. A., was a

able to be out of doors.

Frank Hopkins of

T. H.

Tax exemption means a good deal to you
right now-if you return your intangible proper-

E.

Miss Ruth Merrithew, who has been
housed with the grip and tonsilitis, is

Congregational and Methodist churches.
N.

yet,

ment in her condition.

J. P. Bartholomy of Boston was in town
last week tuning the pipe-organs in the
Rev.

as

secre-

business

was a

church, attended the Pastors’ Conference in Bangor last
week.

Miss Harriet D. Hichborn is still con-

with,

Hampden,

Mrs. Charles M.
Cunningham left Saturday afternoon for a week’s visit with
relatives in Bangor.
Rev. C. A. Purdy, pastor of the M.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

fined to her bed

TAX EXEMPTION

the

Hon. C. M. Conant and son Amos visited Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
Clements, Thursday of last week.

Mrs. Elden S. Shute has gone to Philadelphia to join her husband.

Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb is out again after
being confined to her home for several
days with a grip cold.

of

tary of the S. P. C. A.,
visitor here Thursday.

The exclusive grade of cod-liver oil used in Scott's Fmulsion is the famous
“S. & B. Process.” made in Norway and refined in our own American
Laboratories. It is a guarantee of purity and palatability unsurpassed.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.
19*dl

William M. Parse.

on

violin to several pupils.

faithfully for a reasonable length of time, Scott’a
seldom fails to freshen the blood, build up the genera]
health and impart a feeling of well-being to the body.
For that tired-out feeling take Scott’s Emulsion,

Mrs. Cecil Paine of Bath arrived Monday night for a visit with her sister, Mrs.

to

Mrs. F. N. Eaton visited relatives in
Old Town recently.
F. C. Knowles is

scots mm
|

soon

WIN TERPORT

Taken

SEARSPORT.

discharging at

Portland is expected to arrive
also load paper for
Philadelphia.

ANY EMPLOYEE CAN TAKE YOUR ORDER.

Central Maine Power Company
AUGUSTA, MAINE.

WEST MONTYIELE

Mrs.
Avis

Arthur

Jackson and
sick with the mumps

are

daughter

Mr. Springer of Palermo, who is
ployed by Walter Banton, is sick.

COUPON
em-

Please send

Mrs. V. B. Ells has

your tax

been visiting at
Thomas Thompson’s and Herbert F. Jackson’s the past week. She expects to return to Morrill this week to work for

me

further information

about

exempt Preferred Stock.

Name_

Bert Daggett and family

Address_

Alfonso A. Thompson, one of our bcs
citizens, died at his home here March
2nd, after a few days illness with pneumonia.
He was about 71 years of age.
He leaves a wife, two sons, two daughters and several grandchildren, who have

the sympathy of all.

Mrs. Grace Geoige Clark died at her
home here after a few days’ illness, also
her infant child. She leaves a husband,
her death at her
hef parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles George
Searsport friends of Ernest Doane Grin- home in Wakefield, Mass., on Feb. 6th.
of Unity, and several other relatives who
ned of Flint, Mich., are interested in the She was a sister of Mrs. Almeda
Randell, have the
sympathy of all. Her age was
announcement of his marriage to Miss and has often visited her since living in
20 years.
Ruth Edna Drum, daughter of Mr. and Massachusetts. She was 88 years of age.

Great American Insurance

Company, The Liverpool & London & Globe In-

PROBAlt NOllCtS

surance Co.. Ltd.,
Assets December 31, 1919.
U. S. Branch, 80 william St, New York.
Drum, which occurred I Mr. and Mrs.
The Penobscot Bay Real Estate
left
MonCo., Real estate..$ 2,682,385 69
Page Spalding
in Flint on Wednesday, March 10th. Mr.
Assets December 31, 3919.
day 1 morning for their former home in C has. H. Lindsay, manager, has bought Mortgage loans.
23,100 00 Real
Grinned is the son of William E. Grinthe residence of the late Judge R, W. Collateral loans.
estate.$ 419,000 00
0 00
called there by the illBeverly,
Mass.,
Mortgage
Stocks and bonds.
29.322,142 77 Collateral loans. 1,960,710 00
ned, formerly proprietor of the SearsRogers in East Belfast, from his estate.
ness of Mr. S's
loans.
Cash in office and bank. 2,643,71:6 32
11,981 17
sister-in-law, wrhorecentStocks and bonds....
port House. He holds a responsible po20
New York. N. Y.

Assessors’ Notice

Mrs. Charles E.

sustained
| ly
| went for

sition with the Buick Automobile Co. of
Detroit. The young couple will be at
home at 1806 Mt. Elliott St., Flint, Mich.

cerebral hemorrhage. They
indefinite stay, the time to

Children

a

an

FOR FLETCHER’S

be regulated by the condition of the sis-

CAS tqria

ter.

The death of Mrs. Clara Thompson,
wife of Wm. Conant Thompson, occurred

Tuesday,

March

Ury

BORN

9th, Irving Littlefield
1

a

Montville,

his friend, Orville
Maine General

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waterhouse. Her early life was spent in Searsport and after her marriage she lived for
a time in Howard, R.
L, and later in
Johnstown, N. Y. She is survived by
her husband, by her mother, Mrs. Fred
Waterhouse, a daughter Evelyn and one
sister, Mrs. Walter Bean of Montville.

ern

Simpson, at the East- |
Hospital, finding him

comfortable and improving from his recent

injury.

A

large party from Searsport Lodge
visited Stockton Lodge, I. O. O. F., Monday night, March 8th, the visitors con-

ferring the first degree upon six candiThe remains were brought to Montville
dates. Remarks by Rev. N. F. Atwood,
for interment.
George Sargent and others, together
A Republican caucus was held Friday with a fine
banquet, made a very delightevening at the selectmen’s office, electing ful evening.
a
town committee, and delegates and
Dr.

and Mrs. G. A. Stevens arrived
Friday night from their winter on their
place at Orange Point, Georgetown, Fla.

alternates to the State and district convention to be held in Bangor, March 25.
The following were elected town commit-

They report a pleasant season. They arrived at night and early the next morning
he was out with his familiar “case” in
hand. Many friends were glad to have

tee:

F. I. Mortiand, Fred Stinson, J. P.
Nichols, S. L. Fairchild, Silas Buck, W.
M. Parse, Clifford Seekins, Mdurice Dolliver, Mark I. Ward, E. A. Buker, M. F.
Parker. A. S. Trundy. Delegates to State
convention: John Frame, F. I. Mortiand,
M. F. Parker. Alternates, S. L. Fairchild,
A. E. Trundy, Antonio Croce. Delegates
to district conv ntion: Charles Nichols,
J. P. Nichols, A. S. Trundy. Alternates:
W. M. Parse. Edmond Eno, E. C. Pike.

him within “call.”
The Bangor News announces:
The
press reports of killing frosts in Florida
last week will not affect the small crops
of John

Blanchard, for, according to a
letter received by Capt. Sewell
Lancaster of Park, his garden was resting
recent

The Searsport High School basket ball
team, won an overwhelming victory from

beneath

foot of water, Lake George
being 8 feet higher than its normal level
and the weather not up to the advertising

Co. F, Belfast, Friday night in Union
Hall, the score being 87 to 16. It was
evident from the start that the visitors
were outclassed, as the locals kept the
lead all through the game.
The home

samples.
prevailing,
epidemic, are

are

amounting to almost an
proving hard to get over, and medical
attention has

been

difficult to

obtain,

owiug to the conditions of the roads. The
State Commissioner of Health informs
the local health officer that “the scarcity
of physicians and nurses is a serious matter in many small places, and that at
present he is unable to give any assistance in our need here." Only one case of
pneumonia is reported and that one is
recovering.

strong game but was held down to five
baskets by Searsport’s guard, Shute.
A
good-sized crowd watched the game.
The summary:
Searsport (87j
Co. F, Belfast (16>
Whittum, rf 4
lg Snyder
Curtis, If 1 (1)
rg Cannon
If
12
Jackson,
c Sanders 2
Closson, c 24
If Brown 5
Shute, rg
rf Roberts I
Whittier, lg 2
Ridley, rg
Time, four 10-minute periods. Referee,

March 9th an

clearing

ice cutter commenced
a channel to the Cape Jellison

docks and

Thursday,

March

11th,

the
Great Northern Paper Company’s steam■

er

j

MARRIED.
=■"

Ripogenus reached the pier, assisted

Gross

assets.$37,655,011 72
Deduct items not admitted..
4,453,332 84

--

--

assets.$33,201,678 88
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$ 2,145,295 98
Unearned premiums. 14,428,726 29
Admitted

All other liabilities.
617,230 10
Capital deposit. 5,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 11,010,376 51

Bacon-White. In Key West, Fla.,
Total liabilities and surplus... .$33,201,678 88
March 10, Daniel Bacon of New York
and Miss Margaret Olive White of Mi- James Pattee & Son. Agents, Belfast, Me.

ami,

Fla
Me SERVEY-LlTTLEFIELD. In Belfast.
March 11, by Franklin A. Greer, Esq
Daniel Meservey of Morrill and Ella F.
Littlefield of Waldo.
Sears-Payson. In Newfields, N. H„
March 15, Roy Sears of New Haven,
Ct.,
and Miss Ruth Payson of Newfields.

DIED.
BASSICK. In Bridgeport, Ct., March
6, Mrs. Rebecca E., widow of E. C. Bassick, formerly of Belfast, aged 83 years.
Dodge. In Islesboro, March 11, Christine M. Dodge, aged 3 years.
PENDLETON. In Belfast, March 11,
Leonard G Pendleton, aged 10 years, 6
months and 17 days.
PITCHER
In Boston, March 11, Mrs.
Lucy Adella Pitcher of Belfast.
WHITCOMB
In Belfast, Ulead of the
Tidi) March 16, Mrs. Lottie
Whitcomb,
78
and
5 months.
aged
years
BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Apples,
Beans,

Beans,

The severe colds which

team showed good team-work and some
pretty passing was done.
Closson at
center had no difficulty in locating the
basket, putting the ball through 24 times.
Jackson, If, was next with 12 baskets.
Brown, Belfast’s left forward, played a

Malcolm Staples.

a

All other assets.

2,753,629 43
63,386 45
240,180 98
26.390 08

_

hospital in Johnstown, N. Y., March returned from a few days* visit to his
Smith. In Lewiston, March 10, to Mr.
4th. Mrs. Thompson was about 50 years sister, Mrs. Arthur Hanson, in Brewer. and Mrs. Paul Rexford Smith, a son,
Stanton Burgess.
of age and was born in
the While there he called several times on
at

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.

MARKET

bbl.,
$3 00a4

per

pea,
y. e.,

Butter,
eef, sides,
eef, f. q.,
heese,

hicken,
alf Skins,

uck,
KBs,

Fowl,
Geese,

PAID

PRODUCER

Hay, $20 00a25 00
20
Hides,
10 Lamb,
20a22
10 Lambskinsl 50a2 00
58a 60 Mutton,
20
13al4 Potatoes,
2 75
12al3 Round Hog,
20
36 Straw,
10 00a 12 00
35 Turkey,
26a32
60 Tallow,
2
<55 Veal,
25
48 Wool, unwashed, 55
30 Wood, hard,
8 00
32 Wood, soft,
6 50

RETAIL PRICE

00

RETAIL MARKET

35a38 Lime,
2 20
18a24 Oats,
1 10
1 94 Oat Meal,
8
Corn,
Cracked corn, 1 79 Onions,
10
Corn meal,
1 79 Oil, kerosene, 23a24
45 Pollock,
13
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
4 20 Pork,
28
8
15 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
2 80
Clover seed, OOaOO Shorts,
I9a24
Flour, 13 50al7 00 Sugar,
H. G. seed,
1 30
5 75 Salt, T. L,
28
Sweet
potatoes, 10
Lard,

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,

3wl2

Alliance Insurance

Company,

December 31, 1919.
Real estate.$
0 00
0 00
loans.
Mortgage
Collateral l^ans.
0 00
Stocks and bonds. 3,866,867 23
Cat h in office and bank.
381.068 66
Agent’s balance.
425,633 13
Bills receivable.
800 00
Interest and rents.
49.353 39
All other assets.
2,644 30
Assets

Gross assets.$4,726,361 71
Deduct items not admitted.
22/,652 22

Admitted assets./. .$4,497,809 49
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses... .$ 535,200 00
Unearned premiums. 1,572,752 40
All other liabilities.
125,263 46
Cash capital.
760.000 00
over
all
liabilities. 1,514,693 63
Surplus

Total liabilities and surplus.$4,497,809 49
lames Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.
Bion 8. Sanborn, Agent, Stockton
3wl2
Springs, Me.

St. Paul lire & Marine insurance Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.
December 31, 1919.

Assets

1,255.780

receivable.

02

1,600,868 78
47,131 65
134,355 83
54,915 67

10,317’,504

68^038

Gross assets.$18,720,784 71
Deduct items not admitted.
10,748 06

Gross

assets.$ 7,284.364 65
Deduct items not admitted.
582,152 85
Admitted assets.$ 6,702,211 80
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Nei

unpaid losses.$ 1,028,490 49
Unearned premiums. 3.034,581 28
All other liabilities.
266,297 10
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,872,842 93
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 6,702,211 80
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Beltast.
3wl2

American

Eagle Eire Insurance Co„

80 Maiden Lane, New York.
Assets December 31,1919.
estate.$
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds, (actual market
value Dec. 31, 1919.
Cash in office and bank.

Agent’s balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

C 00
0 00
0 00

2,730,090 00
470,719 24
670,691 52
0 00
10,252 34
0 00

Admitted assets.$...$3,878,089 18
Liabilities December 31,1919.

8trl2

next, and show cause,
said account should

the

Corporation,

Admitted assets.$16,648,601 60

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

I

the 13th day of April
if any they have, why
not be allowed.

Admitted assets.$18,710,036 65
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Liabilities December 31, 1919
; Atrueopy. Attest:
Net unpaid
Chas.
E. Johnson, Register.
48
losses.$ 1,494.688
Unearned premiums. 10.770,454 41 l______
All other liabilities.
694,291 73 At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within a”d
Cash capital.
0 00
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th
day of
Surplus over all liabilities. 5,750,602 03
March, A. D. 1920
Minerva
D.
Total liabilities and surplus. ...$18,710,036 65
Smith, widow of Preston E.
Smith, late of Winterport, in said County of
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me. Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition
praying that an allowance may he made to her
_3wl2
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
Assurance
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks succesLondon, England.
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
Assets December 31, 1919.
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
Real estate.$
Nil
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Nil
Mortgage loans.
Belfast,within and for said County, on the 13th
Collateral loans.
Nil
day of April, A. D. 1920, at ten of the clock
Stocks and bonds. 5,692.767 45 before noon, and show
cause, if any they have,
Cash in office and bank.
457,950 26 why the prayer of said petitioner should not
Agents’ balance.
938,955 54 be granted.
Bills receivable.
Nil
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
Interest and rents.
A true copy. Attest:
62,504 89
All other assets.
132,196 61
Chas. E Johnson. Register,

assets.$3,881,653 10
Deduct items not admitted.
3,563 92

Total liabilities and surplus.$16,648,601 60

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend |
at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, on :

48.323 87
147 493 S3
84

All other assets.

Gross assets.$17,312,188 76
Deduct items not admitted.
663,687 16

Liabilities December 31,1919.
Net unpaid losses..$ 1,416.295 34
Unearned premiums. 7,665 432 28
All other liabilities. 1,222,642 04
Cssh capital. 1.000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 5,444.831 99

allowance.

2,772,864 93
2,947,827 87

Interest and rents.

Real

Real estate.$
229,712 26
Mortgage loam... 1,962,911 03
None
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 12,026 513 52
Cash in office and bank.
balance.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Hills

London

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Agent’s

Cash in offic,e and bank.
Agent’s balance.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 9th day of March, 1920 Carroll
R. Beckett, administrator of the estate of Conrad Beckett, late of Islesboro, in said
County,
deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for

Gross

Net

unpaid losses...$ 309,386

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,878,089 18
Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.
3w22

Mary K. Bowden
WHEREAS,
in the County of W Ido

of Frankfort,
and State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the twelfth
day of January, 1916, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 319, Page 340,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, five certain
lots of land with the buildings thereon, situated in Frankfort, County of Waldo and State of
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit: The first lot being the [same conveyed to
one Sarah West by one Charles Lane by deed
dated .dated April 14, 1890, and recorded in
W’aldo County Registry of Deeds, in Book 227,
Page 169. The second and third lots being the
same conveyed to the said Sarah West by one
Hannah Lane by deed dated dated May 23, 1896,
recorded in said Registry, Book 243, Page 359.
The fourth lot being the same conveyed to one
Rufus West bj one Clarissa Kingsbury ty deed
dated November 4, 1874, and recorded in said
Registry. The fifth lot being the same conveyed tos&id Rufus West by one John Kingsbury by deed dated October 15, 1870.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken: Now, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated the fourth day of March, A. D. 1920.
KATE A. LANE.
3wl2
D. 4 M

WANTED

12

Unearned premiums. 1,436,972 97
All other liabilities.
71,00766
Cash capital. 1,000.(00 00
Surplus over all liabi.ities. 1,060.722 63

James

Notice ot Foreclosure

Children to Board
short distance from the
city. Best of care. References given.
For further information inquire at
12
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

In

a

good home

a

CITY OF BELFAST.
The subscribers, Assessors of Taxes of ;
of Belfast, hereby
notice to the
habitants of said city and other
persons h -ving Taxable Property within said city, ton
and bring in to said Assessors true and
per!
lists of their polls and all their estates r-a
«nd personal in writing,
including
Hand or at Interest, and debts due more t>.
owing, and all property held in trust as Gor-

City

give

Mont’y

•..

dian, Executor, Administrator, Trustee
otherwise (except as is by law
exempt fr i.
taxation) which they were possessed of on tnt
first day of April, 1920, and to be
prepare
make oath to the truth of the sume.

And they are particularly
requests to
notify the Assessors of the names of all
persons of whom they have bought or to
whom they have sold Taxable
Property
since the first day of April, 1919.
And for the purpose of
receiving said
and making transfers of ail
property bou.-it
or sold,the
undersigned will be in session a: iru
Assessors’ Room, City
Building, from nim
eleven o’clock in the forenoon, and from
to four o’clock in the afternoon of each
da.

Thursday, April 1,
1920.

to

Saturday, April

SPECIAL NOTICE
to

Executors, Administrators,

Trustees
Guardians.
Sutute provides that you must hr:. ^ m
to the Board of
Assessors a true ar.d perf. t
list of all taxable
property in your posses**, n
to date of April 1,
1820, otherwise it w:
taxed as ,'ihe statute
provides, and anv
sonal examination of
property by the Ah*
sors will not be
considered sb a waiver
neglect of any person in bringing in true
perfect lists as required by law.
or

«

Any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax accoid*
ing to the laws of the State and be barrcJ
of the right to make
eithci to
application

the

Assessors

or

County Commissioners

f"r

any abatement of taxes, unless such person
offers such list with his application and .-ai*
isfies the Assessors that he was unable t*1
offer it at the time appointed.
WILLIAM H. BRAY,

JAMES F.
MAURICE

New

SHELDON,
W. LORD.

<

(

Assess
f
Beifn.-:

r?

Spring Dresses

I am showing a splendid line of dres.es
for children from 2 to 14 years.
Middies
from 6 to 14 years. Prices reason Aid *
G. E. HALL,
Church Street, next to Bank

NOTICE
All bills due us and not paid by April
15, 1920, will be left with our attorney
for collection. Our Mr. Whitten will l>e
at the office of Swan-Whitten Co.
12
H. L. WHITTEN CO

